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1. Introduction 

Thin polycrystalline coatings play an extremely important role in a whole variety of 

industrial applications. Due to its unique physical, mechanical and chemical properties such 

as for example high hardness, abrasion resistance, temperature stability and chemical 

resistance, they are used as coatings improving resistance and lifetime of materials used for 

cutting, drilling, moulding and manufacturing of mechanical components exposed to high 

mechanical and thermal treating and friction. Only a few microns thick coating having ideal 

properties can increase the serving lifetime of steels, hardmetals or ceramics based tools 

several times. Extension of the tools lifetime has in consequence considerable financial and 

ecological savings. 

The deposition of hard coatings is already used for decades as a method increasing the 

lifetime or improving the properties of industrial tools. Historical evolution followed coatings 

prepared by the physical (PVD) and chemical (CVD) deposition methods from polycrystalline 

layers based on the transition metal nitrides MN (where M = Ti, Cr, Zr, Hf, Ta, etc.), over 

multilayered systems, gradient coatings (coatings with function gradient). Nowadays, the 

attention and the industrial use are particularly focused to the nanocrystalline and 

nanocomposite coatings because of their unique properties in comparison to the classical 

polycrystalline materials. 

Particular mechanical properties of the hard coatings are controlled by their 

microstructure properties, whereas the most important are: the element and phase 

composition, presence and magnitude of residual stresses and elastic anisotropy, preferred 

orientation of crystallites – texture, crystallite size, types and densities of defects. These 

microstructural properties can be influenced by appropriate setting of deposition parameters, 

which has in consequence the “tunability” of the coating physical characteristics – or, in the 

other words, possibility of manufacturing of coating having ideal properties for required 

industrial application. 

During the last years, the technical importance of the nanocrystalline composites 

proposed in [1] increased rapidly. It was shown in [2] that on the contrary to the coarse grain 

coatings, the coatings based on the nanocrystalline composites have a whole variety of 

beneficial or better mechanical properties, for example a higher hardness and fracture 

toughness and better temperature stability, which are the most important parameters crucial 

for the coatings industrial applications. The idea to use the small crystallite size for the 

improvement of the hardness is based on the work of Hall [3] and Petch [4], who have shown 

the increase of hardness with decreasing grain size. Another essential parameter influencing 

strongly the super-hard nanocomposites coatings mechanical properties is the residual stress. 

High internal residual stresses are needed to reduce the sliding at the grain boundaries and 

thus to prevent a reduction of the hardness at small crystallite size [5-8]. 
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This work is focused on the study of the real structure of nanocrystalline hard coatings 

and thin film nanocomposites, description and correlation of above-mentioned microstructural 

properties with deposition parameters and mechanical properties. To the main analytical 

methods used in this work for the study of coatings belong:  

a) the X-ray diffraction, which was the main method. X-ray diffraction yields 

information on the phase composition of the coatings, on the lattice parameter, magnitude and 

type of the residual stresses and elastic anisotropy, preferred orientation of crystallites, size of 

the coherently diffracting domains, density and type of the lattice defects,  

b) spectroscopic methods like the electron probe microanalysis using the wavelength 

dispersive and/or energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDX / EDX) and glow discharge 

optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES), which were used for the determination of the 

elemental composition of the coatings,  

c) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) used for the qualitative study of the coatings 

morphology (adhesion of the coatings, presence of cracks and voids etc.),  

d.) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM) used for the study of the crystal lattice defects and verification of the 

crystallite and cluster size,  

e.) measurements of the mechanical properties of coatings – indentation hardness. 
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2. Experimental details  

2.1. Sample preparation 

Six series of specimens that differed in the transition metal type (Cr, Ti and Zr) and in 

the amount of Si and Al were deposited using the cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) process in 

the deposition apparatus π-80 produced by Platit AG. The π-80 device contains two vertical 

laterally rotating arc cathodes placed in the front of the vacuum chamber [9]. One cathode 

was made from the transition metal (Cr, Ti or Zr), the second one alternatively from Al or 

from Al containing 11 at.% of Si, in the case of deposition of M-Al-N or M-Al-Si-N coatings, 

respectively (M denotes the transition metal type – Cr, Ti or Zr). In order to compare the 

microstructural properties of the coatings with different chemical compositions, the 

parameters of the deposition process were kept constant for all deposited coatings. The base 

pressure was 5×10-3 Pa and the working pressure of the nitrogen atmosphere 1.3 Pa. The 

deposition temperature was approximately 450°C. The current on the transition metal (Cr, Ti 

or Zr) cathode was 80 A, the current on the Al or Al–Si cathode 120 A. The bias voltage was 

−75 V. Polished plates of cemented carbide having a random orientation of crystallites and 

dimensions of 25×15×3 mm³ were used as substrates. They were aligned horizontally with 

equal distances from each other on a cylindrical substrate holder, which was placed in the 

centre of the vacuum chamber. Schematic drawing of the samples positions in the deposition 

chamber and a picture of the deposition apparatus are shown in Figs. 1a, b, c. In each 

deposition run, seven specimens of the respective series were produced. In contrast to the 

commercially produced coatings, the samples were not rotated during the deposition process. 

Thus, the preferred orientation of crystallites as well as other microstructural parameters were 

not superimposed or influenced by the specimen rotation. The substrates had different 

distances to the respective cathode, which allowed the series of the samples to be deposited 

with different ratios between the transition metal contents, aluminium and silicon contents, 

[M]/([M]+[Al]+[Si]). 

 
Fig. 1. Sketch of the deposition chamber from the top view (a), picture of the deposition apparatus (b) and 

photograph of the samples positioned in the samples holder (c). 
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2.2. Chemical composition and thickness of coatings 

The overall chemical composition of the coatings was measured in 41 randomly 

distributed points in the sample using electron probe microanalysis with wavelength-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EPMA/WDX) on the electron probe micro-analyzer JXA 

8900 RL (Jeol). The concentrations of the elements contained in the coatings (the respective 

transition metal, Al, Si, N) were obtained from the intensity of their spectral K lines using the 

ZAF correction procedure (the correction of the effects due to the atomic number Z, 

absorption A and fluorescence F) and external standards. Due to the overlap of the spectral 

lines LI(Ti) and K(N), the concentration of nitrogen in the Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings 

could not be measured directly. Thus, it was estimated from the analytical total and measured 

using the glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES). Within the accuracy of the 

experimental methods used for the chemical analysis, the nitrogen amount was 50 at.%. The 

maximum oxygen concentration in all coatings under study was estimated from the detection 

limit of EPMA/WDX to be lower than 0.1 at.% as no oxygen signal was detected. The 

chemical composition of all specimens is summarised in Table 1. Estimated standard 

deviations of the transition metal atoms amounts are shown as error bars in Figs. 22. 

 
Table 1. The overall chemical composition of all specimens under study. 

Sample no. Cr1-xAlxN Cr1-x-yAlxSiyN Ti1-xAlxN Ti1-x-yAlxSiyN Zr1-xAlxN Zr1-x-yAlxSiyN 

1 Cr0.92Al0.08N Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N Ti0.96Al0.04N Ti0.96Al0.04Si0.00N Zr0.96Al0.04N Zr0.93Al0.06Si0.01N 

2 Cr0.83Al0.17N Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N Ti0.85Al0.15N Ti0.85Al0.14Si0.01N Zr0.85Al0.15N Zr0.83Al0.15Si0.02N 

3 Cr0.75Al0.25N Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N Ti0.72Al0.28N Ti0.71Al0.26Si0.03N Zr0.77Al0.23N Zr0.74Al0.23Si0.03N 

4 Cr0.54Al0.46N Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N Ti0.52Al0.48N Ti0.52Al0.43Si0.05N Zr0.59Al0.41N Zr0.54Al0.41Si0.05N 

5 Cr0.46Al0.54N Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N Ti0.39Al0.61N Ti0.38Al0.53Si0.08N Zr0.50Al0.50N Zr0.43Al0.51Si0.06N 

6 Cr0.30Al0.70N Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N Ti0.18Al0.82N Ti0.19Al0.72Si0.09N Zr0.35Al0.65N Zr0.32Al0.61Si0.07N 

7 Cr0.08Al0.91N Cr0.07Al0.81Si0.12N Ti0.09Al0.91N Ti0.06Al0.82Si0.12N Zr0.13Al0.87N Zr0.16Al0.74Si0.10N 

 
The thicknesses of the coatings under study were determined by the calotte grinding 

technique [10]. Measured values and estimated standard deviations are given in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Thickness of the coatings under study in µµµµm. 

Sample no. Cr1-xAlxN Cr1-x-yAlxSiyN Ti1-xAlxN Ti1-x-yAlxSiyN Zr1-xAlxN Zr1-x-yAlxSiyN 

1 3.3 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 5.0 ± 0.2 3.9 ± 0.1 
2 5.0 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.2 4.7 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.2 
3 5.6 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 8.0 ± 0.1 6.7 ± 0.3 

4 7.2 ± 0.1 8.7 ± 0.3 6.1 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 0.1 11.4 ± 0.4 10.3 ± 0.3 
5 6.3 ± 0.1 8.6 ± 0.3 5.5 ± 0.1 6.3 ± 0.1 9.6 ± 0.2 9.5 ± 0.2 
6 5.4 ± 0.1 7.5 ± 0.3 5.2 ± 0.1 5.4 ± 0.1 7.5 ± 0.7 8.0 ± 0.2 
7 4.4 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.1 3.9 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.5 6.1 ± 0.2 
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2.3. X-ray diffraction 

For the X-ray study of the thin coatings, it is beneficial to use a diffraction geometry, 

which allows the penetration depth of radiation into investigated material to be reduced or 

even adjusted and kept constant for the whole range of the diffraction angles being used for 

the measurement. Both of these conditions satisfy the glancing angle X-ray diffraction 

(GAXRD).  

GAXRD geometry 

In the GAXRD diffraction geometry, the primary beam impinges the sample surface 

with an angle γ, which is constant during the measurement, while the diffraction angle 2θ is 

varied as the detector moves. Therefore, for individual (hkl) reflections the normal to the 

corresponding scattering planes (hkl) have different inclinations with respect to the sample 

surface (see Fig. 2a). GAXRD (2θ scans) can be performed on two types of goniometers. The 

first is Seemann-Bohlin focusing geometry [11], which has however a big disadvantage in its 

extreme sensitivity to the exact adjustment of the goniometer, thus for precise absolute 

measurements it is necessary to work with suitable internal standard [12]. Utilization of the 

Seemann-Bohlin geometry was replaced by the parallel beam geometry nowadays, which is 

possible to adjust on any two-circle goniometer with the use of parallel beam of the primary 

radiation and suitable X-ray optics inserted into diffracted beam. If a parallel primary X-ray 

beam (or the beam with low divergence) is employed, there is no need to focus the diffracted 

beam into exact position on the focusing circle and the aberrations connected to the not exact 

adjustment of the diffractometer, displacement of the specimen from exact position, etc. 

becomes negligible. In the past the X-ray parallel beam was accessible on the synchrotron 

facilities only, however due to the huge progress in the development and production of 

parabolic multilayered X-ray mirrors, it is possible to relatively simply create the parallel X-

ray beam with high intensity in each laboratory, nowadays. A sketch of the parallel beam 

geometry is shown in Fig. 2b.  

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of several crystallites of a polycrystalline material satisfying the diffraction condition 

for different families of lattice planes (different diffraction angles 2θθθθ) – normal directions to respective 

diffracting lattice planes have different angle with respect to the sample surface (a). Schematic sketch of 

the parallel beam geometry (b). 
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Parallel X-ray beam can be created from divergent beam coming from the X-ray source 

(X-ray tube generating characteristic X-ray spectra) with the use of the multilayered parabolic 

mirror (Göbel mirror), whereas the divergence of the beam depends on the “quality” of the 

mirror and is approximately 0.05°. Illustration of the multilayered parabolic mirror is shown 

in Fig. 3a. Diffracted radiation is angularly selected by the system of long Soller slits, which 

divergence simultaneously determines the resolution of goniometer. For suppression of the 

fluorescence radiation and therefore the reduction of the background intensity, it is beneficial 

to insert a secondary monochromator behind the Soller collimator. 

 
Fig. 3. Two possible methods for the production of the parallel X-ray beam from a divergent 

monochromatic beam emitted by a conventional laboratory X-ray tube. Scheme of the multilayered 

parabolic mirror (a). Sketch of the polycapillary optics (b). 

 

Parallel beam geometry significantly suppresses problems connected to the exact 

adjustment of goniometer and prevents the defocusing of the X-ray beam while tilting the 

sample out of the symmetrical position. The critical issue while using the multilayered 

parabolic mirror is the adjustment of mirror with respect to the X-ray tube focus. The line 

focus of the X-ray tube has to coincide with parabola focus of the multilayered mirror. The 

only aberration, if we do not consider wrong setting of parabolic mirror with respect to the X-

ray tube focus, which has fundamental influence on the primary beam intensity and therefore 

can easily be detected, is the incorrect setting of the zero position of the detector. This 

aberration is independent on the diffraction angle and for all precise absolute measurements; it 

is advantageous to measure the primary beam first, and to correct this eventual aberration.  

The second possibility, how to create the parallel X-ray beam in conventional 

laboratory, is the use of a polycapillary optical module. The polycapillary optical module 

consists of bundle of several millions capillaries, having spherical cross-section and diameter 

in the order of microns. The X-ray radiation emitted by the X-ray tube with point focus 

propagates through the capillaries on basis of total reflection of radiation on the inner surface 

of the capillaries. The material of capillaries, moreover acts as a radiation filter because the 

radiation of longer wavelengths is absorbed. The bundle of individual capillaries is shaped to 

create the parallel beam at the beam exit from the originally divergent beam at the 

polycapillary module entry. The sketch of the polycapillary optical module is shown in Fig. 

3b. The divergence of the X-ray beam at the polycapillary optical module exit is 

approximately 0.2°. 
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X-ray data measured with the asymmetric geometry (GAXRD) has the following 

advantages, which makes the method especially suitable for the measurements of thin films. 

In cubic materials, GAXRD data allows fast determination of residual stress from one 

diffraction pattern. Determined value of the residual stress is averaged over all measured (hkl) 

reflections. Moreover, because the interplanar spacings are measured on different 

crystallographic planes and at different inclinations of the sample from the symmetrical 

position, one can immediately get an information about the crystal anisotropy of investigated 

material, from one GAXRD scan. Another advantage of the GAXRD is the penetration depth 

– the depth of material where measured information comes from. For small angles of 

incidence of the primary beam (γ < 10ο) the penetration depth xe (equation 1) [13] is nearly 

independent on the diffraction angle, however it is strongly dependent on the incidence angle 

(penetration depth increases with increasing angle of incidence of the primary beam).  

 
( )

( )( )γθγµ

γθγ

−+

−
=

2sinsin
2sinsin

ex  (1) 

The penetration depths xe calculated for material having linear absorption coefficient µ = 580 

cm-1 (which corresponds to absorption in the sample with the chemical composition of 

approximately Cr0.46Al0.54N) and the several different angles of incidence of the primary beam 

γ are shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Varying the angle of incidence of the primary beam has in consequence different 

penetration depths of X-rays, and thus different information depth of diffracted data. GAXRD 

measurements with several different angles of incidence can provide information about the 

presence of residual stress gradients as well as the strain-free lattice parameter depth profile 

can be calculated. By setting an appropriate angle of incidence of the primary beam, with 

simultaneous knowledge of the linear absorption coefficient of investigated material, one can 

set desired penetration depth, which is particularly important for the investigation of only 

several microns thick coatings. 

Special goniometers – Eulerian cradle 

For the measurements of inhomogeneous materials, or quantities, which can vary 
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depending on the direction in the specimen (as for example lattice strains, or preferred 

orientation of crystallites) in general, it is necessary to use a goniometer that allows additional 

rotations of the sample with respect to the goniometer plane. For that purposes the κ-

goniometer or the diffractometer equipped with an Eulerian cradle can be used. A schematic 

sketch of the Eulerian cradle defining additional rotation axes is shown in Fig. 5. The Eulerian 

cradle allows tilt of the sample (the normal to the sample surface does not need to lie in the 

diffraction plane) χ - axis, and simultaneously the rotation of the specimen around its normal 

is possible φ - axis.  

Modern Eulerian cradle equipped goniometers additionally allow (x, y, z) translations, 

which permits exact adjustment of arbitrary position in the sample and together with the use 

of thin diameter capillary, spatially resolved diffraction measurements. While performing 

measurement with varying χ - tilts it is necessary to work with spatially restricted primary 

beam, because higher χ - tilts significantly broaden the beam spot on the sample.  

The use of divergent X-ray beam together with χ - tilts, for the measurement, can lead to 

a whole variety of the aberrations. The whole irradiated volume of the specimen does not 

coincide with χ rotation axis and out of axis lying irradiated sample volume moves away from 

the ideal focusing position. For each individual potential aberration it is possible to derive an 

analytical equation, however simultaneous combination of all aberrations together makes the 

analytical description difficult. Consequently, for exact X-ray measurements (measurements 

of the lattice strains for example) it is necessary to work with an appropriate standard and to 

correct measured data precisely. If we employ the parallel beam (ideal is the goniometer 

equipped with polycapillary optics), the majority of possible aberrations are negligible and the 

only important error of the measurement can be, as it was already discuss, wrong setting of 

the zero position of the goniometer. 

 
In the case of thin coatings, or materials containing depth gradients measurement, we 

have to keep in mind, that the penetration depth depends on the χ - tilt (it is decreasing with 

increasing χ - tilt), as well. 

X-ray diffraction geometries used for the experiments 

For the X-ray measurements present in this work, the next goniometers were used. 

ω 

y 
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x 

φ χ 
Fig. 5. Sketch of an Eulerian cradle. In the 

scheme, the axes x, y, z, and goniometer 

circles ωωωω, χχχχ a φφφφ are shown. The rotation 

axis ωωωω coincides with y axis and rotation 

axis (tilt axis) χχχχ with axis x. 
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GAXRD measurements with a constant angle of incidence of the primary beam were done 

using a D8 diffractometer (Bruker, AXS) equipped with a parabolic Göbel mirror in the 

primary beam and a Soller collimator with acceptance angle of 0.12° and with a flat LiF 

monochromator in the diffracted beam. The texture measurements (pole figures 

measurements) were done on a PTS 3000 diffractometer (Seifert, FPM) equipped with the 

Eulerian cradle and a point focus monocapillary optics. The lattice strains were measured on a 

X’Pert MRD diffractometer (Pananalytical) equipped with the Eulerian cradle, polycapilary 

optics in the primary beam and with a Soller collimator having the acceptance angle of 0.27° 

and flat graphite monochromator in the diffracted beam or on the D8 Advance diffractometer 

(Bruker, AXS) equipped with the Eulerian cradle and polycapilary optics located in the 

primary beam and with flat graphite monochromator in the diffracted beam. For all 

measurements the CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) was used. 

2.4. TEM and HRTEM investigations 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM) were done on a 200 kV analytical high-resolution transmission 

electron microscope JEM 2010 FEF (from Jeol) equipped by an ultra-high-resolution 

objective lens (Cs = 0.5 mm) and an in-column energy filter. The latter was used to select only 

the elastic electrons for the HRTEM micrograph recording. The specimens for TEM were 

prepared in the plane-view orientation, which is more convenient for a direct comparison of 

the XRD and HRTEM results. The coatings were first removed from the substrates, 

mechanically pre-thinned and etched by ion beam. The final step in the specimen preparation 

was a plasma cleaning procedure. 

2.5. Hardness measurements 

The hardness of the coatings was obtained from the nanoindentation experiments 

performed on three different equipments. Continuous stiffness measurements were done with 

a computer-controlled Nano Indenter XP (MTS) using the sinus mode [41] to obtain the 

hardness as a function of the penetration depth. Twenty indentations were done at each 

sample and the hardness was calculated from the values obtained in indentation depths from 

50 to 100 nm, where the hardness was affected neither by the surface roughness nor by the 

substrate hardness. These measurements were complemented by standard nanoindentation 

measurements performed using a computer controlled Fischerscope H100 microhardness 

tester and a Nano Hardness tester (CSM). The maximum load of 70 mN, which was 

recommended for super-hard coatings in [41], was reached in 20 s. The unloading time was 

20 s as well. The maximum indentation depth ranged between 0.3 and 0.4 µm, which are 

below 10% of the thickness in most coatings (compare thickness of the coatings given in 

Table 2). For all measurements, the Berkovich indenter was used.  
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Phase composition 

The analysis of the phase composition was done using the glancing angle X-ray 

diffraction (GAXRD) data. The conventional qualitative phase analysis consisting of 

comparison of measured diffraction patterns with tabulated peak positions was complemented 

by precise determination of the stress-free lattice parameters. Later procedure is, due to an 

extremely high sensitivity of the stress-free lattice parameter of the fcc phase to the 

aluminium and silicon contents dissolved in the lattice, very important. From deviations of 

expected Vegard-like dependence of the stress free lattice parameter, one can immediately 

reveal the formation of a new phase, even for low phase concentrations, which could not be 

visible in the diffraction pattern yet, and especially in the case of development of an 

amorphous SixNy phase, which does not contribute to the measured diffraction pattern with 

Bragg’s maximums.  

Depending on the sample stoichiometry, three regions with different phase compositions 

exist in the coatings. In the transition metal (Cr, Ti or Zr) richest samples, a single face 

centered cubic (fcc) M1-x-yAlxSiyN phase exists in the coating (hereinafter referred to as fcc 

phase, only). With increasing Al content, wurtzitic AlN (hereinafter referred to as w-AlN, 

only) starts to develop as a second crystalline phase, whereas in this region both phases, fcc 

and w-AlN, coexist. Finally, at the highest Al concentrations only w-AlN phase exists in the 

coatings. In samples containing silicon, the silicon atoms are dissolved in the fcc phase in 

coatings with low Si concentration and with increasing Si content they build a third phase, 

which is amorphous SixNy. The phase composition and the limits of the phases coexistence 

depends strongly on the transition metal type. The sketch of the phase evolution in M-Al-N 

and M-Al-Si-N coatings with increasing Al content and structures of the fcc and w-AlN 

phases are shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Sketch of the phase evolution in M-Al-N and M-Al-Si-N coatings with increasing Al content and 

structures of the fcc phase and wurtzitic AlN. 
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The maximum solubility of AlN into transition metal nitrides with the fcc structure 

predicted by the two band parameters, based on the pseudopotential approach and the bond 

orbital model, and structural map was calculated to be 77 at. %, 65 at. % and 33 at. % for Cr, 

Ti and Zr, respectively [14, 15].  

 
Fig. 7. Fragments of the diffraction patterns taken for the Cr-Al-N (a), Cr-Al-Si-N (b), Ti-Al-N (c), 

Ti-Al-Si-N (d), Zr-Al-N (e) and Zr-Al-Si-N (f) coatings. The intensity scale in arbitrary units is 

logarithmic. In each figure bottom diffraction pattern corresponds to the coating with highest transition 

metal concentration and in the following diffraction patterns, the concentration of Al (or Al+Si) is 

increasing in accordance with the coatings composition given in Table 1. Diffraction lines from fcc phase 

are labelled by corresponding diffraction indices at the bottom (red coloured indices), diffraction lines 

from the w-AlN at the top of figures (black coloured indices). Reflections corresponding to the substrate 

are labelled with blue line and diffraction indices at the top of figures (blue coloured indices). 
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In Figs. 7 fragments of the measured diffraction patterns of the samples under study are 

shown with labelled diffraction lines corresponding to the fcc M1-x-yAlxSiyN and w-AlN 

phases of coatings as well as the reflections from the substrate. In the Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings 

droplets of hexagonal Zr, were present in the coatings. Peaks from the hexagonal zirconium 

droplets are clearly visible in the Zr-Al-(Si)-N diffraction patterns – see the unindexed peaks 

in Figs. 7e, f. 

In silicon free M-Al-N coatings at the lowest aluminium contents, all samples contained 

only fcc. In the single-phase regions, the stress-free lattice parameters decreased linearly with 

increasing Al contents (Fig. 8). These Vegard-like dependences were approximated by the 

following functions: a (Cr1−xAlxN)=[0.41486(2)−0.00827(1)·x] nm, a 

(Ti1−xAlxN)=[0.42418(2)−0.01432(2)·x] nm and a (Zr1−xAlxN)=[0.458(1)−0.026(1)·x] nm (the 

lattice parameters for the stoichiometric binary nitrides shown in Fig. 8 were taken from the 

ICSD database [16]). The decrease of the stress-free lattice parameters with increasing Al 

contents becomes faster with increasing intrinsic lattice parameter of the respective binary 

transition metal nitride. In the dual-phase coatings, the stress free lattice parameters of fcc 

were larger than the lattice parameters predicted from the respective Vegard-like dependence 

for the “overall” chemical composition of the coatings as revealed by EPMA/WDX. The 

reason is that a part of Al atoms segregates from the host structure of the fcc phase. Thus, the 

fcc phase contains less Al than the mixture of fcc phase and w-AlN, which chemical 

composition was analyzed using EPMA/WDX. The segregation of Al from fcc phase is 

responsible for the apparent increase of the lattice parameter in the cubic phases. 

 

Fig. 8. Dependence of the stress-

free lattice parameters on the 

transition metal contents in fcc-

(Cr, Al, Si) N (red boxes), fcc-(Ti, 

Al, Si) N (green circles) and fcc-

(Zr, Al, Si) N coatings (blue 

triangles) as measured in the 

samples, in which fcc-(M, Al, Si) 

N was the dominating phase. Solid 

symbols are used for Si-free 

coatings, open symbols for 

coatings containing Si. Error bars 

of determined stress-free lattice 

parameters are smaller than the 

symbols. Solid lines indicate the 

hypothetical Vegard-like 

dependences for Cr1−xAlxN, 

Ti1−xAlxN and Zr1−xAlxN. Grey 

rectangles mark the composition 

ranges of the maximum hardness 

from Fig. 23. Vertical dotted lines 

separate single fcc phase, dual 

phase (fcc + w-AlN) region and 

region, where the w-AlN is 

dominant (from right to left), 

respectively. 
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Accordingly, the composition ranges, in which the stress-free lattice parameters of fcc 

phase deviate from the hypothetical Vegard-like dependence, match well with the 

composition ranges, in which the presence of two crystalline phases and the increase of the 

hardness were observed (compare with Fig. 22). For the silicon-free coatings, the phase 

decomposition starts at Cr0.54Al0.46N, Ti0.72Al0.28N and Zr0.85Al0.15N as determined from the 

respective overall chemical composition of the coatings, for which the stress-free lattice 

parameters start to deviate from the Vegard-like dependence. The maximum Al contents in 

the fcc phases of the samples under study were Cr0.44Al0.56N, Ti0.48Al0.52N and Zr0.85Al0.15N as 

calculated back from the minimum lattice parameters and from the Vegard-like dependences 

shown above. As Si present in the Cr-Al-Si-N, Ti-Al-Si-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings segregates 

from the host structure of fcc M1-x-yAlxSiyN by forming amorphous silicon nitride [1, 17], the 

segregation of Si could not be confirmed directly using the XRD phase analysis. Nevertheless, 

it was concluded from the comparison of the stress-free lattice parameters of fcc M1-xAlxN 

and fcc M1-x-yAlxSiyN in samples containing a single crystalline phase (Fig. 8) that fcc Cr1-

xAlxN can accommodate more Si than fcc Ti1-x-yAlxN. In fcc Cr1-x-yAlxSiyN, silicon inflates 

the stress-free lattice parameter as described in [18]. In the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, superfluous 

Si causes a complete segregation of Ti, Al and Si into fcc-TiN, w-AlN and amorphous silicon 

nitride [19], as it can also be seen on the increase of the stress-free lattice parameter of fcc Ti1-

x-yAlxSiyN towards stoichiometric TiN. In Zr-Al-Si-N coatings the presence of silicon affects 

the lattice parameter of the fcc phase similarly as in the Cr-Al-Si-N, we observed slight 

increase of the lattice parameter in first two zirconium richest samples. Exact quantification of 

the influence of silicon on the lattice parameter of the fcc phase in M-Al-Si-N coatings is a 

rather difficult task, because it is not clear when the silicon is dissolved in the crystal lattice 

yet, and when it starts to segregate while building the amorphous SixNy phase. Nevertheless, 

other consequences of silicon addition on the microstructure of the M-Al-Si-N coatings are 

discussed in the next sections. 
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3.2. Residual stresses and elastic anisotropy 

In next section we focus on the residual stress determination of the fcc phase in 

M-Al-(Si-)N coatings using the GAXRD data and data obtained from measurements on a 

goniometer equipped with an Eulerian cradle, using the classical sin2ψ and the Crystallite 

Group methods. Other procedures suitable for the residual stress determination from the X-ray 

measurements in thin films are shown in closer details, on the example of titanium nitride 

coatings, in chapter 8.  

On the basis of the GAXRD measurements performed at several different angles of 

incidence of the primary beam (i.e. different information depth of diffracted intensity), we can 

conclude that no depth gradients were observed in our coatings, as can be seen from nearly 

identical slopes of the sin2ψ dependences constructed from these measurements (Fig. 9b). 

Rather high errors of the slopes determined from the linear function fit come from the scatter 

of measured lattice parameters caused by the pronounced crystal anisotropy present in our 

coatings, whereas the biggest error calculated for measurement at the lowest angle of 

incidence (γ = 1°) is caused solely by the quality of measured diffraction pattern. 

Equation 2 describes the relation between the measured lattice deformation and the 

stress tensor. Lattice deformations measured at three different angles φ and at several tilts ψ 

allow due to equation 2 all stress tensor components to be determined [13]. As it is clearly 

apparent from Fig 9c, the coatings are under the state of biaxial, (rotationally symmetrical - 

σ11 = σ22 = σ) stress, because data measured for different angles φ are identical. No shear 

stresses (σ13 = σ23= 0) are present in our samples that can be demonstrated by similar 

behaviour of lattice parameters measured for positive and negative ψ  tilts i.e. no ψ  splitting 

is observable [13] (see Fig. 9d).  
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Under the assumptions of biaxial, rotationally symmetrical state of stress, without shear 

stresses and normal stress component (σ33) equal to zero, equation 2 reduces to a formula, 

which predicts the linear dependence of εhkl vs. sin2ψ – equation 3. 
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From data measured using the classical sin2ψ method, the elastic anisotropy factor A, defined 

by equation 4, can be derived [20]. The elastic anisotropy factor is given by the ratio between 

the slopes (ζ) of the dependences εhkl versus sin2ψ measured on (00h) and (hhh) lattice planes. 

Elastic anisotropy factor quantifies the effect of the residual stress on the strain, whereas the 

isotropy condition requires A = 1. The larger is the deviation from one the higher is the crystal 

anisotropy. 
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The measured dependences of lattice deformations vs. sin2ψ were approximated with a 

linear function (equation 3). We have to mention that there occur deviations from the 

expected linear behaviour even for 00h and hhh reflections (see Fig. 9c at low ψ tilts). We 

suppose that this effect comes from the plastic deformation of highly stressed lattice planes 

parallel to sample surface. The plastic deformation was recently demonstrated by the presence 

of screw dislocations in our coatings [18, 21].  

 
Fig. 9. Lattice parameters of the fcc phase calculated from the GAXRD measurements and lattice 

parameters calculated from the interplanar spacings of the lattice planes (111), (200), (220) and (422) 

measured at different inclinations of the sample ψψψψ from the symmetrical position (ψψψψ = 0) in sample 

Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N (a). Slopes of the sin
2ψψψψ plots calculated from GAXRD measurements obtained for 

different angles of incidence γγγγ  for sample Cr0.54Al0.46N (b). Plot of the lattice parameters obtained from the 

interplanar spacing of the lattice planes (111) versus sin
2ψψψψ measured for three different φφφφ angles (c), 

measured for positive and negative ψψψψ tilts (d) for sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N. 

 

In Fig. 9a lattice parameters of the fcc phase calculated from the GAXRD measurements 

and lattice parameters calculated from the interplanar spacings of the lattice planes (111), 

(200), (220) and (422) measured at different inclinations of the sample ψ from the 

symmetrical position (ψ = 0) in the sample Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N are shown. Large scatter of the 

lattice parameters calculated from the GAXRD data indicates strong crystal anisotropy of the 

lattice deformation, which implies a strong anisotropy of the X-ray elastic constants in the fcc 
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phase. As observed also for other nitrides crystallizing with the NaCl type structure, and 

comparing the lattice parameters calculated from the interplanar spacings measured at the 

lattice planes (200) and (111), the hard deformation direction is 〈100〉 and easy deformation 

direction 〈111〉 [22-24]. 

For highly textured materials, the Crystallite Group method (CGM) [13] is usually 

applied. The benefit of this method is the possibility of getting information on specially 

chosen crystallites set, taking into account the angular relations between individual crystallite 

planes. Using the CGM method, the residual stresses in crystallites families having orientation 

mostly incorporated in our samples, i.e. for the crystallites corresponding to the strongest 

texture component present in the coating, were derived. 

 

Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N coatings 

The anisotropy factor A was smaller than 1 in all cases, i.e. 00
2 2
hhh h

s s> . The dependence 

of the anisotropy factor on aluminium contents was much weaker than the dependence of the 

anisotropy factor on silicon contents in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings (Fig. 10a). The strongest 

anisotropy (A = 0.4) was observed in the sample Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N. The slopes of the 

dependences of ε versus sin2ψ, which were used for the calculation of the anisotropy factors, 

were obtained with a very high accuracy unlike the residual stresses, which would be affected 

by the difficulties and uncertainties in the determination of the elastic constants. In Figs. 10c 

and 10d, the slopes ζ111 and ζ200 are plotted as functions of the chemical compositions of the 

Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings. The slope of the ε versus sin2ψ dependences is negative for all 

investigated samples, whereas it is nearly constant or slowly decreasing with increasing Al 

concentration in Cr-Al-N system and increasing with Al and Si concentration for Cr-Al-Si-N 

coatings. The magnitudes of the slopes obtained using CGM (slopes of the ε vs. sin2ψ 

dependences measured on crystallite family corresponding to strongest texture component) – 

Fig. 10b, lies between the boundary values calculated using the classical method for (111) and 

(200) lattice planes (compare Figs. 10b and 10c, 10d). Slight differences between the slopes 

obtained from the classical method and from CGM occur since both methods apply different 

types of averaging. Data obtained from the classical method are averaged over crystallites 

having different orientation with respect to the sample surface measured on certain lattice 

planes, whereas CGM results are averaged over different (hkl), but the results correspond to 

the crystallites having distinct orientation (in our case crystallites corresponding to the major 

texture component). 

Adopting elastic constants given in [25] (ν = 0.214 and E = 520 GPa) and taking into 

account relations between the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and XECs s1 = -ν / E and 

½ s2 = (ν +1) / E [13], one can calculate the values of the residual stress. However, these 

results can be understood as a very rough approximation as the possible dependence of the 

elastic constants on the chemical composition was neglected. Residual stress determined 

using CGM in both types of coatings is compressive, whereas its magnitude is significantly 
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higher for samples without Si (approximately two times for the first four samples richest in 

the chromium), and it is decreasing in Si free samples and increasing in coatings containing Si 

with increase of [Al] (or [Al]+[Si]) concentration. For the fifth samples - Cr0.46Al0.54N and 

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the residual stress magnitude is similar, around -6 GPa for both coating 

series. Residual stresses determined using the classical sin2ψ  method exhibit the same trend 

as described for CGM results, moreover the dependences of residual stress on the composition 

are slightly smoother than in the CGM results. 

 
Fig. 10. Plot of the anisotropy factor A (a), slopes of the εεεε vs. sin

2ψψψψ dependences measured on crystallite 

family corresponding to strongest texture component (CGM) (b), and slopes of the εεεε vs. sin
2ψψψψ dependences 

measured on (111) and (200) lattice planes ((c) - for Cr-Al-N , (d) - for Cr-Al-Si-N), versus amount of 

chromium in Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings. 

 

Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings 

The anisotropy factor A is increasing with increasing Al and Si content and it can be 

well described by functions y = 0.79(7)*c[Al]+0.58(3), y = 0.99(9)*c([Al]+[Si])+0.56(9) for 

Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings respectively (Fig. 11a), where c[Al] or c([Al]+[Si]) 

represent Al, or Al+Si concentration. The anisotropy relaxation is slightly faster in the 

samples containing Si.  

The slopes of the ε versus sin2ψ dependences obtained using the classical method are 

negative for both Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N, and increase linearly with increasing Al and Si 

concentration up to the [Ti]/([Ti]+[Al]+[Si]) ~ 0.7. The dependences show saturation at 

approximately -0.07 and -0.055 for Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, respectively – Figs. 11c 
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and 11d, whereas the values are, in the bounds of errors, similar for (111) and (200) lattice 

planes (corresponding to the anisotropy relaxation for these samples).  

Using the elastic constants ν = 0.295 and E = 640 GPa from [20], the residual stress can 

be calculated from slope of the ε versus sin2ψ dependence. Because of the uncertainty in the 

dependence of elastic constants on composition, the elaborated values of residual stress can 

again be understood as a rough approximation. Residual stress determined using CGM shows 

an increase from approximately -5.5 GPa or -4.3 GPa to -8.5 GPa or -7.3 GPa with increasing 

Al and Si concentration for Ti-Al-N or Ti-Al-Si-N samples respectively. The stress 

determined for samples without Si is higher than in samples containing silicon, and reach its 

maximum at -9 GPa for the third sample. Comparison of data obtained from CGM and the 

classical sin2ψ methods show that the residual stress determined from the classical sin2ψ 

method (i.e. averaged over all crystallites orientation) is slightly smaller than its value from 

CGM. It denotes that preferentially oriented crystallites (crystallites belonging to the main 

texture component present in coatings) are in a state of higher compressive residual stress. 

 
Fig. 11. Plot of the anisotropy factors A, lines correspond to the linear fit (a) Slopes of the εεεε vs. sin

2ψψψψ 

dependences measured on crystallite family corresponding to strongest texture component (CGM) (b), 

and slopes of the εεεε vs. sin
2ψψψψ dependences measured on (111) and (200) lattice planes ((c) - for Ti-Al-N , (d) 

- for Ti-Al-Si-N), versus amount of titanium in Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings. 
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peaks profiles were enormously broadened, moreover the reflections from the fcc phase were 
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superimposed with peaks from hexagonal zirconium, coming from the droplets present in the 

coatings (see Figs. 7e and 7f), which slightly complicated the peaks refinement. Furthermore, 

measured dependencies of lattice strain ε versus sin2ψ exhibited pronounced non-linear 

behaviour, which was true namely for (200) lattice planes measured at low ψ  tilts. This fact 

prevents linear fitting of all measured data, moreover the CGM yield no plausible results. 

Only the linear parts of sin2ψ plots were used for the anisotropy factor A and residual stress 

determination. The results, affected by a huge error, therefore can be understand just as a very 

rough approximation of the true sample state. 

The anisotropy in Zr-Al-(Si-)N samples, containing high zirconium concentrations, is 

highest from all investigated M-Al-(Si-)N coatings. The anisotropy factors A start at 0.25 and 

0.23 for specimens Zr0.96Al0.04N and Zr0.93Al0.06Si0.01N, respectively (see Fig. 12a). With 

increasing Al and Si concentration, the elastic anisotropy of the fcc crystallites decreases. In 

the Zr-Al-N coatings the anisotropy saturates at a value of approximately A = 0.5 in sample 

Zr0.85Al0.15N and further increase of the aluminium concentration does not significantly 

influence the anisotropy factor A. Increase of the silicon concentration in the Zr-Al-Si-N 

coatings cause pronounced decay of the elastic anisotropy, whereas in sample 

Zr0.54Al0.41Si0.05N the anisotropy factor A nearly approaches 1, which means no elastic 

anisotropy (e.g. fcc crystallites appear to be isotropic). The elastic anisotropy in the 

Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings depends strongly on the silicon than on the aluminium concentration, 

similarly as it was observed in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N samples.  

The slopes of ε versus sin2ψ dependences, obtained using the classical method, slightly 

increase its magnitude with increasing aluminium content, approach its maximum in sample 

Zr0.85Al0.15N and saturate for higher aluminium concentration. The Zr-Al-Si-N coatings follow 

a similar trend, however the addition of silicon significantly emphasizes the evolution of a 

maximum in sample Zr0.83Al0.15Si0.02N (compare Figs. 12b and 12c) and has in consequence 

faster decay of the 111 slopes magnitude with further aluminium and silicon increase.  

 
Fig. 12. Plot of the anisotropy factor A (a), slopes of the εεεε vs. sin

2ψψψψ dependences measured on (111) and 

(200) lattice planes ((b) - for Zr-Al-N , (c) - for Zr-Al-Si-N), versus the amount of zirconium in 

Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings. 
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Adopting elastic constants ν = 0.19 and E = 460 GPa published in [20, 26], the residual 

stress can be derived from the slopes of ε versus sin2ψ dependences. Similarly as it was 

discussed in previous sections for Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings there exist huge 

uncertainty in the values of the elastic constants as well as unknown dependences of elastic 

constants on the composition (aluminium and/or silicon contents), therefore determined 

values of the residual stresses are only a first rough approximation. All Zr-Al-(Si-)N samples 

under study are in state of compressive residual stress. Quantification yields the residual stress 

of about -5 GPa and -2 GPa for (111) and (200) lattice planes respectively in Zr-Al-N 

coatings, and residual stress varying from approximately -7 GPa to -4 GPa and from -1.5 GPa 

to -4 GPa for (111) and (200) lattice planes in the case of Zr-Al-Si-N samples 

 

In all M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study, no residual stress and lattice parameter depth 

gradients as well as no shear stresses and only biaxial rotationally symmetrical compressive 

state of stress were observed. The elastic anisotropy of the fcc crystallites decreased generally 

with increasing Al and Si concentration for all samples, except of the Cr-Al-N coatings. In the 

Ti-Al-(Si-)N samples the anisotropy decreased linearly with increasing Al and Si 

concentration, whereas in coatings containing Si the anisotropy decay was slightly faster. In 

samples with composition Ti0.52Al0.48N and Ti0.52Al0.43Si0.05N the elastic anisotropy factor A 

approached 1 and fcc crystallites become elastically isotropic. In the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and 

Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings significantly higher influence of the Si addition on the elastic 

anisotropy factor relaxation and thus transition from the elastically anisotropic to elastically 

isotropic state of the fcc crystallites was observed. The elastic anisotropy factor A remains 

around approximately 0.5 for coatings with composition Cr0.46Al0.54N and Zr0.59Al0.41N (the 

fcc crystallites are still highly anisotropic), while in samples containing Si the elastic 

anisotropy factor approaches 1 in samples Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N and Zr0.54Al0.41Si0.05N (the fcc 

crystallites appears elastically isotropic).  

The highest residual stress was observed in the Cr-Al-N coatings in which samples the 

residual stress is nearly constant or slightly decreases with increasing Al contents. The fine 

decay of the residual stress is probably caused by the fact that the initial value of the residual 

stress is too high and highly strained fcc crystallites try to relax. Significant reduction of the 

residual stress is obvious in sample with composition Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N in which the second 

w-AlN phase develops. Therefore, we can deduce that initial residual stress in the fcc 

crystallites was too high and relaxed (probably on the grain boundaries between the fcc and 

w-AlN crystallites) when the w-AlN occurred in the coating. Similar evolution of the residual 

stress with composition and residual stress magnitude was observed for both types of 

averaging – e.g. CGM and classical method in Cr-Al-N coatings. In chromium richest 

Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings the residual stress is approximately two times smaller than in the 

samples without silicon, whereas slightly different results yield the CGM and classical 

method. The residual stress determined using the classical method is modestly increasing with 
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increasing Al and Si contents, while it is constant as calculated using the CGM. In sample 

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N both methods yield similar values of the residual stress that are moreover 

similar to the residual stress value calculated in the Cr-Al-N samples with analogous Cr 

contents.  

In the Ti-Al-(Si-)N specimens the residual stress exhibit a pronounced increase with 

increasing Al and Si contents in both sample series without and with silicon, whereas the 

residual stress is higher in the coatings without silicon. Both types of averaging – the CGM 

and classical method yield similar results for the Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings. In the Zr-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings the residual stress reach the maximum value for the samples with compositions 

Zr0.85Al0.15N and Zr0.83Al0.15Si0.02N, whereas with additional increase of Al and Si the residual 

stress is approximately constant in the Zr-Al-N and smoothly decreases in the Zr-Al-Si-N 

coatings, respectively. 
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3.3. Preferred orientation of crystallites 

Preferred orientation of crystallites (texture) is the microstructural parameter that has 

fundamental influence on the mechanical properties of coatings, particularly in highly 

anisotropic materials. Perry and Schoenes [27] have shown in their review that the deposition 

parameters, such as the composition of the working gas, the gas pressure, the deposition rate, 

the bias voltage, can affect texture in thin films of transition nitrides significantly. 

In our investigated coatings, a strong three-dimensional preferred orientation of 

crystallites mainly in the fcc transition metal nitride phase was observed, which was described 

by coexisting out-of-plane and in-plane texture [28, 29]. We correlated the texture 

development in the coatings with other microstructural features (the chemical and phase 

composition, the crystallite size, the degree of the partial coherence of neighbouring 

crystallites and the lattice strain) and with the geometry of the deposition process - different 

distances between the samples and the cathodes that affected the flux of the deposited 

particles [28, 29]. The texture development was described in terms of the inclination of the 

main texture component from the sample surface perpendicular direction and in terms of the 

degree of the out-of-plane and the in-plane preferred orientation of crystallites in the coatings. 

 
Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N coatings 

Examples of the pole figures measured on the fcc phase in the Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N 

coatings are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The cubic crystallites in all Cr-Al-N 

coatings under study were preferentially oriented with their direction 〈111〉 nearly 

perpendicular to the sample surface and showed additionally a pronounced in-plane texture. 

Only a slight inclination of the {111} out-of-plane texture from the samples surface 

perpendicular direction was observed with decreasing chromium and increasing aluminium 

contents (Fig. 15a). The maximum inclination of the texture direction was approximately 5°. 

In the fcc phase of the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, the combination of the out-of-plane and in-

plane texture was also observed similarly to the Cr-Al-N samples. However, the 〈111〉 texture 

direction inclined more rapidly from the sample surface perpendicular direction with 

increasing silicon and aluminium contents in the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, than with increasing 

aluminium contents in the Cr-Al-N coatings (see Figs. 14 and 15a). In the coatings with the 

overall chemical composition of Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the fcc crystallites were nearly 

preferentially oriented with their direction 〈110〉 perpendicularly to the sample surface. This 

orientation of crystallites corresponds to the angle between the 〈111〉 direction and the sample 

surface perpendicular direction of 35° (see Fig. 15a). 

The degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation changed both with the chemical 

composition of the samples (Fig. 16a) and with their position in the deposition apparatus (Fig. 

16b). In Figs. 16a, b, the degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation is represented by the 

full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of a central pole that was fitted by a two-

dimensional Gaussian function.  
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Fig. 13. Pole figures {111}, {100} and {110} (from the left to the right) of the fcc phase measured in the 

samples with the overall chemical composition Cr0.92Al0.08N, Cr0.75Al0.25N and Cr0.46Al0.54N (from the top to 

the bottom) recalculated into the stereographic projection. 

 
For the determination of the degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation in the 

Cr-Al-N samples, the central pole (111) was selected in all coatings. In the samples of the 

Cr-Al-Si-N series, the central pole (111) was only used for the chromium-richest samples 

Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N and Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N. In the samples Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N and 

Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N, the solitary and nearly central pole (100) was used for determination of the 

texture degree. For the description of the sample positions in the deposition apparatus in Fig. 

16b, the middle position between the cathodes was used, which was almost identical with the 

position of the anode tip in this experimental setup (see Fig. 1a). 
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Fig. 14. Pole figures {111}, {100} and {110} (from the left to the right) of the fcc phase measured in the 

samples with the overall chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N, Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N 

(from the top to the bottom) re-calculated into the stereographic projection. The dots show the positions of 

the poles as obtained for an fcc single-crystal in the same orientation as for the respective sample. 

 
From the comparison of both dependencies (Figs. 16a and 16b), it is apparent that in the 

fcc phase of the Cr-Al-N coatings the FWHM of the out-of-plane texture is controlled rather 

by the distance between the samples and the middle position of the cathodes than by the 

aluminium contents. The larger is the distance, the weaker is the out-of-plane texture. In the 

Cr-Al-Si-N system, the degree of the preferred orientation of cubic crystallites increases 

apparently with increasing distance of the samples from the middle position between the 

cathodes. On the other hand, the out-of-plane texture in the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings gets weaker 

with increasing aluminium and silicon contents. Thus, we can assume that the increasing 

silicon concentration causes an obvious decay of the out-of-plane preferred orientation of the 

fcc crystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings. 
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Fig. 15. Inclination of the 〈〈〈〈111〉〉〉〉 texture direction from the sample surface perpendicular direction as 

observed for the cubic phase in Cr-Al-N (����) and Cr-Al-Si-N (����) thin films. The angle of 35° shown by the 

dotted line is the angle between the directions 〈〈〈〈111〉〉〉〉 and 〈〈〈〈110〉〉〉〉 in cubic system (a). Degree of the in-plane 

texture in the Cr-Al-N (����) and Cr-Al-Si-N (����) thin films in dependence on the chemical composition of the 

coatings (b). 

 
The in-plane texture shows a similar behaviour like the out-of-plane preferred 

orientation of the fcc crystallites (compare Figs. 15b and 16a). At low Al concentrations in the 

Cr-Al-N coatings, the in-plane texture becomes more pronounced with decreasing distance 

from the “anode” in the deposition apparatus. At higher Al concentrations starting with 

Cr0.54Al0.46N, the weakening of the in-plane texture is obviously caused both by the increasing 

distances from the “anode” and by the increasing aluminium contents. The in-plane texture in 

the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings gets monotonously weaker with increasing aluminium and silicon 

contents. The same tendency was observed for the out-of-plane texture in the Cr-Al-Si-N 

coatings. The similar trends observed for the out-of-plane and in-plane textures in both 

sample series (without and with Si) indicate that the physical processes behind the preferred 

orientation of crystallites are similar in all macroscopic directions. 

 
Fig. 16. Degree of the out-of-plane texture of the cubic phase in Cr-Al-N (����) and Cr-Al-Si-N (����) coatings 

shown in dependence on the chemical composition of the coatings (a) and in dependence on the sample 

position in the deposition apparatus (b). 

 

It follows from the comparison of results obtained for the Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N 

coatings that the silicon present in the Cr-Al-N coatings has a huge influence on the preferred 
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orientation of the fcc crystallites. It substantially contributes to the inclination of the preferred 

orientation direction 〈111〉 away from the sample surface perpendicular direction and to the 

loss of both, the out-of-plane and the in-plane preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites.  

 

Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings 

Analogous situation to the preferred orientation of crystallites evolution in the fcc phase 

of Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N coatings described in previous paragraphs occurred in the Ti-Al-N 

and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. The fcc Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N crystallites grew with a strong 

preferred orientation of crystallites. In the Ti-Al-N coatings, the fcc crystallites were 

additionally strongly preferentially oriented in the plane of the films - three-dimensional 

texture (similar as found in Cr-Al-N coatings) contrary to the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, where the 

in-plane preferred orientation of fcc crystallites was quite weak. 

 
In the Ti-Al-N coating, the cubic crystallites in the sample with the highest titanium 

content were oriented with the 〈111〉 crystallographic direction perpendicular to the sample 

surface (the deviation of the 〈111〉 direction from the sample normal was less than 2°, which is 

in fact accuracy of positioning of the sample in the deposition apparatus). With increasing 

aluminium contents, the 〈111〉 crystallographic direction inclined from the sample surface 

perpendicular direction towards the in-plane direction (see Fig. 17). In the sample 

Ti0.39Al0.61N the cubic crystallites were oriented with the crystallographic direction 〈100〉 

nearly perpendicular to the sample surface. The in-plane texture development in the Ti-Al-N 

coatings follows the evolution described in the Cr-Al-N, and similarly as in the Cr-Al-N 

coatings, the maximum of the in-plane preferred orientation was found in the sample located 

in front of the pure metal (titanium) cathode. 

Addition of the silicon in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings changed the texture evolution 

dramatically. In the sample Ti0.96Al0.04Si0.00N, specimen containing highest titanium fraction 

and less than 0.1 at.% of silicon, the 〈111〉 crystallographic direction was preferentially 

oriented perpendicular to the sample surface like in the titanium richest sample in the Ti-Al-N 

coatings. Approximately 0.4 at.% of silicon in the sample Ti0.85Al0.14Si0.01N changed the 
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texture direction significantly. The angle between the crystallographic direction 〈111〉 and the 

normal direction was about 32.5°, which corresponds to the crystallographic direction 〈110〉 

being nearly perpendicular to the sample surface. With increasing aluminium and silicon 

content, the 〈111〉 direction was progressively inclined into the plane of the film (see Fig. 17). 

Besides, the presence of silicon blocked up the formation of the three-dimensional preferred 

orientation of crystallites since the in-plane texture component did not form in the Ti-Al-Si-N 

coatings. 

 

Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings 

Completely different evolution of the preferred orientation of fcc crystallites occurred in 

Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings, compared to the Cr and Ti samples. Contrary to the Cr and 

Ti based coatings, where we observed the {111} texture in transition metal richest samples in 

the Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings with highest zirconium concentration the fcc crystallites 

preferentially oriented with the 〈100〉 crystallographic direction parallel to the sample normal 

direction. With increasing aluminium and silicon contents the 〈100〉 crystallographic direction 

rapidly inclines towards the sample surface. 

 
Fig. 18. Inclination of the 〈〈〈〈100〉〉〉〉 texture direction from the sample surface perpendicular direction as 

observed for the cubic phase in the Zr-Al-N (open red circles - ����) and Zr-Al-Si-N (open blue squares - ����) 

thin films as a function of the zirconium contents (a), and as a function of the angle between the sample 

normal direction and the direction from the substrate to the Zr cathode (b). 

 

The inclination of the 〈100〉 preferred orientation direction of fcc crystallites 

perpendicular to the sample normal towards the sample surface was independent on the 

silicon content as it can be clearly seen from Fig. 18a, where the inclination of the 〈100〉 

texture direction for samples with and without silicon underwent similar evolution. The 

degree of the out-of-plane texture, derived from the FWHM of the central texture peak was in 

both cases strongest for samples containing highest zirconium concentration and with 

increasing aluminium and silicon contents the degree of the out-of-plane texture decreased 

rapidly. The three-dimensional preferred orientation of fcc crystallites was not observed in the 
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Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings – the in-plane texture did not form in the zirconium based 

coatings. 

In Fig. 18b the inclination of the 〈100〉 crystallographic direction of the fcc crystallites 

from the sample surface perpendicular direction as a function of the angle between the surface 

normal direction and the direction from the substrate to the zirconium cathode in Zr-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings is shown. It is obvious from the Fig. 18b that the inclination of the 〈100〉 

crystallographic direction strongly correlates with the angle between the sample normal and 

sample-cathode direction. For the first three zirconium richest samples in both Zr-Al-N and 

Zr-Al-Si-N coatings series the correlation is nearly perfect. The correlation is less pronounced 

in the samples with composition Zr0.59Al0.41N and Zr0.54Al0.41Si0.05N, however in these 

coatings, the intensity maximum in the measured pole figures was weak and highly broadened 

besides so that the determined value of the maximum suffers from a high error. Therefore, we 

suppose that the deposition geometry plays the most important role in the preferred 

orientation of the fcc crystallites development in the Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings. 

 

Comparison of the preferred orientation of crystallites in the fcc phase of M-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings under study, allows us to draw the next conclusions. For the texture evolution in the 

CAE M-Al-(Si-)N coatings the next parameters are highly important: a) the deposition 

geometry, b) chemical and phase composition of coatings and c) residual stress and elastic 

anisotropy. 

In the cubic phase of all M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study, we observed one main 

texture component preferentially oriented perpendicular to the sample surface in samples with 

high transition metal contents. In the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings the 〈111〉 

crystallographic direction, and in the Zr-Al-(Si-)N samples the 〈100〉 crystallographic 

direction were preferentially oriented perpendicular to the sample surface. With increasing Al 

and Si contents, the main texture direction significantly inclined from the sample surface 

perpendicular direction, except the Cr-Al-N coatings, where the inclination was only 

moderate. Besides, in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings a pronounced three-

dimensional preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites, described by the coexistence of the 

out-of-plane and in-plane texture, was observed.  

The strongest influence on the degree and formation of the in-plane preferred orientation 

has the deposition geometry, i.e. the position of the specimen in the deposition chamber. The 

samples situated in front of the transition metal cathode exhibited strongest in-plane texture, 

whereas with increasing distance from this cathode the in-plane texture significantly 

weakened. However, the degree of the in-plane texture is also influenced by the chemical 

composition of the coatings. In the Cr-Al-N and Ti-Al-N coatings, the neighbouring 

crystallites were in contact and grew coherently with a pronounced preferred in-plane 

orientation. The addition of silicon led to a separation of the crystallites by amorphous SixNy 

phase in which the lateral coherence of crystallites and the in-plane texture were lost.  
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The inclination of the main texture direction from the normal to the sample surface 

(inclination of the out-of-plane texture) is controlled mainly by the chemical composition of 

coatings. With increasing aluminium and silicon contents, we observed obvious inclination of 

the out-of-plane texture in all Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study, whereas 

the effect of silicon addition is stronger as in the samples containing silicon the inclination of 

the out-of-plane texture is more pronounced. The out-of-plane texture inclination in the 

Cr-Al-N samples is only moderate in comparison to the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings. This effect can be explained taking into account high residual stresses that are 

present in the Cr-Al-N samples.  

It was shown by several authors that the preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites in 

thin films of transition metal nitrides is controlled by the competition between the surface 

energy and the strain energy [30-34]. In the transition metal nitrides with the fcc structure, the 

{001} lattice planes possess the lowest surface energy, thus the {100} texture is expected in 

very thin films with none or very low lattice strain. Because of the strong crystallographic 

anisotropy of the elastic constants in the M-Al-(Si-)N coatings, which results in the anisotropy 

of the Young modulus with E001 > E111, the {111} texture should dominate for increasing 

compressive residual stress. The strain energy increases with increasing thickness of the 

coatings, thus the preferred orientation changes during the layer growth as it was observed, 

e.g., in [31, 32, 34].  

This consideration fully explains the texture evolution in the Cr-Al-N coatings where we 

observed only a slight inclination of the out-of-plane {111} texture. In the Cr-Al-N coatings, 

the strain energy prevails over the surface energy because the Cr-Al-N samples exhibit 

highest residual stresses from all coatings under study, and in addition high elastic anisotropy 

that does not relax with increasing aluminium contents. Vice versa, the lower residual stresses 

and significant reduction of the elastic anisotropy with increasing aluminium contents is the 

reason for the out-of-plane texture inclination in the Ti-Al-N coatings. 

To explain the effect of silicon that speeds up the 〈111〉 out-of-plane texture direction 

inclination and additionally causes decay of both (in-plane and out-of-plane) texture 

components in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings we have to consider the phase 

development as well. As it was already mentioned in previous chapters, the superfluous 

silicon creates amorphous SixNy phase, which surrounds the crystallites. Primarily the 

formation of amorphous SixNy causes a steep increase of the local disorientation of 

neighbouring fcc crystallites because the transfer of the preferred orientation of crystallites 

between neighbouring crystallites is interrupted by the amorphous silicon nitride, which cause 

the decay of both texture components degree. Moreover, the fcc nanocrystallites growing on 

the amorphous phase build in fact very thin slabs, which thickness is comparable with the 

crystallite size. Thus, the texture of small fcc crystallites will consequently be controlled 

rather by the surface energy of the crystallites than by their strain energy, or in other words 

the out-of-plane texture component tilts from the {111} into the {100} texture. As the strain 
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energy depends on the thickness of the crystalline slabs, the size of crystallites in the 

M-Al-(Si-)N nanocomposite coatings that are separated by the amorphous phase can be one of 

the microstructure parameters, which control the inclination of the texture direction. 

In Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings we did not observe the three dimensional preferred orientation 

of the fcc crystallites and only the {100} out-of-plane texture was observed. Based on the 

surface and strain energy considerations, we suppose that the formation of the {100} texture 

is the consequence of relatively small residual stresses and mainly the small crystallites sizes 

in the Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings (which in combination prefer the formation of the {100} over the 

{111} texture). A dominant influence on the 〈100〉 texture direction inclination has the 

deposition geometry as the angle of the 〈100〉 texture direction inclination correlates well with 

the angle between the sample surface normal and the sample-cathode direction. We can 

deduce that in the Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings the {100} texture forms in the fcc phase, 

independently on the specimens chemical and phase composition, in the plane perpendicular 

to the incoming zirconium particles direction. The inclination of the 〈100〉 texture direction is 

than only a virtual artefact coming from the orientation of the angle between the sample 

normal and the metal cathode direction. 
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3.4. Crystallite size and partial coherence of crystallites 

High hardness, which is one of the most important parameter for the industrial 

applications of the hard coatings, is significantly influenced by the crystallite size. The idea to 

exploit the small crystallite size for the improvement of the hardness is based on the work of 

Hall and Petch [3,4], who have shown the increase of hardness in metallic materials with 

decreasing grain size. 

The fundamental technique that was used in this work for the determination of the 

crystallite size was the analysis of the XRD line broadening. The results obtained from the 

XRD profile analysis were confirmed and complemented by HRTEM and TEM investigation. 

The dependence of the integral line broadening on the sine of the diffraction angle that was 

observed in all CAE M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study is shown in Figs. 19 a, b on the 

example of the fcc crystallites in Zr-Al-N (Fig. 19a ) and Zr-Al-Si-N (Fig. 19b) samples with 

different Al and Si contents.  

 
Fig. 19. Dependence of the integral line broadening on sine of the Bragg angle as observed for the fcc 

phase of the Zr-Al-N coatings (a); Zr0.96Al0.04N - black boxes, Zr0.85Al0.15N - red circles, Zr0.77Al0.23N - green 

triangles and Zr0.59Al0.41N -blue bottom up triangles, and Zr-Al-Si-N samples (b); Zr0.93Al0.06Si0.01N - black 

boxes, Zr0.83Al0.15Si0.02N - red circles, Zr0.74Al0.23Si0.03N - green triangles and Zr0.54Al0.41Si0.05N -blue bottom 

up triangles. Horizontal solid lines show the saturated XRD line broadening that was used for calculation 

of the crystallite size. Dashed lines show the extrapolation of the XRD line broadening from partially 

coherent crystallites to sinθ = 0 that was used for the estimation of the cluster size. 

 

As described in details in [35-37] and in chapter 9, this dependence can be divided into 

two parts. At low diffraction angles, an increase of the XRD line broadening with increasing 

diffraction angle is observed similarly to the classical Williamson-Hall plot [38]. Within the 

classical kinematical diffraction theory, the extrapolation of the linear dependence of the XRD 

line broadening to sinθ = 0 yields the reciprocal size of crystallites, i.e. the reciprocal size of 

coherent domains that can contain structure defects, e.g. dislocations. These structure defects 

are responsible for the increase of the XRD line broadening with increasing diffraction angle 

[39]. In nanocrystalline materials and in nanocomposites with a strong preferred orientation of 
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the neighbouring nanocrystallites, the extrapolation of the linear dependence of the XRD line 

broadening to sinθ = 0 (dashed lines in Fig. 19) yields the reciprocal size of domains 

(clusters), which parts are partially coherent for X-rays. The effect of the partial coherence 

disappears at a certain diffraction angle [35] that is observed as a steep increase of the XRD 

line broadening (Fig. 19). The position of the steep increase of the XRD line broadening was 

used for determination of the mutual disorientation of the parts of the domains. In the second 

part of the modified Williamson–Hall plot, where the partial coherence of the nanocrystallites 

within the clusters is absent, a constant XRD line broadening is typically observed. This 

maximum line broadening corresponds to the reciprocal size of nearly defect-free 

nanocrystallites as it is often calculated using the classical Scherrer formula [40].  

The size of clusters consisting of partially coherent nanocrystallites was (47±8) nm in 

the Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, (26±6) nm in the Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings and 

(50±9) nm in the Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings as calculated from the extrapolation of the 

XRD line broadening to sinθ = 0. A TEM micrograph of the cluster is shown in Fig. 20a for 

the sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N. The cluster size obtained from the XRD line broadening did not 

change significantly with the Al and Si contents. However, the accuracy of the cluster size 

determination decreased rapidly with increasing Al and Si contents, because the range of the 

constant XRD line broadening shifted to smaller diffraction angles. Thus, only few 

experimental points could be used for the extrapolation of the line broadening within the 

region of the partial coherence (Fig. 19). The TEM micrograph from Fig. 20a indicates an 

internal structure of the clusters, which was proven by HRTEM and quantified by XRD. In 

this particular sample with the overall chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N, XRD revealed 

the cluster size of (47±8) nm, which matches well with the TEM micrograph.  

 
Fig. 20. TEM micrograph of the sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N showing the object, which was identified using 

XRD as a nanostructured cluster with the size of (47±8) nm consisting of partially coherent 

nanocrystallites having the size of (11.0 ± 0.5) nm and the mutual disorientation of (0.47 ± 0.05)° (a). 

HRTEM micrograph of the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N. The crystallite size calculated from the XRD line 

broadening was (4.5±0.3) nm, and the neighbouring crystallites were non-coherent for XRD (b).  
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Furthermore, XRD resolved the internal structure of the clusters in this sample and found out 

that they consist of partially coherent nanocrystallites having the size of (11.0 ± 0.5) nm and 

the mutual disorientation of (0.47 ± 0.05)°. The presence of individual nanocrystallites gives 

obviously rise to the occurrence of the diffraction contrast within the clusters in Fig. 20a. The 

existence of nanocrystallites within the clusters can much better be seen in the HRTEM 

micrograph of the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (Fig. 20b). According to the results of XRD, this 

sample contains non-coherent nanocrystallites having the size of (4.5 ± 0.3) nm. This 

crystallite size agrees well with the size of the nanocrystallites seen by HRTEM. The mutual 

disorientation of the non-coherent nanocrystallites in this sample was sufficiently high in 

order to be able to recognize their boundaries using HRTEM - more than 1.45° as obtained 

from XRD. The size of the fcc crystallites and their mutual disorientation within the clusters 

are plotted in Figs. 21a and 21b, respectively, as functions of the chemical composition of the 

coatings.  

 
Fig. 21. The size of the fcc crystallites in the Cr-Al-N (red solid boxes), Cr-Al-Si-N (red open boxes), 

Ti-Al-N (green solid circles), Ti-Al-Si-N (green open circles) Zr-Al-N (blue solid triangles) and Zr-Al-Si-N 

(blue open triangles) nanocomposites as a function of the transition metal contents (a). Dependence of the 

mutual disorientation of partially coherent fcc nanocrystallites on the transition metal contents in the 

Cr-Al-N (red solid boxes), Cr-Al-Si-N (red open boxes), Ti-Al-N (green solid circles), Ti-Al-Si-N (green 

open circles), Zr-Al-N (solid triangles) and Zr-Al-Si-N (blue open triangles) nanocomposites (b).  

The fcc crystallites in the coatings with the overall chemical compositions Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N and 

Ti0.38Al0.54Si0.08N were non-coherent for X-ray diffraction; thus their mutual disorientations could only be 

estimated to exceed 1.45° and 2.1°, respectively. 

 
In all coatings under study, the crystallite size was much smaller than the cluster size 

and decreased with increasing Al and Si contents. In the transition-metal-rich Cr-Al-(Si-)N 

and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings, the size of crystallites was approximately 4 times smaller than the 

cluster size. In the Zr-rich Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings, this ratio was larger than 10. In the Si-free 

M-Al-N coatings, the fastest decrease of the crystallite size was observed at the beginning of 

the phase decomposition, i.e. below Cr0.54Al0.46N, Ti0.72Al0.28N and Zr0.85Al0.15N. The mutual 
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disorientation of the neighbouring nanocrystallites increased in all M-Al-N coatings with 

increasing Al contents. In the Cr-Al-N coatings, the increase of the crystallite disorientation 

with increasing Al contents was faster in the single-phase region than in the two-phase region. 

The Ti-Al-N and Zr-Al-N coatings behaved conversely to the Cr-Al-N coatings: the increase 

of the disorientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites was faster in the two-phase region than 

in the single-phase region. The addition of Si speeded up the reduction of the crystallite size 

both in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. In Zr-Al-Si-N coatings, the addition of 

silicon accelerated the crystallite size reduction only in the single phase region. The mutual 

disorientation of crystallites was affected by the addition of Si mainly in the Ti-Al-Si-N 

coatings. In the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, a larger disorientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites 

as compared to the Cr-Al-N coatings was only observed at the highest Si contents. In both 

sample series, Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N, the disorientation of crystallites exceeded the limit 

for their partial coherence at the Si concentration of 4 at.%. The influence of increasing Al 

contents on the increase of the mutual disorientation of crystallites is most pronounced in the 

Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N samples comparing to the chromium and titanium containing 

coatings. Simultaneously, the addition of silicon in the Zr-Al-Si-N samples acts conversely in 

comparison to the chromium and titanium based coatings.  

 

On the basis of above results, we can conclude that the development of the crystallite 

size and mutual disorientation of crystallites in the M-Al-(Si-)N coatings is driven mainly by 

the element and phase composition. Increasing aluminium contents in the coatings caused a 

reduction of the fcc nanocrystallites size and an increase of their mutual disorientation. More 

pronounced increase of the crystallite disorientations was observed after w-AlN appeared in 

the coatings that is caused by a larger lattice misfit between the fcc and w-AlN with 

increasing volume fraction of the w-AlN crystallites. Moreover, the increasing volume 

fraction of the w-AlN crystallites accelerated the reduction of the fcc crystallites. The addition 

of silicon speeded up the reduction of the size of the fcc crystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N and 

Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, which effect was only insignificant in the Zr-Al-Si-N samples. In the 

Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, the addition of Si led additionally to a larger disorientation of the fcc 

crystallites in comparison with the Ti-Al-N coatings. At the Si contents higher than 

approximately 4 at.%, the mutual disorientation of fcc crystallites exceeded the limit of their 

partial coherence for X-rays both in the Cr-Al-Si-N and in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. The fcc 

nanocrystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings were not partially coherent for the 

X-rays any more, contrary to the Zr-Al-Si-N coating which remained partially coherent even 

for such high silicon contents. 
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3.5. Mechanical properties – hardness 

The hardness of coatings is the parameter having one of the highest importance for 

coatings industrial applications. The hardness of the coatings was obtained from the 

nanoindentation experiments performed on three different equipments, as it is in details 

described in chapter 2.5. In the bounds of errors, all three measurements performed on 

different equipments yielded similar results. 

 
Fig. 22. Hardness of the Cr-Al-N, Ti-Al-N, Zr-Al-N (a) and Cr-Al-Si-N, Ti-Al-Si-N, Zr-Al-Si-N (b) 

coatings as a function of the transition metal contents. 

 

In all M-Al-(Si-)N samples under study, the hardness of the coatings increased with the 

addition of Al until a maximum was reached that was followed by a decrease of the hardness 

with further increasing Al contents (Fig. 22). The Al contents, for which the maximum 

hardness was observed, decreased with increasing intrinsic lattice parameter of the respective 

binary nitride. In the silicon free coatings the hardness maximum was observed at 35 at.% Al 

in Cr0.30Al0.70N, 24 at.% Al in Ti0.52Al0.48N and 12 at.% Al in Zr0.77Al0.23N. The addition of 

silicon shifted the maximum of hardness slightly to lower Al concentration region in 

Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, while the Al concentration of the hardness maximum in 

Zr-Al-Si-N was nearly similar as in Zr-Al-N coatings. The samples with the maximum 

hardness consisted of two crystalline phases, fcc phase and w-AlN, having approximately the 

same volume ratio (compare Figs. 22 and 8).  

The highest hardness in all M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study was observed in the 

Cr-Al-Si-N coatings in general, whereas the maximum hardness reached the sample 
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Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N with hardness of (44.5 ± 1.7) GPa. The maximum hardness in the silicon 

free Cr-Al-N and Ti-Al-N series was in both cases slightly lower than in samples containing 

silicon. Contrary, in the Zr based coatings the hardness was higher in the sample series 

without silicon. Besides, in the M-Al-Si-N coatings, we can observe a significant evolution of 

the maximum hardness – decrease from Cr-Al-Si-N over Ti-Al-Si-N to Zr-Al-Si-N coatings, 

while in the Si-free samples the maximum hardness in all three M-Al-N coatings is, in the 

bounds of errors, similar (see Figs. 23a, b).  

 

 
Fig. 23. Hardness of the Cr-Al-N (solid red squares), Ti-Al-N (solid green circles), Zr-Al-N (solid blue 

triangles) (a) and Cr-Al-Si-N (open red squares), Ti-Al-Si-N (open green circles), Zr-Al-Si-N (open blue 

triangles) (b) coatings plotted as a function of the fcc phase crystallite size. 

 

In Figs. 23a, b the hardness of the coatings plotted as a function of the fcc phase 

crystallite size is shown. In all M-Al-(Si-)N systems studied, the hardness of the coatings 

increases with decreasing crystallite size until a maximum is reached and consequently the 

hardness is decreasing with further decrease of the crystallite size. The crystallite size of the 

fcc phase at which the maximum is achieved decreases with increasing intrinsic lattice 

parameter of corresponding binary nitride i.e. Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings reach the maximum 

hardness at lowest crystallite size, followed by the Ti-Al-(Si-)N and finally the hardness 

maximum in Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings developed at the largest size of the crystallites. The 

maximum hardness is achieved for the crystallite size of about 6.5 nm for Cr-Al-N, 4.2 nm for 

Ti-Al-N and 2.4 nm for Zr-Al-N. Addition of silicon decreases furthermore the crystallite size 

of the fcc phase, at which the maximum of hardness is achieved in Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N 

to approximately 4.5 nm and 3.1 nm, respectively. In the Zr-Al-Si-N coatings, the addition of 

silicon does not play any significant role and the crystallite size of the highest hardness is, in 

the bounds of errors, similar to Zr-Al-N. 
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Correlating the results of the preceding paragraphs with the hardness measurements we 

can summarize the all microstructural parameters discussed in the previous chapters, i.e. the 

elementary and the phase composition, residual stress, preferred orientation of crystallites and 

the size and partial coherence of nanocrystallites influence significantly the mechanical 

properties of the M-Al-(Si-)N coatings. The fundamental role play the elementary and 

implicitly the phase composition as we saw that the highest hardness developed in coatings 

containing two crystalline phases (fcc phase and w-AlN) in which the fcc crystallites were 

partially coherent. In samples with partially coherent cubic crystallites the crystallites of the 

fcc phase and w-AlN phases are intertwined, which is needed for the transfer of the local 

crystallographic orientation in the coatings that is necessary for the partial coherence of cubic 

crystallites and that contributes concurrently to the development of the intrinsic lattice strain. 

The intrinsic lattice strain (and intrinsic residual stress), that improves the hardness of 

coatings, necessarily results from a mismatch of the interplanar spacings in both structures 

(fcc phase and w-AlN) if the crystallites have an appropriate mutual orientation. In samples 

with non-coherent crystallites, the crystallites are separated by amorphous phase, which can 

neither transfer the crystallographic orientation between neighbouring crystallites nor assist in 

the development of the intrinsic lattice deformation at the crystallite boundaries. However, a 

small amount of amorphous SixNy, in samples where the fcc crystallites are still partially 

coherent, is beneficial for the higher hardness of the coatings as well, since the amorphous 

phase can “absorb” the local strain (and deformation) changes that could otherwise lead to the 

creation and propagation of cracks in the crystalline phases. This phenomenon was found to 

be responsible for increase of the hardness in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings in 

comparison to the samples without silicon. Finally, the influence of decreasing crystallite size 

on the increase of hardness was obvious in all M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study.  

Therefore we can conclude that for the high hardness development in the M-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings the dual-phase composition (with small amount of amorphous SixNy, eventually), the 

partially coherent crystallites, high compressive residual stresses and small crystallites are 

highly important. The M-Al-(Si-)N coatings reveal the highest hardness after simultaneous 

satisfaction of all above mentioned conditions. 
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3.6. Microstructural model 

The following model of the microstructure formation and evolution in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N, 

Ti-Al-(Si-)N and Zr-Al-(Si-)N nanocomposite coatings deposited using cathodic arc 

evaporation can be suggested from the above results. During the cathodic arc evaporation, the 

coatings were built up from clusters of the respective fcc phase, which had the size of several 

tens of nanometers. The size of the clusters was different in the coatings containing Cr, Ti and 

Zr, but for the particular transition metal, it did not change significantly with the addition of 

Al and Si within the experimental accuracy of the XRD line profile analysis. The clusters 

consisted of fcc nanocrystallites that had very small mutual disorientations and that were 

partially coherent for XRD in the most cases.  

The increasing Al contents in the coatings caused a further reduction of the size of the 

fcc nanocrystallites and an increase of their mutual disorientation. A more pronounced 

increase of the crystallite disorientations was observed after w-AlN appeared in the coatings 

that can be explained by a lattice misfit between fcc and w-AlN. With increasing volume of 

the w-AlN crystallites the disorientation of the fcc crystallites increases as well (Fig. 21b). 

The appearance and increasing amount of the w-AlN nanocrystallites accelerated the 

reduction of the size of fcc crystallites. Although the mutual disorientation of the fcc 

crystallites increased with increasing Al contents, it was below 2.5° in all M-Al-N coatings 

that contained fcc phase as the dominant phase. This small disorientation of crystallites 

implies that w-AlN forms during the segregation of Al from the fcc phase. Furthermore, the 

transfer of the preferred orientation of crystallites during the deposition process, concluded 

from the partial coherence of the fcc crystallites, was confirmed by the presence of a 

pronounced three-dimensional macroscopic texture in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings. Schematic models of the cluster of crystallites in the single-phase region in 

M-Al-Si-N coatings, cluster in dual-phase region in M-Al-N and three-phase region in 

M-Al-Si-N coatings are shown in Fig. 24. 

 
Fig. 24. Schematic model of the cluster of nanocrystallites in single-phase region in M-Al-Si-N coatings (a), 

cluster in two-phase region in M-Al-N (b) and three-phase region with 4 at.% of silicon in M-Al-Si-N (c) 

coatings. Green grains represent the fcc crystallites, light blue grains stand for the wurtzitic AlN 

crystallites and yellow colour symbolizes the amorphous SixNy. 
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The maximum hardness was observed in the dual-phase M-Al-N coatings, in which the 

internal lattice strain developed at the interfaces between fcc and w-AlN. The increase of the 

hardness of the Ti-Al-N coatings due to the segregation of AlN was also reported in [42].  

The addition of Si in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings speeded up the reduction 

of the size of the fcc crystallites; however, this effect was only insignificant in the Zr-Al-Si-N 

samples. In the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, the addition of Si led additionally to a larger 

disorientation of the fcc crystallites in comparison with the Ti-Al-N coatings. In the 

Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, a rapid increase of the disorientation of the fcc crystallites was first 

observed at Si contents exceeding 2.5 at.%. At Si contents higher than approximately 4 at.%, 

the mutual disorientation of the fcc crystallites exceeded the limit of their partial coherence 

for X-rays both in the Cr-Al-Si-N and in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. In both, Zr-Al-N and 

Zr-Al-Si-N coatings, the disorientation of the fcc crystallites increased linearly with 

increasing Al and Si contents. Surprisingly, this effect was slightly more pronounced in 

coatings without silicon. 

Because of the observed gradual decrease of the size of the fcc crystallites (Fig. 21a) 

that was accompanied by the gradual increase of their mutual disorientation (Fig. 21b), we 

can assume that the superfluous elements (Al and Si) segregate at the existing microstructure 

defects, i.e. at the boundaries of the partially coherent fcc nanocrystallites, which are defined 

by dislocation networks [21, 43]. The segregation of the superfluous elements at the crystallite 

or grain boundaries in the ternary nitride thin films was described in [5, 44]. The segregation 

of Al and Si is followed by the growth of “bulky” w-AlN and amorphous SixNy at higher Al 

and Si concentrations. The segregation of Al from the fcc phase host structure and the growth 

of w-AlN were directly confirmed by the analysis of the stress-free lattice parameters and by 

the XRD phase analysis, respectively (Figs. 7 and 8). Additional information about the growth 

of w-AlN and amorphous SixNy at the present microstructure defects was obtained from the 

XRD analysis of the mutual disorientation of fcc crystallites. The very small mutual 

disorientation of neighbouring fcc nanocrystallites in the transition-metal-rich samples 

confirmed that the nanocrystallites are partially coherent and that they originate from the same 

cluster. The strong local preferred orientation of the fcc nanocrystallites in M-Al-N coatings 

containing w-AlN as a second phase supports the theory that w-AlN forms during the 

deposition process as a consequence of the segregation of elements or as a consequence of the 

spinodal decomposition of M-Al-N as suggested in [15, 45-49]. On the other hand, the 

transfer of the local preferred orientation between fcc crystallites through w-AlN is supported 

by the orientation relationship between the fcc phases and w-AlN and by similar interplanar 

spacings of certain lattice plains in both compounds [50]. Consequently, the mutual 

disorientation of fcc crystallites is larger for a larger lattice parameter of the respective fcc M1-

xAlxN phase that causes a larger lattice misfit between fcc M1-xAlxN and w-AlN. The different 

mutual disorientations of fcc crystallites in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N, Ti-Al-(Si-)N and Zr-Al-(Si-)N 

coatings were illustrated in Fig. 21b. A small amount of Si influences the microstructure of 

the Cr-Al-Si-N and the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings differently. The decrease of the crystallite size 
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and the increase of the mutual disorientation of the partially coherent nanocrystallites are 

faster with increasing Si contents in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings than in the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings. 

At higher Si contents, both systems behave similarly. The Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N samples 

evolved similarly and we can conclude that the addition of silicon acts only a negligible role 

in these coatings. 

Another questionable issue is the mechanism of the amorphous SixNy phase formation. 

Based on the observed increase of the mutual disorientation of neighbouring fcc crystallites 

with increasing silicon contents, we suppose that for small silicon contents the superfluous 

silicon segregates at the crystallite or grain boundaries, forming small clusters of amorphous 

SixNy phase. In this range of the silicon concentration, the amorphous SixNy clusters increase 

the mutual disorientation of the fcc crystallites, however the fcc crystallites in the whole 

sample are still partially coherent. The reason is that the local preferred orientation of 

crystallites is controlled by the prevailing interfaces between the fcc crystallites, between 

which the local orientation can be transferred through. After the silicon contents exceed some 

critical concentration (in our samples it was approximately 4 at.%) a continuous amorphous 

layer, which surrounds the crystallites, forms rather then isolated amorphous clusters. The 

continuous amorphous layer surrounding the crystallites interrupts the transfer of the local 

preferred orientation of crystallites, which has in consequence the loss of the partial coherence 

of crystallites as we observed in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. A similar model of 

the amorphous phase development was published be Mercs et al. [51], as well. However, only 

indirect validation of this hypothesis is possible from the experimental results. Very thin 

amorphous SixNy layer surrounding the crystallites is neither detectable in the HRTEM nor it 

produces X-ray diffraction pattern. Therefore, the only indication of such amorphous SixNy 

layer comes from the mutual disorientation of neighbouring crystallites and from the loss of 

the partial coherence of crystallites. 
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4. Conclusions 

In this work, microstructure and properties of M-Al-(Si-)N nanocrystalline hard coatings 

and thin film nanocomposites deposited by cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) process at 

different positions of substrates in the deposition apparatus were investigated using the 

combination of electron probe microanalysis, X-ray diffraction, transmission electron 

microscopy with high resolution and hardness measurement. 

The essential microstructural parameters; the chemical and phase composition, the 

residual stress, preferred orientation of crystallites, crystallite size and mutual disorientation 

of crystallites were determined in all coatings under study. The derived microstructural 

parameters were correlated with the hardness of coatings. Finally, the microstructural model 

of the nanocrystalline hard coatings and thin film nanocomposites formation was developed.  

Depending on the sample chemical composition, three regions with different phase 

compositions exist in the coatings. In the transition metal richest samples, a single fcc M1-x-

yAlxSiyN phase exists in the coating. With increasing Al content, w-AlN starts to develop as a 

second crystalline phase, whereas in this region both phases, fcc and w-AlN, coexist. Finally, 

at the highest Al concentrations only w-AlN phase exists in the coatings. In samples 

containing silicon, the silicon atoms are dissolved in the fcc phase in coatings with low Si 

concentration and with increasing Si content they form a third, amorphous SixNy, phase. The 

phase composition and the limits of the phases coexistence depends strongly on the transition 

metal type.  

In all coatings under study, no residual stress and lattice parameter depth gradients as 

well as no shear stresses and only biaxial rotationally symmetrical compressive state of stress 

were observed. The elastic anisotropy of the fcc crystallites decreased generally with 

increasing Al and Si concentration for all samples, whereas in the Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings the 

anisotropy decay was linear with increasing Al and Si and the elastic anisotropy factor A 

approached one and the fcc crystallites became elastically isotropic. In the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and 

Zr-Al-(Si-)N coatings a significantly higher influence of the Si addition on the elastic 

anisotropy factor relaxation and thus transition from the elastically anisotropic to elastically 

isotropic state of the fcc crystallites was observed. The elastic anisotropy of the fcc crystallites 

remained high even for coatings with higher w-AlN phase fraction (the fcc crystallites are still 

highly anisotropic), while in samples containing Si the elastic anisotropy factor approached 1 

in samples with prevailing w-AlN contents and the fcc crystallites appears elastically 

isotropic. 

In all studied M-Al-(Si-)N coatings, a strong preferred orientation of crystallites was 

observed. In the fcc crystallites of the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings the 〈111〉 

crystallographic direction, and in the Zr-Al-(Si-)N samples the 〈100〉 crystallographic 

direction was preferentially oriented perpendicular to the sample surface. With increasing Al 

and Si contents, the main texture direction of the fcc crystallites significantly inclined from 
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the sample surface perpendicular direction, except the Cr-Al-N coatings, where the inclination 

was only moderate. Besides, in the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings a pronounced 

three-dimensional preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites, described by coexistence of the 

out-of-plane and in-plane texture, was observed. The texture evolution in the fcc crystallites 

of studied coatings was described on basis of the deposition geometry, phase composition and 

residual stress and elastic anisotropy. 

The cluster and the crystallite size of the investigated M-Al-(Si-)N coatings were 

determined from the analysis of the XRD line broadening and confirmed by the TEM and 

HRTEM investigations. The size of the clusters was (47±8) nm in the Cr-Al-N and 

Cr-Al-Si-N coatings, (26±6) nm in the Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings and (50±9) nm in the 

Zr-Al-N and Zr-Al-Si-N coatings and the cluster size obtained from the XRD line broadening 

did not change significantly with the Al and Si contents. Increasing aluminium contents in the 

coatings caused a reduction of the fcc crystallites size and an increase of their mutual 

disorientation. More pronounced increase of the fcc crystallite disorientations was observed 

after w-AlN appeared in the coatings. Moreover, the increasing volume fraction of the w-AlN 

crystallites accelerated the reduction of the fcc crystallites. The addition of silicon speeded up 

the reduction of the size of the fcc crystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, 

which effect was only insignificant in the Zr-Al-Si-N samples. At the Si contents higher than 

approximately 4 at.%, the mutual disorientation of fcc crystallites exceeded the limit of their 

partial coherence for X-rays both in the Cr-Al-Si-N and in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. The fcc 

crystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings were not partially coherent for the X-

rays any more, contrary to the Zr-Al-Si-N coating which remained partially coherent even for 

such high silicon contents. 

In all M-Al-(Si-)N samples under study, the hardness of the coatings increased with the 

addition of Al until a maximum was reached that was followed by a decrease of the hardness 

with further increasing Al contents. The Al contents, for which the maximum hardness was 

observed, decreased with increasing intrinsic lattice parameter of the respective binary 

transition metal nitride. In the silicon free coatings the hardness maximum was observed at 35 

at.% Al in Cr0.30Al0.70N, 24 at.% Al in Ti0.52Al0.48N and 12 at.% Al in Zr0.77Al0.23N. The 

addition of silicon shifted the maximum of hardness slightly to lower Al concentration region 

in Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, while the Al concentration of the hardness maximum 

in Zr-Al-Si-N was nearly similar as in Zr-Al-N coatings. The samples with the maximum 

hardness consisted of two crystalline phases, fcc phase and w-AlN, having approximately the 

same volume ratio, which confirmed that the formation of the nanocomposites is responsible 

for high hardness of the M-Al-(Si-)N coatings deposited using CAE. 

It was shown that the elementary and the phase composition, residual stress, preferred 

orientation of crystallites and the size and partial coherence of nanocrystallites significantly 

influence the hardness of coatings. A fundamental role play the elementary and implicitly the 

phase composition as we saw that highest hardness developed in coatings containing two 

crystalline phases (fcc phase and w-AlN) in which the fcc crystallites were partially coherent. 
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In samples with partially coherent cubic crystallites the crystallites of the fcc phase and w-

AlN phases are intertwined, which is needed for the transfer of the local crystallographic 

orientation in the coatings that is necessary for the partial coherence of cubic crystallites and 

that contributes concurrently to the development of the intrinsic lattice strain. The intrinsic 

lattice strain (and intrinsic residual stress), that improves the hardness of coatings, necessarily 

results from a mismatch of the interplanar spacings in both structures (fcc phase and w-AlN) 

if the crystallites have an appropriate mutual orientation. In samples with non-coherent 

crystallites, the crystallites are separated by amorphous phase, which can neither transfer the 

crystallographic orientation between neighbouring crystallites nor assist in development of the 

intrinsic lattice deformation at the crystallite boundaries. However, a small amount of 

amorphous SixNy, in the samples where the fcc crystallites are still partially coherent, is 

beneficial for the higher hardness of the coatings as well, since the amorphous phase can 

“absorb” the local strain (and deformation) changes that could otherwise lead to the creation 

and propagation of cracks in crystalline phases. This phenomenon was found to be 

responsible for increase of the hardness in the Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings in 

comparison to samples without silicon. Finally, the influence of decreasing crystallite size on 

the hardness increase was obvious in all M-Al-(Si-)N coatings under study.  
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Abstract

The interplay between the deposition geometry, the chemical and phase composition, the crystallite size, the lattice strain and the direction and

the degree of the preferred orientation of crystallites was investigated in the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN nanocrystalline coatings and

nanocomposites, which were deposited in cathodic arc evaporation process at different positions of substrates in the deposition apparatus. The

different positions of the substrates affected primarily the distance between the samples and the cathodes and consequently the chemical and phase

composition of the coatings, the crystallite size, the lattice strain and the preferred orientation of crystallites. In the Cr1−xAlxN coatings, the

dominating cubic crystallites were preferentially oriented with their 〈111〉 direction perpendicular to the sample surface; this out-of-plane preferred

orientation of crystallites was accompanied by a strong in-plane texture. In the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings, a strong inclination of the {111} texture

from the normal direction and a decay of the in-plane preferred orientation were observed in cubic crystallites with increasing silicon (and

aluminium) contents.

© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Chromium aluminium silicon nitrides; Cathodic arc evaporation; Texture; XRD

1. Introduction

Preferred orientation of crystallites belongs to the micro-

structural parameters, which are frequently investigated in the

protective coatings, as it contains important information about

the deposition process. In 1986, Perry and Schoenes [1] have

shown in their review that the deposition parameters, such as the

composition of the working gas, the gas pressure, the deposition

rate, the bias voltage, can affect preferred orientation of

crystallites in thin films of transition metal nitrides significantly.

On the other hand, a strong texture can influence considerably

the properties of the coatings, particularly in highly anisotropic

materials. In the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings, the explanation of the

relationship between the preferred orientation of crystallites and

the deposition parameters was the main task of many studies.

For CrN coatings, Bull and Rickerby [2] investigated the

effect of the nitrogen partial pressure on the texture direction;

they observed a change of the texture from {100} to {111} with

increasing partial pressure of nitrogen. Attar and Johannesson

[3] found the {110} texture in PVD CrN coatings deposited on

steel substrates at the deposition pressure of 0.2Pa, at the

substrate temperature of 200°C and at the bias voltage of

− 150V. The effect of the bias voltage on the texture develop-

ment in cathodic arc evaporated CrN coatings was described by

Odén et al. [4]. For − 200V, they observed a {110} fibre texture.

A decrease of the bias voltage from − 200V to − 50V caused a

weakening of the {110} texture and a development of other

texture components. In CrN coatings deposited on silicon

substrates using the ion beam assisted deposition, Ma et al. [5]

observed a strong correlation between the texture direction

and the deposition parameters like the ion beam energy, the

flux of the incoming metal particles and the nitrogen ions,

the sputtering geometry and the deposition temperature. By
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changing the above deposition parameters, the out-of-plane

texture, which direction was related to the sample surface

normal direction in this case, changed from {111} to {100}.

Furthermore, several types of the in-plane texture were reported

in [5].

In the Cr1−xAlxN layers deposited by reactive magnetron

sputtering from Cr and Al targets in the Ar/N2 atmosphere,

Banakh et al. [6] and Pulugurtha and Bhat [7] observed the

{111} texture. In the (Cr, Al) N layers deposited both on steel

and cemented carbide substrates using the arc ion plating,

Lugscheider et al. [8] observed predominantly also the {111}

texture in arc PVD coatings. Lin et al. [9] described the change

of the texture direction with variable aluminium contents in the

Cr1−xAlxN coatings prepared using pulsed closed field

unbalanced magnetron sputtering. They observed {100}

texture for samples with Al concentration below 58.5at.%

and both {111} and {100} texture components for higher

aluminium contents.

In the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN nanocomposite coatings deposited

using the cathodic arc evaporation from two cathodes, a

three-dimensional preferred orientation of crystallites was

observed, which was described by coexisting out-of-plane

and in-plane texture [10]. In the chromium-richest coatings,

the crystallites were oriented with their 〈111〉 direction

perpendicularly to the sample surface. With increasing

chromium contents, the 〈111〉 direction inclined towards

the plane of the coatings. Besides the macroscopic preferred

orientation of nanocrystallites, their local texture was

observed in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN nanocomposites. The

theoretical approach for determination of the local preferred

orientation of nanocrystallites from the X-ray diffraction

pattern is based on the theory of partial coherence of

neighbouring nanocrystallites [11]. Some applications of this

approach were illustrated in Refs. [10] and [12–14].

In this contribution, we correlate the texture development in

the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAl xSiyN coatings deposited using the

cathodic arc evaporation from two cathodes with the micro-

structure features and with the geometry of the deposition

process. The texture development is described in terms of the

inclination of the texture direction 〈111〉 from the sample

surface perpendicular direction and in terms of the degree of the

out-of-plane and the in-plane preferred orientation of crystallites

in the coatings. As microstructure features important for the

texture development, the chemical and phase composition, the

crystallite size, the degree of the partial coherence of

neighbouring crystallites and the lattice strain are considered.

The influence of the geometry of the arc deposition process on

the microstructure development was through the different

distances between the samples and the cathodes that affected

the flux of the deposited particles.

2. Experimental

Two series of coatings, Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN, were

deposited using cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) in nitrogen

atmosphere with the working pressure of 1.3Pa using two

laterally rotating arc cathodes (π-80 from PLATIT) [15]. One

cathode was made of chromium; the second cathode consisted

either of pure aluminium or of aluminium with 11at.% Si in case

of the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings, respectively.

Polished plates of cemented carbide having random orientation

of crystallites were used as substrates. The positions of the

samples in the deposition apparatus are shown schematically in

Fig. 1. In contrast to the commercially produced coatings, our

samples were not rotated during the deposition process. Thus,

the preferred orientation of crystallites was not superimposed by

the sample rotation. The following parameters of the deposition

process were kept constant in order to avoid their additional

influence on the development of the preferred orientation of

crystallites: the arc current on the Cr cathode at 80A, the arc

current on the Al and/or Al–Si cathode at 120A, the bias voltage

at −75V, the base pressure at 5 × 10−3Pa and the deposition

temperature at approximately 450°C.

The overall chemical composition of the coatings was

determined using the electron probe microanalysis with

wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy (EPMA/WDS) in 40

points randomly distributed across each sample. The nitrogen

concentration was 50at.% within the experimental accuracy

in all samples under study. The maximum oxygen concen-

tration in the coatings was estimated from the detection limit

of the ESMA/WDS to be lower than 0.1at.% as no oxygen

signal was registered. Texture measurements were done on a

PTS 3000 X-ray diffractometer from Seifert equipped with

an Eulerian cradle and with a mono-capillary in the primary

beam. For the fcc phase, the pole figures {111}, {100} and

{110} were measured for each sample on the diffraction

lines 111, 200 and 220. After the background intensity

correction, the measured pole figures were re-calculated to

the stereographic projections using the equations (see e.g.

[16]):

x ¼
sin w

1þ cos w
d cos u and

y ¼
sin w

1þ cos w
d sin u ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), ψ is the inclination of the sample from the

symmetrical position and φ the sample rotation around the

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the positions of the samples (shown by horizontal

bars) in the deposition apparatus.
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sample surface perpendicular direction. For the quantification of

the degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation of crystal-

lites, central poles in the pole figures were fitted by two-

dimensional Gaussian functions. For the quantification of the

degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation of crystallites,

selected azimuthal scans in the pole figures were fitted by one-

dimensional Gaussian functions.

Lattice strain was measured on an X'Pert MRD diffract-

ometer from PANalytical, which was equipped with an Eulerian

cradle, with a poly-capillary optics in the primary beam, and

with a Soller collimator having the acceptance angle of 0.27°

and with a flat graphite monochromator in the diffracted beam.

All XRD experiments were performed using the CuKα

radiation (λ = 0.15418nm).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Basic characteristics of the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN

coatings

Basic characteristics of the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN

coatings under study are summarised in Tables 1 and 2,

respectively. The sample numbers given in Tables 1 and 2

correspond to the sample numbers shown in Fig. 1. The mean

distance between the cathodes and the samples given in the

tables has the meaning of the arithmetic mean of the distances

between the respective sample and the centre of the respective

cathode. With respect to the deposition geometry used for the

deposition, it is not straightforward to define the “uncertainty”

of the mean distance from the cathodes. Therefore, the mean

distances are given without “error bars”. The phase composi-

tion, the crystallite size and the partial coherence of crystallites

were taken from reference[14]. In both systems, the thickness

of the coatings increased nearly linearly with decreasing

distance from the cathodes (Fig. 2). In the first approximation,

the thickness of the coatings can be understood as a measure

of the flux of the deposited particles if the re-sputtering of the

coatings is neglected. In the Cr1−xAlxN coatings, either a

single fcc phase of (Cr, Al) N or a mixture of fcc-(Cr, Al) N

and wurtzitic AlN was observed depending on the overall

chemical composition. In the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, two

crystalline phases, fcc-(Cr, Al) N and w-AlN, and an

amorphous phase were found. The amorphous phase was a

silicon nitride [17–19].

3.2. Preferred orientation of crystallites

Examples of the pole figures measured on the fcc phase in

the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings are shown in Figs. 3

and 4, respectively. The cubic crystallites in all Cr1−xAlxN

coatings under study were preferentially oriented with their

direction 〈111〉 nearly perpendicular to the sample surface and

showed additionally a pronounced in-plane texture (Fig. 3).

Only a slight inclination of the {111} out-of-plane texture

from the samples surface perpendicular direction was ob-

served at the highest aluminium contents (Fig. 5). The maxi-

mum inclination of the texture direction was approximately

5°.

In the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings, the combination of the out-

of-plane and in-plane texture was also observed similarly to the

Cr1−xAlxN samples. However, the preferred orientation direc-

tion 〈111〉 inclined much more rapidly from the sample surface

perpendicular direction with increasing silicon (and alumi-

nium) contents in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings than with

increasing aluminium contents in the Cr1−xAlxN coatings (see

Figs. 4 and 5). In the coatings with the overall chemical

composition of Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the fcc crystallites were

nearly preferentially oriented with their direction 〈110〉

perpendicularly to the sample surface. This orientation of

cubic crystallites corresponds to the angle between the 〈111〉

direction and the sample surface perpendicular direction of 35°

(see Fig. 5).

Table 2

Basic characteristics of the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation as taken from Ref. [14]

Sample no. Distance from cathodes (mm) Layer thickness (µm) Chemical composition Phase composition Crystallite size (nm) Partial coherence

1 266 4.5±0.2 Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N fcc 10.5±1.0 Yes

2 195 6.3±0.2 Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N fcc 8.2±0.5 Yes

3 139 7.9±0.3 Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N fcc 6.8±0.5 Yes

4 123 8.7±0.3 Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N fcc 5.0±0.5 Yes

5 153 8.6±0.3 Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N fcc+w-AlN 4.5±0.5 No

Table 1

Basic characteristics of the Cr1− xAlxN coatings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation as taken from Ref. [14]

Sample no. Distance from cathodes (mm) Layer thickness (µm) Chemical composition Phase composition Crystallite size (nm) Partial coherence

1 266 3.3±0.2 Cr0.92Al0.08N fcc 11.0±0.4 Yes

2 195 5.0±0.2 Cr0.83Al0.17N fcc 10.3±0.6 Yes

3 139 5.6±0.2 Cr0.75Al0.25N fcc 9.8±0.3 Yes

4 123 7.2±0.2 Cr0.54Al0.46N fcc 8.9±0.2 Yes

5 153 6.3±0.2 Cr0.46Al0.54N fcc+w-AlN 6.5±0.3 Yes

6 215 5.4±0.2 Cr0.30Al0.70N fcc+w-AlN 6.5±0.6 Yes
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The comparison of the experimental results obtained for the

Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings has shown that the

inclination of the texture direction is controlled predominantly

by the concentration of silicon in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings.

Only a negligible inclination of the texture direction was

observed in the Cr1−xAlxN coatings even if they were deposited

at different deposition fluxes and if they contained different

amounts of aluminium. Indirectly, the results obtained on the

Cr1−xAlxN coatings have shown that the angle between the

samples and the cathodes has no significant effect on the

inclination of the texture direction (compare Figs. 1 and 5).

An enhanced inclination of the texture direction due to the

increasing silicon contents was also observed in the Ti–Al–Si–

N coatings as compared with the Ti–Al–N coatings [20]. The

effect of the angle between the samples and the cathodes was

studied comprehensively in [20] on the TiN coatings deposited

both from a single Ti cathode and from two Ti cathodes using

the same deposition geometry like here. In these TiN coatings,

no changes of the texture direction with varying deposition flux

and/or with varying angle between the samples and the cathodes

were observed. Thus, our results that are obtained on

“stationary”, i.e. non-rotated samples, can, to a certain extent,

be extended to the standard deposition processes, in which the

samples are rotated during deposition.

The degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation

changed both with the chemical composition of the samples

(Fig. 6a) and with their mean distance from the cathodes (Fig.

6b). In Fig. 6, the degree of the out-of-plane preferred

orientation is represented by the full width at the half max-

imum (FWHM) of a central pole that was fitted by a two-

dimensional Gaussian function. For determination of the degree

of the out-of-plane preferred orientation in the Cr1−xAlxN

samples, the central pole (111) was selected in all cases. For the

samples of the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN series, the central pole (111) was

only used for the chromium-richest samples Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N

and Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N. In the samples Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N and

Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N, the solitary and nearly central pole (100)

was used for determination of the texture degree.

The differences in the degree of the out-of-plane texture

observed for the Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN systems

(Fig. 6a) yield valuable information about the effect of the

chemical composition on the preferred orientation of crystal-

lites, especially if they are complemented by the dependence

of the degree of the out-of-plane texture on the distance of the

samples from the cathodes (Fig. 6b). In the Cr1−xAlxN

system, the degree of the out-of-plane texture is controlled

rather by the mean distance of the samples from the cathodes

than by the aluminium contents. The larger is the distance of

the samples from the cathodes, the weaker the out-of-plane

texture as it can be seen from Fig. 6b. According to Fig. 2,

the flux of incoming particles decreased with increasing

distance between the cathodes and the samples. Thus, in the

Cr1−xAlxN system the out-of-plane texture gets weaker with

decreasing flux of incoming particles. The effect of the

aluminium contents on the degree of the out-of-plane texture

can be deduced from the differences in the FWHM of the out-

of-plane texture in samples with different chemical composi-

tions and with the same distance from the cathodes (Fig. 6a and

b). A weaker out-of-plane texture in Fig. 6b was found in the

samples with higher aluminium contents. In the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN

system, the out-of-plane texture gets weaker mainly with

increasing silicon contents. In comparison with the effect of

silicon, the distance between the cathodes and the samples and

thus the flux of incoming particles play a minor role in this

system. Also the influence of the aluminium contents on the

degree of the out-of-plane preferred orientation of crystallites is

very weak.

The in-plane texture of the fcc crystallites shows a similar

behaviour like their out-of-plane texture (compare Figs. 6a and 7).

At low Al concentrations in the Cr1−xAlxN coatings, the in-plane

texture becomes more pronounced with decreasing distance from

the cathodes, i.e. with increasing flux of incoming particles. At

higher Al concentrations starting with Cr0.54Al0.46N, the decay of

the in-plane texture is obviously caused both by the increasing

distances from the cathodes and by the increasing aluminium

contents. The in-plane texture in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings gets

monotonously weaker with increasing silicon (and aluminium)

contents. The similar trends observed for both texture types, i.e.

for the out-of-plane and in-plane textures indicate that the

physical processes behind the preferred orientation of crystallites

are very similar in all macroscopic directions.

3.3. Effect of the lattice strain

Several authors, e.g. Pelleg et al. [21], Oh and Je [22] and

later Ma et al. [5] and Falub et al. [23], supposed that the

preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites in the PVD thin films

of the transition metal nitrides is controlled by the competition

between the surface energy and the strain energy [24]. In the

transition metal nitrides with the fcc structure, the {001} lattice

planes possess the lowest surface energy, thus the {100} texture

is expected in very thin films with none or very low lattice

strain. Because of the strong crystallographic anisotropy of the

elastic constants in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings, which results

in the anisotropy of the Young modulus with E001 N E111 [10],

the {111} texture should dominate for increasing compressive

residual stress. Often, the compressive residual stress increases

Fig. 2. Dependence of the thickness of the Cr1− xAlxN (●) and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

(■) coatings on the mean distance between the samples and the cathodes.
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with increasing thickness of the coatings, thus the preferred

orientation changes during the layer growth as it was observed,

e.g., in [21,22,25].

The lattice strain in the fcc phase of the Cr1−xAlxN and

Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings that is shown in Fig. 8 was obtained

from the linear dependence of the lattice parameters aψ
111

measured on the {111} lattice planes on sin2ψ (see, e.g.

[10,26]):

a111w ¼ a111jj � a111
8

� �

sin 2wþ a111
8

ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), ψ is the inclination of the sample from the

symmetrical position; a║
111 and a┴

111 have the meaning of the in-

plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters measured on the

lattice planes {111} that correspond to ψ=90° and ψ=0°,

respectively. The lattice strain ε111 in Fig. 8 was calculated from

these lattice parameters and from the stress-free lattice

parameter a0 using:

e111 ¼
a111jj � a111

8

2a0
; ð3Þ

Fig. 3. Pole figures {111}, {100} and {110} measured on the fcc phase in the samples with the overall chemical composition Cr0.92Al0.08N, Cr0.75Al0.25N and

Cr0.46Al0.54N and re-calculated into the stereographic projection using Eq. (1).
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The stress-free lattice parameter a0 was calculated using Eq.

(2) for [26]:

sin 2w ¼
2m111

m111 þ 1
; ð4Þ

i.e. from

a0 ¼ a111jj � a111
8

� �

d
2m111

m111 þ 1
þ a111

8
ð5Þ

In Eqs. (4) and (5), ν is the Poisson ratio. Regarding the

definition of the lattice strains:

ejj ¼
ajj � a0

a0
and e8 ¼

a0 � a8

a0
; ð6Þ

Eq. (3) is equivalent to:

e111 ¼
1

2
e111jj þ e111

8

� �

ð7Þ

Eq. (7) shows that ɛ111 in Eq. (3) and in Fig. 8 has the meaning

of the average lattice strain as calculated from the elastic lattice

Fig. 4. Pole figures {111}, {100} and {110} measured on the fcc phase in the samples with the overall chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N, Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N

and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and re-calculated into the stereographic projection using Eq. (1). The dots show the positions of the poles as obtained for an fcc single-crystal in

the same orientation as for the respective sample.
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distortions in the plane of the coating and in the sample surface

perpendicular direction. Positive values of the average lattice

strain indicate tensile residual stress; negative average lattice

strain indicates compressive residual stress in the coatings.

In the Cr1−xAlxN coatings except the sample with the lowest

Al concentration, the lattice strain increased linearly with

increasing aluminium contents (filled circles in Fig. 8a). Up to

the overall chemical composition Cr0.54Al0.46N, the increase of

the lattice strain correlated with the increase of the layer

thickness (open circles in Fig. 8a). In the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN

coatings, the lattice strain increased slightly with the increasing

aluminium and silicon contents up to Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N (filled

boxes in Fig. 8b). This increase of the lattice strain correlated

again with the increase of the layer thickness (open boxes in

Fig. 8b). Between Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N, a

steep increase of the lattice strain was observed that was

followed by a slight decrease of the lattice strain in the samples

with [Cr] / ([Cr]+ [Al]+ [Si])≤0.52, in which the layer thickness

also decreased with increasing aluminium and silicon contents.

3.4. Interplay of microstructure features

In addition to the lattice strain that can affect the texture

development as discussed in the previous section, we observed

correlations between other microstructure features that could

help in explaining the inclination of the texture direction and the

degree of the out-of-plane and the in-plane texture in the CAE

Cr1−xAlxN and Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN coatings under study. The

additional microstructural features that were considered to be

responsible for the texture development are the phase

composition of the coatings and the size and partial coherence

of crystallites in the coatings that are summarised in Tables 1

and 2.

In the Cr1− xAlxN coatings, the high degree (Fig. 6) and the

very small inclination of the {111} out-of-plane texture from

the normal direction (Fig. 5) were supported by the high lattice

strain (Fig. 8a), by the presence of the single fcc phase until

Cr0.54Al0.46N (Table 1) and by a high degree of the local

preferred orientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites that led

to their partial coherence (Table 1). The strong local preferred

orientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites supported also the

development of the in-plane texture (Fig. 7). The highest

inclination of the out-of-plane texture direction, a slight decay

of the out-of-plane texture and an evident decay of the in-plane

texture were observed in two Cr1− xAlxN coatings with the

highest aluminium concentrations, in which w-AlN developed

as a second crystalline phase. Apparently, w-AlN influences

the transfer of the preferred orientation between neighbouring

fcc crystallites. Furthermore, the development of w-AlN in the

Cr1−xAlxN coatings caused a rapid decrease of the crystallite

size (Table 1) and a further increase of the lattice strain. In the

single-phase Cr1− xAlxN coatings, the lattice strain increased

monotonously with increasing layer thickness (Fig. 8a). In the

Fig. 5. Inclination of the 〈111〉 texture direction from the sample surface

perpendicular direction as observed in the Cr1− xAlxN (●) and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

(■) thin films. The angle of 35° shown by the dotted line is the angle between

the directions 〈111〉 and 〈110〉 in cubic systems.

Fig. 6. Degree of the out-of-plane texture in the Cr1− xAlxN (●) and Cr1− x− y

AlxSiyN (■) thin films shown in dependence on the chemical composition of the

coatings (a) and in dependence on the mean distance of the samples from the

cathodes (b).

Fig. 7. Degree of the in-plane texture in the Cr1− xAlxN (●) and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

(■) thin films in dependence on the chemical composition of the coatings.
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Cr1− xAlxN coatings containing two phases, the lattice strain

increased although their thickness decreased with increasing

aluminium contents (Fig. 8a). One reason for the further

increase of the lattice strain in the Cr1− xAlxN coatings

containing two phases can be the development of intrinsic

residual stresses at the semi-coherent interfaces between fcc-

(Cr, Al) N and w-AlN crystallites. This phenomenon was

already described in Ti–Al–N coatings containing fcc-(Ti, Al)

N and w-AlN [12,13]. Another reason for the increase of the

lattice strain could be a larger molar volume of AlN against

CrN (~18% according to [27]). However, the differences in the

molar volumes are directly related to the differences in the

lattice parameters and interplanar spacings that are responsible

for development of the intrinsic residual stresses at the semi-

coherent interfaces.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the addition of silicon caused

the strongest inclination of the {111} texture from the sample

surface perpendicular direction (Fig. 5) and the decay of the out-

of-plane (Fig. 6) and the in-plane texture (Fig. 7). The reason for

this is the development of amorphous silicon nitride in the

Cr1−x− yAlxSiyN coatings [14,17–19] in addition to the fcc and

w-AlN phases. Primarily, the formation of the amorphous

silicon nitride caused a steep increase of the local disorientation

of neighbouring fcc crystallites that was observed as a decay of

their partial coherence. At the silicon contents [Si] / ([Cr]+[Al]+

[Si])≥0.08, the neighbouring crystallites were non-coherent, as

the transfer of the preferred orientation between the neighbouring

crystallites was interrupted by the amorphous silicon nitride.

Furthermore, the formation of the amorphous silicon nitride

caused the fast decay of the global in-plane and out-of-plane

textures in the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings.

At the silicon contents [Si] / ([Cr]+ [Al]+ [Si]) between

0.03 and 0.05, a steep increase of the lattice strain in the

Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings was observed. This increase of the

lattice strain is responsible for the increase of the hardness of the

Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings, which typically reaches its maximum

between [Si] / ([Cr]+ [Al]+ [Si])=0.06 and 0.08 [14,19]. The

steep increase of the lattice strain preceded both the observable

segregation of Al and Si from the fcc phase of Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

and the loss of the strong local preferred orientation of

crystallites. On the other hand, the steep increase of the lattice

strain was observed later than the onset of the strong inclination

of the out-of-plane texture, which was already observed

between Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N and Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N. From this

point of view, the inclination of the out-of-plane texture

direction is the most sensitive parameter that indicates the

effect of silicon on the microstructure of the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

coatings, e.g. the development of the amorphous silicon nitride

that was discussed in [17–19]. The fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N

nanocrystallites growing on the amorphous phase build in fact

very thin slabs, which thickness is comparable with the

crystallite size. Thus, the texture of very small fcc crystallites

will consequently be controlled rather by the surface energy of

the crystallites than by their (bulk) strain energy. As the strain

energy depends on the thickness of the crystalline slabs, the size

of crystallites in the Cr1−x−yAlxSiyN nanocomposite coatings

that are separated by the amorphous phase can be one of the

microstructure parameters, which control the inclination of the

texture direction. Another consequence of the development of

amorphous silicon nitride at the crystallites boundaries is the

decay of the out-of-plane and in-plane texture, which started

already at low silicon concentrations in the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

coatings.

4. Conclusions

In chromium-rich Cr1− xAlxN and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN nano-

crystalline coatings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation,

the {111} out-of-plane texture was observed that was

perpendicular to the sample surface. The out-of-plane texture

was accompanied by a pronounced in-plane texture. The

combination of the out-of-plane and in-plane texture was a

consequence of the transfer of the preferred orientation between

crystallites during the deposition process. In the Cr1− xAlxN

coatings, a slight inclination of the out-of-plane texture was

found only at the highest aluminium contents. The related

samples contained two crystalline phases, fcc-(Cr, Al) N and w-

AlN. The degree of the out-of-plane texture in the silicon-free

samples was controlled mainly by the mean distance between

the samples and the cathodes. The effect of the aluminium

contents and phase composition on the degree of the out-of-

plane texture was weaker. The degree of the in-plane texture in

the Cr1− xAlxN coatings was controlled both by the mean

distance from the cathodes and by the chemical and phase

composition.

Silicon present in the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings caused large

inclination of the out-of-plane texture direction and a fast decay

of the out-of-plane and in-plane texture already for small silicon

Fig. 8. Macroscopic lattice strain as measured for the fcc phase (filled symbols)

and layer thickness (open symbols) of the Cr1− xAlxN (a) and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN

(b) thin films. The lattice strain was measured on the lattice planes (111).
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concentrations. The strong effect of silicon on the microstruc-

ture of the Cr1− x− yAl xSi yN coatings was explained by the

development of the amorphous silicon nitride that interrupted

the growth of the crystalline phases and in such a way

obstructed the transfer of the preferred orientation between

neighbouring crystallites. Additionally, the development of the

amorphous phase led to a decrease of the crystallite size and to

the loss of their partial coherence.
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Abstract

Phase and texture analysis using X-ray diffraction, analysis of the diffraction line broadening, analysis of the lattice parameters and high-

resolution transmission electron microscopy were employed to characterize the microstructure development in the Cr–Al–Si–N thin film

nanocomposites with a variable [Cr] / ([Al]+ [Si]) ratio deposited by cathodic arc evaporation. At the highest chromium contents, a single face

centered cubic phase formed in the coatings. Below [Cr] / ([Cr]+ [Al]+ [Si])≈0.52, a second crystalline phase developed that was identified as

hexagonal AlN. The size of the fcc crystallites decreased with increasing aluminum and silicon contents until it reached 5 nm in the sample with

the overall chemical composition Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N. The small crystallite size and the presence of two crystalline phases were found to be

responsible for a high hardness of the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites. Analysis of the lattice parameters revealed strong crystal anisotropy of the

elastic constants in the cubic phase that decreased with increasing aluminum and silicon contents.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 61.10.Nz; 61.46.-w; 61.82.Rx; 62.20.Dc; 68.37.-d; 68.37.Lp; 68.55.-a; 68.55.Jk; 68.65.-k

Keywords: Cathodic arc evaporation; Cr–Al–Si–N; Nanocomposites; XRD; HRTEM

1. Introduction

Chromium nitride coatings are regarded as an alternative to the

ultra-hard coatings based on titanium nitride. The industrial appli-

cations of the CrN-based coatings exploit excellent wear and

hardness properties of CrN, which are accompanied by its very

good corrosion resistance and thermal stability [1–5]. For some

applications, it is advantageous that CrN possesses low residual

stress, thus relatively thick coatings can be deposited [6]. Because

of their properties, CrN-based coatings are primarily used for

special tools like hobs for automotive industry, sliding parts or

molding dies [7]. Various physical vapor deposition (PVD) pro-

cesses can be used for the deposition of the CrN coatings as

summarized in Ref. [8]. The cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) [9–

11] is one of them. During the last years, the technical importance

of the thin films nanocomposites proposed in Ref. [12] increased

rapidly. This trend is also evident for nanocomposites based on

chromium nitride [13–16]. In the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N

systems, the formation of nano-sized domains was explained by a

spinodal decomposition process [17–24] producing a face-

centered cubic (fcc) phase of Ti1−xAlxN and a hexagonal phase

of AlN. The third phase in the coatings containing silicon is

amorphous Si3N4 [25]. Regarding an analogy between the Ti–Al–

Si–N andCr–Al–Si–N systems, the phase stability of the Cr–Al–

Si–N coatings should be one of the parameters controlling their

microstructure and properties like for the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings.

The fcc-Cr1−xAlxN phase having the NaCl-type crystal structure

was found to be stable up to the stoichiometry ratio x=0.67–0.80

[26,27]; the critical stoichiometry ratio did depend on the nature of

the deposition process.

Recently, we have shown on the example of the Ti–Al–N and

Ti–Al–Si–N coatings that the dependence of the stress-free lattice

parameter in the fcc phase on the overall chemical composition of

the coatings can be used to recognize the decomposition of these
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systems into two crystalline phases, fcc-Ti1−xAlxN and h-AlN

[28]. Although only the Poisson ratio is needed for calculation of

the stress-free lattice parameters in cubic thin films [29], the

calculation of the stress-free lattice parameters in Cr–Al–Si–N

nanocomposites from the X-ray diffraction (XRD) data is not

straightforward, because the dependence of the Poisson ratio on

the chemical composition is not known. Besides, CrN belongs to

materials with a strong crystal anisotropy of the elastic constants

[8,30–33], which complicates the calculation of the stress-free

lattice parameters in the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites addition-

ally. In anisotropic materials, the complete set of the X-ray elastic

constants (XECs) must be known to be able to calculate the stress-

free lattice parameters. XECs can be calculated from the single-

crystalline elastic constants using the famous models [34–38] if

the single-crystalline elastic constants are known,which is not true

for the Cr–Al–Si–N system. Otherways of determining theXECs

in coatings were proposed in Refs. [8,30,33]. However, these

experimental techniques work only for coatings containing a

single phase, not for composites.

In Ti–Al–Si–N nanocomposites, nanocrystallites with a very

small mutual disorientation, i.e. with a high degree of the local

preferred orientation, and thus with a high degree of the partial

crystallographic coherence were found [28,39]. The partial crys-

tallographic coherence was recognized from the dependence of

the XRD line broadening on the size of the diffraction vector as it

reduces the diffraction line broadening at small diffraction vectors

[39]. In Ti–Al–Si–N coatings, the partial crystallographic cohe-

rence of nanocrystalline domains supported the development of

intrinsic residual stresses [28], which improved the hardness of the

coatings. The high local preferred orientation of crystallites was

accompanied by a three-dimensional global texture, i.e. the

preferred orientation of crystallites in the plane and normal to the

plane of the coatings. The preferred orientation of crystallites

reported for the CrN thin films in Ref. [40] is very similar to the

texture observed in the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N coatings de-

posited using CAE [41].

2. Experimental details

The Cr–Al–Si–N coatings were deposited using CAE in nitro-

gen atmosphere at the working pressure of 1.3 Pa using two

laterally rotating arc cathodes (π-80 from PLATIT) [42]. One ca-

thode was made of chromium, the second one from aluminum

containing 11 at.% Si. The ion current on the Cr cathode was 80 A,

on the Al–Si cathode 120 A. The bias voltage was −75 V. Polished

plates of cemented carbide were used as substrates. The base pres-

sure was 5×10−3 Pa; the deposition temperature was approxi-

mately 450 °C. In contrast to commercial coatings, the samples

were not rotated during the deposition process, which offers the

following advantages for microstructure studies. The expected

preferred orientation of crystallites is not superimposed by the

sample rotation. A series of coatings with different chemical com-

positions can be obtained in one deposition process, as the chemical

composition depends on the distance from the respective cathode.

The deposition geometrywas shown in Ref. [41]. Finally, the phase

composition of the coatings is not primarily controlled by macros-

copic chemical inhomogeneities caused by the sample rotation [43].

The overall chemical composition of the coatings was deter-

mined using the electron probe microanalysis with wavelength-

dispersive spectroscopy (EPMA/WDS) in 40 points across each

sample. In each point, the signals fromCr, Al, Si, N, O andWwere

registered in the maximum of the respective spectral line. Cr, Al, Si

andN are contained in the coatings, oxygen is an expected impurity

contained in the coatings and W is the main component contained

in the substrates. The background coming predominantly from

bremsstrahlungwas measured before and behind each spectral line

and subtracted from the maximum intensity. The net intensities

from the analyzed samples were compared to the net intensities

measured on standard sampleswith a known chemical composition

to obtain the concentrations of the elements in mass percent. The

sum over concentrations of all analyzed elements (the analytical

total) yielded (104±3) wt.%, which means that the standardization

procedure and the microstructure model used for correction of the

absorption of the individual spectral lines in the coatings were

successful. The concentrations of individual elements were

recalculated from the measured mass percent to the atomic percent

(and finally to the stoichiometry ratio that is shown in Table 1)

assuming that the sum over atomic percent is equal to 100%. The

maximum spread in the concentration of Cr, Al and Si calculated

over the 40 points in individual samples was below 2 at.%. The

nitrogen concentrations were (54±3) at.% in all samples under

study, which can be regarded as 50 at.%within the statistical spread

in the experimental data. As no oxygen spectral signal exceeding

the background was registered, the maximum oxygen concentra-

tion in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings could only be estimated from the

detection limit of the ESMA/WDS, which was calculated from the

background intensity, to be lower than 0.1 at.%.

Microstructure of the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites was inves-

tigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and high-resolution trans-

mission electron microscopy (HRTEM). XRD experiments were

performed using several diffraction geometries. Glancing-angle X-

ray diffraction (GAXRD) measurements with a constant angle of

incidence of the primary beam (3°) were done on a D8 diffrac-

tometer (Bruker, AXS) in order to analyze the phase composition of

the coatings, the degree of the partial crystallographic coherence of

the fcc crystallites, their size and lattice parameters. The D8 diffrac-

tometer was equipped by a parabolic Göbel mirror in the primary

beam and by a Soller collimator with the acceptance angle of 0.12°

and a flat LiF monochromator in the diffracted beam. Using

GAXRD, the lattice parameters in cubic structures are measured on

different lattice planes, i.e. on lattice planes with different diffrac-

tion indices hkℓ, that is advantageous for a direct evaluation of the

crystal anisotropy. Complementary measurements of the lattice

Table 1

The overall chemical composition of the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings as measured

using EPMAwith WDS, their thickness and hardness

Chemical composition Thickness [μm] Hardness [GPa]

Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N 4.5±0.2 27.7±0.7

Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N 6.3±0.2 29.6±1.2

Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N 7.9±0.3 34.4±1.6

Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N 8.7±0.3 41.5±0.5

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N 8.6±0.3 44.5±1.7

Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N 7.5±0.3 39.1±1.3

Cr0.07Al0.81Si0.12N 3.6±0.2 34.9±0.7
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parameters in the cubic phase were performed on a MRD

diffractometer (PANalytical) equipped with an Eulerian cradle, a

polycapillary optics in the primary beam, a Soller collimator having

the acceptance angle of 0.27° and a flat graphite monochromator in

the diffracted beam. These measurements were done on identical

lattice planes, i.e. on the lattice planes with the same hkℓ, and used

for an alternative calculation of the stress-free lattice parameters

with the aid of the classical sin2ψmethod and for the determination

of the degree of the crystal anisotropy in the cubic phase. The

capability of both diffraction methods is described in Section 3 in

more details. Texture measurements were performed on a PTS

diffractometer (Seifert) equipped with an Eulerian cradle. All XRD

experiments were performed using the CuKα radiation.

HRTEMwas applied to visualize the amorphous component in

the coatings and to verify the crystallite size and the mutual dis-

orientation of adjacent crystallites obtained from XRD. HRTEM

was performed with a 200 kV analytical high-resolution trans-

mission electron microscope JEM 2010 FEF (Jeol) equipped by

ultra-high-resolution objective lens (Cs=0.5 mm) and in-column

energy filter. The latter was used to select only the elastic electrons

for theHRTEM image formation. The specimens forHRTEMwere

prepared in the plane-view orientation, which is more convenient

for comparison of theXRDandHRTEMresults. The coatingswere

first mechanically pre-thinned and etched by an ion beam. The final

step in the specimen preparation was a plasma cleaning procedure.

Mechanical properties of the coatings were characterized by

their hardness, which was calculated from the indentation load-

displacement curve [44] measured in 10 points per sample using a

computer-controlled Fischerscope H100 micro-hardness tester.

The maximum load of 70 mN, which was recommended for

superhard coatings in Ref. [45], was reached in 20 s. The unloading

time was 20 s as well. The maximum indentation depth ranged

between 0.3 and 0.4 μm, which are certainly below 10% of the

coatings thickness (s. Table 1).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase composition of the coatings and preferred

orientation of crystallites

XRD phase analysis has shown that the samples up to the

overall chemical compositionCr0.52Al0.43Si0.05Ncontain only one

fcc phase. At higher aluminum and silicon contents, hexagonal

AlN with the wurtzite type structure was detected as the second

crystalline phase. Its amount increased with increasing aluminum

contents as shown in Fig. 1. Still, the fcc phase prevailed up to the

overall chemical composition Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N that is compa-

rable with the maximum aluminum contents in the fcc-Cr1−xAlxN

reported in Refs. [26] and [27]. As we have shown recently [28],

the existence of two crystalline phases is an important factor

influencing the hardness of the thin film nanocomposites. The

hardness of the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings is given in Table 1 together

with their thickness and overall chemical compositions.

In order to improve the sensitivity and reliability of the XRD

phase analysis, the individual diffraction lines were fitted by the

PearsonVII function. The results of the diffraction line fittingwere

also used for calculation of the lattice parameters from the positions

of the diffraction lines and for calculation of the crystallite size

from the diffraction line broadening [39]. Texture analysis done on

chromium-rich Cr–Al–Si–N coatings has confirmed that the fcc

crystallites are strongly preferred oriented. A “three-dimensional”

texture was observed like for the Ti–Al–N coatings [41], which

were deposited at similar deposition conditions. The pole figures

shown in Fig. 2 illustrate the changes in the preferred orientation of

the fcc crystallites with increasing aluminum and silicon contents.

In the sample with the overall chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08
Si0.01N that contains only fcc crystallites, the texture direction

〈111〉 is perpendicular to the sample surface (Fig. 2a). The pole

figure (100) illustrates the in-plane orientation of the crystallites.

With increasing aluminum and silicon contents, the 〈111〉 texture

direction in the fcc crystallites inclines away from the normal

direction as it can be seen from the shift of the intensity maxima in

the pole figures taken in the samples Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N (Fig. 2b)

and Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N (Fig. 2c).

3.2. Partial crystallographic coherence of neighboring crystallites

Analysis of the XRD line broadening revealed a high degree of

the crystallographic coherence between fcc crystallites up to the

overall chemical composition of Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N. The partial

Fig. 1. Parts of the diffraction patternsmeasured on the samples Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N

(a), Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (b) and Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N (c) showing the development of

hexagonal AlN with increasing aluminum and silicon contents. The small circles

are the experimental data, the thin solid lines the individual diffraction lines and the

wide solid lines the sum over the individual diffraction lines.
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crystallographic coherence was concluded from a slight increase

of the line broadening with increasing diffraction angle up to

sinθ≈0.6 (see the examples for the samples Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N

and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N shown in Fig. 3) that was followed by a

steep increase and finally by a saturation of the diffraction line

broadening at the highest diffraction angles. These phenomena

were explained theoretically in Ref. [39], where it was shown that

the partial crystallographic coherence of slightly disoriented

nanocrystallites is equivalent to a partial overlap of their reciprocal

lattice points. In the reciprocal space, the disorientation of adjacent

crystallites corresponds to the rotation of their reciprocal lattices

around the common origin of both reciprocal lattices. As the dif-

fraction line broadening is independent of diffraction angle for

small crystallites, which is well known as the “size effect”, a small

disorientation of nanocrystallites causes a departure of their re-

ciprocal lattice points that increases with increasing distance of the

reciprocal lattice points from their origin, i.e. with increasing

diffraction angle. Consequently, the partial crystallographic cohe-

rence of crystallites causes a reduction of the diffraction line

broadening at small and medium diffraction angles, where the

reciprocal lattice points overlap each other. At large diffraction

angles, the reciprocal lattice points of disoriented crystallites are

too far from each other to be able to overlap and thus the

diffraction line broadening remains constant as it is described

by the Scherrer formula. In the coatings with [Cr] / ([Cr]+[Al]+

[Si])≤0.4, no crystallographic coherence were observed exper-

imentally as the diffraction line broadening was saturated for all

accessible diffraction angles.

From the dependence of the line broadening on sinθ in Fig. 3,

two microstructure parameters were concluded: the size of the fcc

Fig. 2. Pole figures of the samples Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N (a), Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N (b) and Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N (c) measured on the diffraction lines 111 and 200. The poles

corresponding to a perfect crystal orientation are indicated by circles and labeled by Miller indices.
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crystallites and their local disorientation. The crystallite size was

calculated from the saturated line broadening, their local dis-

orientation from the diffraction angle, for which the line broade-

ning saturated [39]. The crystallite size decreased with decreasing

chromium contents in the coatings (Fig. 4). HRTEM confirmed

the small crystallite size; Fig. 5 illustrates a good match between

the crystallite size calculated from the XRD line broadening and

the crystallite size observed using HRTEM on the example of the

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N coating. The disorientations of the partially

coherent crystallites increased with decreasing chromium contents

from 0.6° in Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N to 1.3° in Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N as

calculated from the XRD line broadening. This high local pre-

ferred orientation of partially coherent crystallites supported the

formation of pronounced three-dimensional texture as confirmed

by the pole figures shown in Fig. 2. The disorientation of the fcc

crystallites in the coating with the overall chemical composition

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N exceeded 3° as calculated for a destroyed par-

tial coherence (Fig. 3). The disorientation of non-coherent nano-

crystallites in Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N was also apparent from the

HRTEM micrographs shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From the distances

between the fringes in the moiré pattern (Fig. 6), the minimum

disorientation of the non-coherent nanocrystallites was calculated

according to Ref. [46] to be (7.8±0.1)°.

3.3. Crystal anisotropy of the lattice deformation

Large scatter of the cubic lattice parameters calculated from the

GAXRD data indicated strong crystal anisotropy of the lattice

deformation,which implies a strong anisotropy of theX-ray elastic

constants (XECs) in the fcc phase. As observed also for other

nitrides that crystallizewith theNaCl-type structure [22,47,48], the

easy deformation direction is 〈111〉, the hard deformation direction

〈100〉. An example of the crystal anisotropy of the lattice defor-

mation is shown in Fig. 7 for the Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N coating. The

cubic lattice parameters calculated from GAXRD were compared

with the lattice parameters obtained from the interplanar spacing of

the lattice planes (111) and (200), which were measured at dif-

ferent inclinations of the sample (ψ) from the symmetrical position

(ψ=0). In cubic materials under uniaxial residual stress, the lattice

parameter depends linearly on sin2ψ:

ahkSw ¼ ðahkSjj −ahkS
⊥

Þsin2wþ ahkS
⊥

ð1Þ

a||
hkS and a⊥

hkS are the in-plane lattice parameter (ψ=90°)

and the lattice parameter normal to the sample surface (ψ=0°),

Fig. 3. Dependence of the XRD line broadening on sinθ as measured for

coatings with the overall chemical compositions Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N (boxes),

Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N (triangles) and Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (circles). The lines show

the diffraction line broadening calculated according to Ref. [32].

Fig. 4. Dependence of the crystallite size on the chromium contents in the Cr–

Al–Si–N nanocomposites.

Fig. 5. HRTEMmicrograph of the nanocrystallites in the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N.
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respectively. They can be employed for calculation of the stress-

free lattice parameter a0 if the Poisson ratio ν
hkℓ is known [29]:

a0 ¼ ðahkSjj −ahkS
⊥

Þ
2mhkS

mhkS þ 1
þ ahkS

⊥
ð2Þ

Eqs. (1) and (2) were used for calculation of the stress-free

lattice parameter in the sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N from the de-

pendence of the lattice parameter a200 on sin2ψ. The Poisson ratio

ν200=0.214 taken from Ref. [30] yielded the stress-free lattice

parameter of (0.41446±0.00009) nm. The uniaxial residual stress

calculated from

r ¼
a0−a

hkS
⊥

a0
d

EhkS

2mhkS
ð3Þ

for the Young modulus E200=520 GPa [30] was −(1.81±

0.06) GPa. Unfortunately, this straightforward calculation of the

stress-free lattice parameter cannot be employed for compounds

like Cr–Al–Si–N, in which a dependence of the XECs on the

chemical composition is anticipated and the Poisson ratio

unknown.

Using the linear dependence of the XECs, s1
hkS and s2

hkS , on

the orientation factor Γ [35–38]:

shkS1 u−
mhkS

EhkS
¼ A1 þ B1C and shkS2 u2d

1þ mhkS

EhkS
¼ A2 þ B2C;

ð4Þ
where

C ¼
h2k2 þ k2S 2 þ S

2h2

ðh2 þ k2 þ S
2Þ2

ð5Þ

and A1, A2, B1 and B2 are constants describing the crystal ani-

sotropy of the respective compound, the well-known dependence

of the cubic lattice parameters on sin2ψ for coatings under uniaxial

residual stress σ (see, e.g. [29]),

ahkSw ¼ a0 r
1

2
shkS2 sin2wþ 2shkS1

� �

þ 1

� �

; ð6Þ

can be rewritten into the form

ahkSw ¼
1

2
A2a0rsin

2wþ
1

2
B2a0rCsin

2wþ 2A1a0r

þ 2B1a0rCþ a0 ð7Þ

Eq. (7) can be used to get information on the crystal anisotropy

of XECs from the GAXRD data, because the lattice parameters

Fig. 6. HRTEM micrograph of the coating Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N showing moiré

pattern due to a small mutual rotation of nanocrystallites.

Fig. 7. Sin2ψ-plot for the cubic lattice parameters measured in the sample

Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N. Open boxes and triangles show the lattice parameters

obtained from the interplanar spacing of the lattice planes (111) and (200),

respectively, filled circles for the lattice parameters measured using GAXRD on

different lattice planes. For the GAXRD method, the diffraction indices are

given at the bottom of the plot. Dashed lines are the linear fits of aψ
111 and aψ

200

vs. sin2ψ; the broken line is the fit of aψ
hkS vs. sin2ψ using Eq. (7).

Fig. 8. Changes in the elastic anisotropy of fcc crystallites as a function of the

chromium contents in the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites. The meaning of the

parameters is explained in text.
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obtained using GAXRD are measured on different crystallo-

graphic planes and at different inclinations of the sample from the

symmetrical position, i.e., they depend both onΓ(hkS ) and ψ. The

result of the GAXRD data fitting using the least-square method is

shown for the sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01Nby the broken line in Fig.

7. The differences between the measured data (filled circles) and

the fit (broken line) are caused by the strong preferred orientation

of crystallites as described in Refs. [49–53].

In coatings with known stress-free lattice parameters (a0) and

residual stress (σ), Eq. (7) can be used to calculate the constants

A1, A2, B1 and B2, i.e. to obtain the complete set of the XECs s1
hkS

and s2
hkS from Eq. (4). In coatings with unknown stress-free lattice

parameters and/or residual stresses, only the relations between the

constants A1, A2, B1 and B2 can be obtained. As it follows from

Eq. (4), the ratio A2/B2 can be understood as a measure of the

crystal anisotropy of s2
hkS ;B1/B2 describes the relation between the

crystal anisotropy of s1
hkS and s2

hkS . The dependencies ofA2/B2 and

B1/B2 on the chromium contents in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings are

shown in Fig. 8. The ratio A2/B2 increases with decreasing

chromium contents, which means that the degree of crystal

anisotropy of the fcc phase decreases with increasing aluminum

and silicon contents. The ratio B1/B2 remains nearly constant with

variable chromium contents, which means that the crystal

anisotropy of bothXECs changes very similarlywith the chemical

composition of Cr–Al–Si–N.

3.4. Stress-free lattice parameters of the fcc phase

As described above, the stress-free lattice parameter of a cubic

phase can be calculated from the dependence aψ
hkℓ vs. sin2ψ if the

Poisson ratio is known for the respective crystallographic direc-

tions. To eliminate the relatively strong anisotropy of XECs and

the dependence of the degree of the crystallographic anisotropy of

XECs on the chemical composition in the Cr–Al–Si–N system,

the lattice parameters a200measured at different inclinations of the

samples from the symmetrical direction were used for calculation

of the stress-free lattice parameters like in the “classical” sin2ψ

method. According to Eq. (5),Γ(hkS ) is equal to zero for h00, thus

the effect of the crystal anisotropy disappears for the diffraction

line 200. In a complementary calculation of the stress-free lattice

parameters, the crystallographic anisotropy of XECs was “sub-

tracted” from the GAXRDdata using Eq. (7). This routine yielded,

within the experimental accuracy, the same results as the fitting of

the dependence a200 vs. sin2ψ. However, the separation of the

crystal anisotropy from the measured lattice parameters does not

solve the problem with unknown dependence of the Poisson ratio

on the chemical composition in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings. In

order to be able to calculate the stress-free lattice parameters shown

in Fig. 9, we assumed that the isotropic part of the Poisson ratio

does not change substantiallywith the chemical composition of the

coatings. Thus, the value of ν200=0.214 reported for CrN in Ref.

[30] was used for all samples shown in Fig. 9. Although the

assumption of a concentration-independent Poisson ratio is just a

rough estimation, the stress-free lattice parameters from Fig. 9 are

affected only marginally by the possibly incorrect value of the

Poisson ratio. The reason is the low lattice strain observed in the

〈100〉 direction for all samples and thus a small slope of the

dependence a200 vs. sin2ψ, from which the stress-free lattice

parameters were calculated. An example of this dependence was

shown by the lower dashed line in Fig. 7. For a departure of ±10%

from a correct Poisson ratio, the difference in the stress-free lattice

parameter would be below ±0.0001 nm for the current lattice

strains that is comparable with the size of the error bars in Fig. 9

that were obtained from the regression analysis.

At the highest chromium contents in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings,

the stress-free lattice parameter of the fcc phase decreases linearly

with increasing aluminum and silicon contents as expected for a

single cubic phase according to the Vegard rule. For [Cr] / ([Cr]+

[Al]+[Si])<0.7, a strong departure from the linear dependencewas

observed. The relatively high stress-free lattice parameter in the

sample with the overall chemical composition Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N

can be explained by formation of two crystalline phases in this

sample as illustrated in Fig. 1 and discussed in Section 3.1. The

formation of h-AlN as the second phase in the coating causes an

Fig. 9. Dependence of the stress-free lattice parameter on the chromium contents

in the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites (open boxes). The filled box indicates the

lattice parameter of CrN taken from the PDF-2 database [54].

Fig. 10. HRTEM micrograph of the coating with the overall chemical

composition Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N shows the typical distribution of crystalline

and amorphous phases in the Cr–Al–Si–N system. Nanocrystallites are

surrounded by amorphous regions and/or embedded in amorphous matrix.
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effective decrease of the amount of aluminum in the fcc phase in

comparisonwith the overall chemical composition,which increases

the stress-free lattice parameter of the fcc phase as aluminum is

known to decrease the lattice parameter of CrN [26,27,55,56]. An

analogous behavior of the stress-free lattice parameter was

observed during the decomposition of the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings

into fcc-(Ti, Al) N, h-AlN and a-Si3N4 [28]. However, the high

stress-free lattice parameter of the sample Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N can-

not be explained by the concurrent formation of the cubic and

hexagonal phases, because no h-AlN was revealed by the XRD

phase analysis in this sample (Fig. 1). Thus, the increase of the

stress-free lattice parameter as compared to its value expected for

the [Cr] / ([Cr]+[Al]+[Si]) ratio could be explained either by a

slight disappearance of aluminum from the fcc phase that must not

be accompanied by a detectable formation of h-AlN, or by a dis-

appearance of silicon from the quaternary Cr–Al–Si–N system.

For the latter, the additional phase would be amorphous. Presence

of an amorphous phase was confirmed byHRTEM (see Fig. 10). In

analogy with the Ti–Al–Si–N system [25], amorphous Si3N4 is

expected.

3.5. Microstructure of the Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites and

their hardness

The maximum hardness was reached for the overall chemical

composition between Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N

(Table 1). In this concentration range, the superfluous aluminum

present in the coatings creates hexagonal AlN as a second crys-

talline phase (Fig. 1). The superfluous silicon creates an amor-

phous phase (Figs. 5 and 10), which disturbs the crystallographic

coherence of adjacent crystallites in samples with [Cr] / ([Cr]+

[Al]+[Si])≤0.4 as shown for the Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N coating in

Fig. 3. The relationship between the formation of large amorphous

domains and the disappearance of the crystallographic coherence

of the fcc crystallites was discussed on the example of the Ti–Al–

Si–N nanocomposites in Ref. [28], where it was shown that

nanocrystallites surrounded by amorphous phase lose their high

mutual orientation and consequently their partial crystallographic

coherence. The partial crystallographic coherence of nanocrys-

tallites was regarded as an efficient indicator of their intertwining,

which is one of the factors improving the hardness of such nano-

composites [28]. An analogous conclusion can be drawn for the

Cr–Al–Si–N system, in which the formation of nanocomposites

with partially coherent crystallites can also be regarded as one of

the reasons for their high hardness, particularly in the range of the

chemical composition between Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and Cr0.40
Al0.52Si0.08N, where two nanocrystalline phases form and the fcc

nanocrystallites are partially coherent.

Another very important factor that is responsible for the high

hardness of the nanocomposites is the small crystallite size [12]. In

the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings, the size of the fcc crystallites decreased

with increasing aluminum and silicon contents up to the overall

chemical composition Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (Fig. 4). In the coatings

with the highest hardness, the mean crystallite size was (5.0±

0.5) nm. The strong preferred orientation of adjacent fcc crys-

tallites, which was deduced from their partial crystallographic

coherence, supports the hypothesis that the nanocrystalline

microstructure could be formed in a spinodal decomposition

process as suggested in Refs. [17–24]. However, this hypothesis

must be confirmed by thermodynamic modeling and/or by an-

nealing the samples at high temperatures. The mean disorientation

of partially coherent fcc crystallites in these clusters as obtained

from the XRD line broadening was between 0.6° and 1.3° in the

coatings with the overall chemical composition between Cr0.91-
Al0.08Si0.01N and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N, respectively. In the coating

Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the smallest disorientation of crystallites

exceeded 3° as estimated from the missing crystallographic co-

herence of crystallites. This disorientation was determined more

precisely from the moiré pattern observed in the HRTEM mi-

crograph (Fig. 6) to be (7.8±0.1)° as described in Section 3.2. The

critical chromium concentration [Cr] / ([Cr]+[Al]+[Si])<0.52, at

which hexagonal AlN arises, is higher than the critical titanium

contents in the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings [28]. As a reason, the smaller

difference between the lattice parameters of CrN and AlN can be

considered than between the lattice parameters TiN and AlN

[55,56].

The strong local texture in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings was ac-

companied by a pronounced three-dimensional global texture that

was concluded from the pole figures (Fig. 2). Similarly to the Ti–

Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N coatings deposited by CAE [41], the tex-

ture direction in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings inclined with changing

chemical composition and with changing angle between the sub-

strate and the cathodes. A similar nature of the global texture was

reported in Ref. [40] forCrN deposited using the ion-beam assisted

deposition at different energies of the ion beam bombardment.

4. Conclusions

It was confirmed that the formation of the nanocomposites is

responsible for high hardness of the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings depo-

sited using cathodic arc evaporation. Formation of an amorphous

phase surrounding fcc nanocrystallites of Cr–Al(Si)–N was con-

cluded from the combination of GAXRD and HRTEM for [Cr] /

([Cr]+[Al]+[Si])<0.7. In this concentration range, GAXRD re-

vealed a higher stress-free lattice parameter than expected for the

amount of aluminum and silicon obtained from the EPMA/WDS

analysis. HRTEM visualized the amorphous phase in these sam-

ples. For [Cr] / ([Cr]+[Al]+[Si])<0.52, formation of two nano-

crystalline phases, fcc-Cr1−xAlxNwith the NaCl-type structure and

hexagonal AlNwith thewurtzite-type structure, was observed. The

size of the fcc crystallites decreased with decreasing chromium

contents from 14 nm in Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N to 5 nm in Cr0.40Al0.52
Si0.08N. Pronounced three-dimensional texture (a combination of

the in-plane and the out-of-plane preferred orientation of crystal-

lites) was observed; the texture direction perpendicular to the

sample surface changed with increasing aluminum and silicon

contents from 〈111〉 to 〈100〉. The global texture was accompanied

by a strong local preferred orientation of the fcc crystallites that was

detected via their partial crystallographic coherence in chromium-

rich samples up to the overall chemical composition Cr0.52Al0.43
Si0.05N. For lower chromium contents, the crystallographic

coherence of the fcc crystallites disappeared, which was caused

by their increasing disorientation due to the excess of the amor-

phous phase in the coatings.
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The analysis of the lattice parameters in the fcc phase confirmed

a strong crystallographic anisotropy of the X-ray elastic constants;

the degree of the anisotropy decreased with increasing aluminum

and silicon contents. Comparison of the “classical” sin2ψ method

that is usually performed on a single diffraction line with the

modified sin2ψmethod that employs all diffraction linesmeasured

usingGAXRD has shown an equivalence of both approaches. The

advantage of GAXRD is that it offers the same information

contents within one diffraction pattern like the “classical” sin2ψ

method performed on the whole set of lattice planes.
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Abstract. The elastic anisotropy of the Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N thin film 
nanocomposites with different aluminium and silicon contents deposited by the cathodic arc 
evaporation was investigated using complementary X-ray diffraction methods. Glancing 
angle X-ray diffraction (GAXRD) was employed to get the first information about the 
anisotropy of the elastic constants. The measurements done on an X-ray diffractometer 
equipped with an Eulerian cradle were used for calculation of the lattice strain and residual 
stress using the Crystallite Group Method and for determination of the preferred orientation 
of crystallites. In most samples, the degree of the elastic anisotropy decreased with 
increasing aluminium and silicon contents. Still, depending on the transition metal (Cr and/or 
Ti), different dependences of the elastic anisotropy on the aluminium and silicon contents 
were observed that could be related to the phase stability regions of the cubic phase in the 
Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N thin film nanocomposites. 

1. Introduction 
Protective coatings deposited by various PVD techniques are used for decades to improve the 
mechanical and tribological properties of cutting tools. During the last years, the importance 
of nanocomposite coatings has increased rapidly, because of their significantly improved 
hardness. Nowadays, the addition of a certain amount of aluminium and silicon into the 
chromium and titanium nitrides is a well-established method for the production of 
nanocrystalline coatings in which the cubic face-centred (fcc) phase dominates. As shown in 
[1], the solubility of aluminium in the fcc chromium and titanium nitrides is 77 at % for Cr 
and 65 at % for Ti. For higher aluminium concentrations, the wurtzitic AlN forms in the 
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coatings as a second crystalline phase that supports the development of the nanocomposites. 
The phase decomposition of the nano-scale is further supported by the segregation of 
superfluous silicon from the host structure of the chromium and titanium nitrides. 
Besides the small crystallite size, one of the most important parameters which influences the 
hardness of the coatings significantly is the magnitude of the residual stress. For a correct 
determination of the residual stress in polycrystalline samples, the choice of a correct 
crystallite interaction model and the knowledge of the elastic constants are necessary. 
Unfortunately, rather deficient information about the elastic properties of nanocomposites is 
available in the literature. The main problems are the unknown dependence of X-ray elastic 
constants (XECs) on composition, unknown anisotropy of XECs and the unknown 
dependence of the anisotropy of XECs on composition, i.e. on the aluminium and silicon 
contents in the fcc Cr-Al-(Si-)N and Ti-Al-(Si-)N compounds. A strong anisotropy of the 
XECs in the systems under study was already indicated by our previous results [2]. 
Therefore, the main goal of this contribution is to describe the anisotropy of XECs in the 
Ti-Al-(Si-)N and Cr-Al-(Si-)N nanocomposites as a function of their chemical composition. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1 Sample preparation 

Four series of coatings, Cr-Al-N, Cr-Al-Si-N, Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N, were deposited using 
cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) in nitrogen atmosphere from two laterally rotating arc 
cathodes (π-80 from PLATIT) [3]. One cathode was made from the transition metal (Cr or 
Ti), the second one from aluminium for the sample series without silicon, i.e. Cr-Al-N and 
Ti-Al-N, and from aluminium containing approximately 11 at. % of silicon for the sample 
series containing silicon, i.e. Cr-Al-Si-N and Ti-Al-Si-N, respectively. To eliminate the 
influence of the parameters of the deposition process on the microstructure of the samples, 
the working pressure, ion current, bias voltage, base pressure and deposition temperature 
were kept identical for all samples. The working pressure was 1.3 Pa. The ion current on the 
transition metal cathode (Cr or Ti) was 80 A, and the ion current on the Al or Al-Si cathode 
was 120 A. The bias voltage was -75 V. The base pressure was 5 × 10-3 Pa and the deposition 
temperature was approximately 450°C. Polished plates of cemented carbide having random 
orientation of crystallites were used as substrates. In contrast to the commercially produced 
coatings, the samples were not rotated during the deposition process. Thus, the preferred 
orientation of crystallites was not superimposed by the sample rotation. Moreover, a set of 
coatings with different chemical compositions can be obtained in one deposition run, as the 
chemical composition of the individual samples depends on the position of the substrate with 
respect to both cathodes. For each sample series, seven samples differing in composition 
were prepared. However, only four Ti-Al-(Si-)N and five Cr-Al-(Si-)N coatings containing 
the cubic nitrides as the dominant phase were selected for a detailed microstructure 
investigation. As we showed recently [2, 10], the samples with the dominant fcc phase 
possess the highest hardness and are most important for industrial applications. 

2.2 Investigation methods 

The overall chemical composition of the coatings was determined using electron probe 
microanalysis with wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy (EPMA/WDX) at 40 points 
randomly distributed across each sample surface. The nitrogen concentration was 50 at. % 
within the experimental accuracy (for Ti-Al-(Si-)N, this was also checked by the glow-
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discharge optical emission spectroscopy) and the maximum oxygen concentration was below 
the detection limit of the EPMA/WDX (lower than 0.1 at %) in all coatings under study. The 
overall chemical composition of the samples under consideration is given in table 1. 
XRD experiments were performed using several diffraction geometries. Glancing-angle 
X-ray diffraction (GAXRD) measurements with a constant angle of incidence of the primary 
beam were done using a D8 diffractometer (Bruker, AXS) equipped with a parabolic Göbel 
mirror in the primary beam and a Soller collimator with acceptance angle of 0.12° and with a 
flat LiF monochromator in the diffracted beam. Data from GAXRD measurements were used 
mainly for the phase analysis, for the determination of the crystallite size and for the 
determination of the strain-free lattice parameter. Moreover, GAXRD data are suitable for 
fast visualisation of two effects. First, because the lattice parameters are measured on 
different crystallographic planes and at different inclinations of the sample from the 
symmetrical position, one can immediately get information about the crystal anisotropy from 
one GAXRD scan. Second, varying the angle of incidence of the primary beam has in 
consequence different penetration depths of X-rays, and thus different information depth of 
diffracted data. GAXRD measurements with several different angles of incidence can 
provide information about the presence of residual stress gradients as well as the strain-free 
lattice parameter depth profile can be calculated. 
 
Table 1. Numbers of the samples and the overall chemical compositions of the investigated coatings. 

Sample Cr1-xAlxN Cr1-x-yAlxSiyN Ti1-xAlxN Ti1-x-yAlxSiyN 

1 Cr0.92Al0.08N Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N Ti0.96Al0.04N Ti0.96Al0.04Si0.00N 
2 Cr0.83Al0.17N Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N Ti0.85Al0.15N Ti0.85Al0.14Si0.01N 
3 Cr0.75Al0.25N Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N Ti0.72Al0.28N Ti0.71Al0.26Si0.03N 
4 Cr0.54Al0.46N Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N Ti0.52Al0.48N Ti0.52Al0.43Si0.05N 
5 Cr0.46Al0.54N Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N     

 
The texture measurements were done on a PTS 3000 diffractometer (Seifert) equipped with 
an Eulerian cradle and a point focus monocapillary optics. For each sample, the pole figures 
(111), (200) and (220) of the face centred cubic phase were recorded. The strain 
measurements were performed on a D8 diffractometer equipped with an Eulerian cradle and 
polycapillary optics located in the primary beam. Selected reflections were measured at three 
different azimuthal angles φ. For each φ setting, θ-2θ  scans were recorded at different 
inclinations of the sample ψ from the symmetrical position (ψ = 0). To obtain the parameters 
of the line positions, measured data were fitted by pseudo-Voigt function by means of the 
least-squares refinement. A linear background was supposed. Estimated errors in the line 
position determination were used as weight factors for subsequent data reduction. For the 
GAXRD and texture measurements the CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) was used, whereas 
for the strain measurements, the CoKα radiation (λ = 1.7903 Å) was used. 

3. Results and discussion 
On the basis of the GAXRD measurements performed at several different angles of incidence 
of the primary beam (i.e. different information depth of diffracted intensity), we can 
conclude that no depth gradients were observed in our coatings, as can be seen from the 
nearly constant slopes of the sin2ψ dependences constructed from these measurements 
(figure 1a). Rather high errors of the slopes determined from the linear function fit come 
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from the scatter of measured lattice parameters caused by the pronounced crystal anisotropy 
present in our coatings, whereas the biggest error calculated for measurement at the lowest 
angle of incidence (γ = 1°) is caused solely by the quality of measured diffraction pattern. 
Equation 1 describes the relation between the measured lattice deformation and the stress 
tensor. Lattice deformations measured at three different angles φ and at several tilts ψ allow 
us, due to equation 1, to determine all stress tensor components [4]. As it is clearly visible 
from figure 1b, the coatings are under the state of biaxial, (rotationally symmetrical - 
σ11 = σ22 = σ) stress, because data measured for different angles φ are identical. No shear 
stresses (σ13 = σ23= 0) are present in our samples which can be demonstrated by similar 
behaviour of lattice parameters measured for positive and negative ψ tilts i.e. no ψ splitting 
is observable – see figure 1c.  
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Under the assumptions of the biaxial, rotationally symmetrical state of stress, without shear 
stresses and normal stress component (σ33) equal to zero, equation 1 reduces to a formula, 
which predicts the linear dependence of εhkl vs. sin2ψ – equation 2. 
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From data measured using the classical sin2ψ method, the elastic anisotropy factor A can be 
derived – equation 3 [5]. Elastic anisotropy factor is given by the ratio between the slopes (ζ) 
of the dependences εhkl versus sin2ψ measured on (00h) and (hhh) lattice planes. 
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The measured dependences of lattice deformations vs. sin2ψ were approximated with a linear 
function (equation 2). We have to mention that there existed deviations from the expected 
linear behaviour even for 00h and hhh reflections (see figure 2b at low ψ tilts). We suppose 
that this effect comes from the plastic deformation of highly stressed lattice planes parallel to 
sample surface. The plastic deformation was recently demonstrated by the presence of screw 
dislocations in our coatings [6, 7]. 

 
Figures 1a, 1b and 1c. Slopes of the sin2ψ plots calculated from GAXRD measurements obtained for 

different angles of incidence γ for sample Cr0.54Al0.46N (a). Plot of the lattice parameters obtained from 

the interplanar spacing of the lattice planes (111) versus sin2ψ  measured for three different φ angles 

(b), measured for positive and negativeψ  tilts (c) for sample Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N.  
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For highly textured materials, the Crystallite Group Method (CGM) [4] is usually applied. 
The benefit of this method is, the possibility of getting information on specially chosen 
crystallite sets, taking into account the angular relations between individual crystallite planes. 
Using the CGM method the residual stresses for crystallite families having orientation 
widely incorporated in our samples, i.e. for the crystallites corresponding to the strongest 
texture component present in the coating, were derived. 

3.1 Cr-Al-N and Cr-Al-Si-N system 

The XRD phase analysis has show the presence of a single face centered cubic (fcc) phase up 
to chemical composition of Cr0.54Al0.46N and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N. For higher Al contents in the 
samples, second – wurtzitic AlN phase was identified in coatings. The crystallite size 
decreases monotonously with increasing Al content from approximately 10 nm for the 
sample richest in chromium to 4.5 nm for sample #5 in the Cr-Al-Si-N coatings and from 
approx. 11 nm (sample #1) to 6.5 nm (sample #5) in the Cr-Al-N system. A detailed 
description of the evolution of microstructural parameters as a function of sample chemical 
composition are given in [2, 7]. All Cr-Al-N coatings under study were preferentially 
oriented with the 	111
 direction perpendicular to the sample surface. Only a slight 
inclination, less than 5°, of the 	111
 direction from the sample normal direction was 
observed. Moreover, all samples exhibit a strong in-plane texture. Similarly, the (111) 
texture was detected in the Cr-Al-Si-N samples. However, we observed a rapid inclination of 
the 	111
 direction from the sample surface perpendicular direction with increasing Al and Si 
content [8]. The “strength” of the in-plane texture gets weaker with increasing Al and Si 
concentration. 

The anisotropy factor A was smaller than 1 in all cases, i.e. . The dependence of 

the anisotropy factor on aluminium content was much weaker than the dependence of the 
anisotropy factor on silicon content (figure 2a). The strongest anisotropy (A = 0.4) was 
observed in the sample Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N. The slopes of the dependences of ε versus sin2ψ, 
which were used for calculation of the anisotropy factors, were obtained with a very high 
accuracy unlike the residual stresses, which would be affected by the difficulties and 
uncertainties in the determination of the elastic constants. In figures 2b, 2c and 2d, the slopes 
ζ111 and ζ200 are plotted as functions of the chemical compositions of the Cr-Al-(Si-)N 
coatings. The slope of the ε versus sin2ψ dependences is negative for all investigated 
samples, whereas it is slowly decreasing with increasing Al concentration in Cr-Al-N system 
and increasing with Al and Si concentration for Cr-Al-Si-N coatings. The magnitude of the 
slope obtained using CGM lies between the boundary values calculated using the classical 
method for (111) and (200) lattice planes (compare figures 2b and 2c, 2d). Slight differences 
between the slopes obtained from the classical method and from CGM occur because these 
two methods apply different types of averaging. Data obtained from the classical method are 
averaged over crystallites having different orientation with respect to the sample surface 
measured on certain lattice planes, whereas CGM results are averaged over different (hkl), 
but the results correspond to the crystallites having distinct orientation (in our case 
crystallites corresponding to the major texture component). 

00
22
hhhh ss >

Adopting elastic constants given in [9] (ν = 0.214 and E = 520 GPa) and taking into account 
relations between the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and XECs s1 = -ν / E and 

½ s2 = (ν +1) / E [4], one can calculate the values of the residual stress, but these results can 
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be understood as a very rough approximation as the possible dependence of the elastic 
constants on the chemical composition was neglected. Residual stress determined using 
CGM in both types of coatings is compressive, whereas its magnitude is significantly higher 
for samples without Si (approximately two times for the first four samples), and it is 
decreasing in Si free samples and increasing in coatings containing Si with increase of [Al] 
(or [Al]+[Si]) concentration. For the fifth samples - Cr0.46Al0.54N and Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the 
residual stress magnitude is similar, around -6 GPa for both coating series. Residual stresses 
determined using the classical sin2ψ method exhibit the same trend as described for CGM 
results, moreover the dependences of residual stress on the composition are slightly smoother 
than in the CGM results. 

 
Figure 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d. Plot of the anisotropy factor A (a), slopes of the ε vs. sin2ψ dependences 

measured on crystallite family corresponding to strongest texture component (CGM) (b), and slopes of 

the ε vs. sin2ψ dependences measured on (111) and (200) lattice planes (c- for Cr-Al-N , d- for 

Cr-Al-Si-N), versus sample composition in chromium based coatings. 

3.2 Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N system 

In Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings, the single fcc phase exists up to the chemical 
composition of Ti0.72Al0.28N and Ti0.71Al0.26Si0.03N. Then wurtzitic AlN phase starts to grow 
and for samples with higher Al and Si content (([Ti]/[Ti]+[Al]+[Si])<0.4) it becomes a 
dominant phase. The crystallite size decreases from 8 nm for sample #1 to approximately 4.2 
nm for sample #4 in Ti-Al-N, and from 7 nm for sample #1 to roughly 2.7 nm for sample #4 
in the Ti-Al-Si-N coatings. Crystallites with the highest Ti contents in Ti-Al-(Si-)N coatings 
are oriented with the 	111
 direction perpendicular to the sample surface. With increasing 
amount of Al the 	111
 crystallographic direction inclines towards the sample surface. In Si 
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free samples the crystallites are, additionally preferentially oriented in the plane of coatings. 
The crystallites in the Ti-Al-Si-N do not exhibit such in-plane texture [10, 11]. 
The anisotropy factor A is increasing with increasing Al and Si content and it can be well 
described by functions y = 0.79(7)*c[Al]+0.58(3), y = 0.99(9)*c([Al]+[Si])+0.56(9) for Ti-Al-N 
and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings respectively (figure 3a), where c[Al] or c([Al]+[Si]) represent Al, or 
Al+Si concentration. The anisotropy relaxation is faster in the samples containing Si.  
The slopes of the ε versus sin2ψ dependences obtained using the classical method are 
negative for both Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N as well, and increase linearly with increasing Al 
and Si concentration up to the [Ti]/([Ti]+[Al]+[Si]) ~ 0.7. The dependences show saturation 
at approximately -0.07 and -0.055 for Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N, respectively – figures 3c and 
3d, whereas the values are, in the bounds of errors, similar for (111) and (200) lattice planes 
(corresponding to the anisotropy relaxation for these samples).  

 
Figure 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d. Plot of the anisotropy factors A, lines correspond to the linear fit (a) Slopes 

of the ε vs. sin2ψ dependences measured on crystallite family corresponding to strongest texture 

component (CGM) (b), and slopes of the ε vs. sin2ψ dependences measured on (111) and (200) lattice 

planes (c- for Ti-Al-N , d- for Ti-Al-Si-N), versus sample composition in chromium based coatings. 

Using the elastic constants ν = 0.295 and E = 640 GPa from [5], the residual stress can be 
derived from the ε versus sin2ψ dependence slopes. Because of the uncertainty in the 
dependence of elastic constants on composition, the elaborated values of residual stress can 
again be understood as a rough approximation. Residual stress determined using CGM shows 
an increase from approximately -5.5 GPa or -4.3 GPa to -8.5 GPa or -7.3 GPa with 
increasing Al and Si concentration for Ti-Al-N or Ti-Al-Si-N samples respectively. Stress 
determined for samples without Si is higher than in samples containing silicon, and reach its 
maximum at -9GPa for the third sample. Comparison of data obtained from CGM and the 
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classical sin2ψ method shows that the residual stress determined from the classical sin2ψ 

method (i.e. averaged over all crystallites orientation) is slightly smaller than its value from 
CGM, which means that preferentially oriented crystallites are in a state of higher 
compressive residual stress. 

4. Conclusions 
The Cr-Al-N, Cr-Al-Si-N, Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N coatings deposited by CAE have been 
studied by X-ray diffraction. In all samples no residual stress or lattice parameter gradients as 
well no shear stresses and only biaxial rotationally symmetrical compressive state of stress 
were observed. Different types and degrees of preferred orientation of crystallites were found 
in the investigated samples. Applying the Crystallite Group Method, residual stresses for 
those families of crystallites having the majority orientation in our coatings were calculated. 
The anisotropy of the X-ray elastic constants decreased generally with increasing Al and Si 
concentration for all sample systems, except the case of Cr-Al-N coatings. In these samples 
rapid inclination of the 	111
 direction towards the sample surface were not observed. 
Anisotropy factors, slopes of ε versus sin2ψ dependences and finally residual stresses as a 
function of sample composition were determined. 
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Abstract

Nano-sized clusters consisting of strongly preferentially oriented, partially coherent nanocrystallites were observed in Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–
Si–N coatings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation. Microstructure analysis of the coatings, which was done using the combination of X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy with high resolution (HRTEM), revealed furthermore stress-free lattice parameters, size
and local disorientation of crystallites within the nano-sized clusters in dependence on the aluminium and silicon contents, mean size of these
clusters and the kind of structure defects. Within the face-centred cubic (fcc) Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN phase, the stress-free lattice parameter was described
by the equation a=(0.41486−0.00827 ·x+0.034 ·y) nm. The size of individual crystallites decreased from ∼11 nm in Cr0.92Al0.08N to ∼4 nm in
Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N. These nanocrystallites formed clusters with the mean size between 36 and 56 nm. The mutual disorientation of the partially
coherent nanocrystallites forming the clusters increased with increasing aluminium and silicon contents from 0.5° to several degrees. The
disorientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites was explained by the presence of screw dislocations and by presence of phase interfaces in coatings
containing a single fcc phase and several phases, respectively.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cathodic arc evaporation; Nanocomposite; Partially coherent crystallites; Screw dislocations; XRD; HRTEM

1. Introduction

The relationship between the microstructure and properties of
nanocrystalline coatings or thin film nanocomposites, which are
based on nitrides of transition metals, is the main topic of many
studies. This is also true for chromium nitride coatings, which
contain additionally aluminium and silicon. The Cr–Al–N and
Cr–Al–Si–N coatings are used with benefit in special industrial
applications, e.g. for punching of perforated sheets [1], as super-
elastic coatings for high end spindle bearings [2] or as thermal
barriers redirecting the heat from the cutting tool into the chip
[3]. In these applications, the microstructure and properties of
the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N coatings are frequently tailored

by varying their chemical composition that influences primarily
their phase composition [4–7]. For prediction of the phase
composition in transition metal aluminium nitrides, Makino [6]
published a theoretical approach that uses the band parameters
method, which is based on the concept of the localized electron
theory. For the face-centred cubic (fcc) Cr1− xAlxN, this ap-
proach yielded the maximum aluminium contents of x=0.772.
Experiments performed on the Cr–Al–N coatings deposited
usingmagnetron sputtering [4] yielded themaximum aluminium
contents between x=0.67 and 0.75. Cr–Al–N coatings depos-
ited using rf-assisted magnetron sputtering [5] were composed of
the single fcc phase up to x=0.7–0.8. The second phase, which
forms above the solubility limit of aluminium in fcc Cr1− xAlxN,
is AlN with the wurtzite crystal structure. Many applications of
the CrN and Cr–Al–N coatings exploit their high oxidation
resistance [3,8]. The onset of the oxidation in CrN is typically
above 700 °C; the exact temperature of the beginning oxidation
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depends on the microstructure of the coatings [8]. Increasing
aluminium contents improves the oxidation resistance of fcc (Cr,
Al) N [9–12]. Reiter et al. [11] observed the onset of a rapid
oxidation above 950 °C and 1000 °C for coatings with the
chemical compositions Cr0.79Al0.21N and Cr0.54Al0.46N,
respectively.

As for other nanocomposites [13–15], the crystallite size and
the morphology of the internal interfaces are the most important
factors influencing the mechanical properties of Cr–Al–N and
Cr–Al–Si–N nanocomposites. This is true particularly for their
hardness, as the high hardness in nanocomposites is usually
explained by a high elastic recovery of the material and by a
high resistance against crack formation [16] or by prevention of
the grain boundary sliding [17,18]. The relationship between
crystallite size in stoichiometric CrN coatings and their hardness
was described in detail by Mayrhofer et al. in [19], who has
shown that the hardness of CrN coatings obeys the Hall–Petch
relationship up to approximately 15 nm. In smaller crystallites,
the hardness decreased. Like in the Ti–Al–Si–N system, the
addition of silicon into Cr–Al–N improves the hardness of the
nanocomposites. Approximately 9 at.% of Si was regarded as an
optimum silicon concentration that increased the hardness of
CrN from ∼23 GPa to ∼35 GPa and the hardness of Cr–Al–N
from ∼25 GPa to ∼55 GPa [20]. Frequently, nanocomposites
form during a decomposition process [6,21–28], which is anti-
cipated to be accelerated by the presence of silicon, particularly
in the Ti–Al–Si–N system. It was verified by first-principle
calculations [29,30] that in Ti–Si–N the neighbouring TiN
nanocrystallites can be connected by a slab of silicon nitride. An
analogous inter-connection of neighbouring nanocrystallites of
fcc-(Ti, Al) N and hexagonal AlN having similar inter-planar
spacings was observed experimentally in Ti–Al–Si–N nano-
composites [31]. Such an inter-connection or inter-twinning of
nanocrystallites was anticipated to be responsible for forma-
tion of local intrinsic stresses at the crystallites boundaries
and thus for an additional increase of the hardness in these
nanocomposites.

A very important experimental tool in description of the inter-
twinning of neighbouring crystallites was the effect of the partial
crystallographic coherence [32], which was exploited to deter-
mine small mutual disorientations of nanocrystallites. As
discussed in [32], partially coherent nanocrystallites produce
broad reciprocal lattice points. The size of the reciprocal lattice
points that is related to the broadening of X-ray diffraction lines is
reciprocally proportional to the crystallite size. Broad reciprocal
lattice points overlap partially each other at small disorientations
of the neighbouring crystallites. The overlap of the reciprocal
lattice points from neighbouring crystallites is perfect at the origin
of the reciprocal space, where the size of the diffraction vector

q ¼ 4k

k
sin h ð1Þ

is equal to zero. With increasing length of the diffraction vector,
the overlap of the reciprocal lattice points decreases until it
disappears [31]. In Eq. (1), λ is the wavelength of X-rays and θ

the diffraction angle. The partial overlap of the reciprocal lattice
points corresponds to the coherence of X-rays scattered by the

related crystallites, thus it causes a “narrowing” of the broad
diffraction lines from nanocrystallites (or it reduces the line
broadening in nanocrystallites). An interpretation of this effect in
the direct space is that the X-ray scattering cannot distinguish the
partially coherent crystallites from each other. Therefore, partially
coherent crystallites appear consequently larger than they are in a
diffraction experiment. The apparent size of the crystallites varies
with the size of the diffraction vector because the overlap of the
reciprocal lattice points and the remaining XRD line broadening
vary with the size of the diffraction vector. From the dependence
of the diffraction line broadening on the size of the diffraction
vector, two limiting quantities related to the apparent size of the
crystallites can be calculated and assigned to the microstructure
features, which can be verified by transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM): the size of individual nanocrystallites [32] and the
size of clusters, which are composed of these nanocrystallites
[33]. A requirement for the partial coherence of crystallites is that
they have a similar crystallographic orientation. The maximum
disorientation of partially coherent nanocrystallites is about 1° for
the crystallite size of approximately 10 nm. Some examples are
given in Section 3.

In this contribution, the phenomenon of the partial coherence
of crystallites is employed to determine the size of clusters of
partially coherent nanocrystallites, the average size of the nano-
crystallites and their mutual disorientation in Cr–Al–N and Cr–
Al–Si–N coatings containing a single phase or several phases,
which are important parameters and features that can be used for a
quantitative description of the microstructure of the coatings. In
coatings containing several phases, the above features were used
to describe quantitatively the microstructure of the coatings in
terms of the models, which were derived or used, for instance, in
Refs. [13–16,22,31,34–38]. Thesemicrostructuremodels assume
the presence of at least two phases in the coatings and describe
spatial distribution of the phases and/or the atomic ordering at
the interfaces between different phases. In Cr–Al–N coatings
containing a single phase, in which the same microstructure
features were found like in the samples containing several phases,
i.e. the clusters of partially coherent crystallites, the formation of
these clusters was explained by the development of screw
dislocations that were observed using TEM.

2. Experimental details

The Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N coatings were deposited
using cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) in nitrogen atmosphere at
the working pressure of 1.3 Pa from two laterally rotating arc
cathodes (π-80 from PLATIT) [39]. One cathode was made of
chromium, the second one either from pure aluminium (for
deposition of the Cr–Al–N coatings) or from aluminium
containing 11 at.% Si (for deposition of the Cr–Al–Si–N
coatings). The ion current on the Cr cathode was 80 A, the ion
current on the Al or Al–Si cathode 120 A. The bias voltage was
−75 V in all cases. Polished plates of cemented carbide were
used as substrates. The base pressure was 5×10−3 Pa, the
deposition temperature approximately 450 °C. In order to obtain
a series of samples with a variable [Cr]/[Al] or [Cr]/([Al]+[Si])
ratio in one deposition run, the positions of individual samples
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did not change during the deposition process, i.e. the samples
were not rotated unlike in technical deposition processes. The
distance between the respective cathode and the respective sub-
strate defined the chemical composition of individual coatings as
discussed in Refs. [7,40].

The chemical composition of the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N
coatings was determined using the electron probe microanalysis
with wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy of characteristic
X-rays (EPMA/WDS). Energy of the primary electrons in
EPMAwas 12 keV. High-purity Cr, Al and Si (99.999 %) were
used as calibration standards together with BN, Fe2N and Fe4N.
The stoichiometry ratios in individual samples are given in
Tables 1 and 2 as averaged over 40 points measured across each
sample. The maximum difference in the concentration of the
analysed elements, i.e. Cr, Al, Si and N, within the individual
samples was 2 at.%. The nitrogen contents was (54±3) at.% in
all samples under study, which can be regarded as 50 at.% within
the statistical spread in the experimental data. The stoichiometric
composition of the samples regarding the nitrogen concentration
was anticipated as based on the phase diagram of the Cr–N
system [41] and confirmed by the electron probe microanalysis
done on the Cr–Si–N thin films in [42]. The oxygen contents in
the samples were below 0.1 at.% as discussed in [7]. Although
aluminium and silicon were deposited from the same cathode,
the [Si]/[Al] ratio in the coatings increased with decreasing
chromium contents, i.e. with decreasing distance between the
Al–Si cathode and the substrates in this deposition geometry.
The hardness of the coatings, which is listed in Tables 1 and 2,
was calculated from the indentation load–displacement curve
[43] measured in 10 points per sample using a computer-
controlled Fischerscope H100 microhardness tester. The max-
imum load of 70 mN, which was recommended for super-hard
coatings in [44], was reached in 20 s. The unloading time was
20 s as well. The maximum indentation depth ranged between
0.3 and 0.4 μm, which are below 10% of the thickness in most
coatings (compare thickness of the coatings given in Tables 1
and 2). The systematic variation of the thickness is caused by
different distances between the cathodes and the substrates,
which influences, besides the chemical composition, also the
growth rate.

Phase composition of the coatings, stress-free lattice para-
meters, size of crystallites, size of clusters of partially coherent
crystallites and themutual disorientation of the partially coherent
crystallites in the clusters were concluded from X-ray diffraction
experiments that were performed in the glancing-angle X-ray

diffraction (GAXRD) geometry on a D8 diffractometer from
Bruker AXS. In these diffraction experiments, copper radiation
from a sealed X-ray tube was reflected by a parabolic Goebel
mirror and directed to the sample surface. The angle of incidence
was kept constant at 3°. Diffracted radiation was registered by a
scintillation detector, which was preceded by a Soller collimator
with the acceptance of 0.12° and by a flat LiF monochromator.
The LiF monochromator located in the front of the detector
changed the Kα2/Kα1 intensity ratio to 0.08. Additional mea-
surements of the stress-free lattice parameter using the sin2ψ
method were carried out with an Eulerian cradle mounted on a
PTS diffractometer from Seifert. High-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) was done on a 200 kVanalytical
high-resolution transmission electron microscope JEM 2010
FEF from Jeol equipped by ultra-high-resolution objective lens
(Cs=0.5 mm) and in-column energy filter. The latter was used to
select only the elastic electrons for the HRTEM image formation.
The analysis of the dislocation structures was performed using
the diffraction contrast in the bright field image. The specimens
for TEM were prepared in the plane-view orientation, which is
more convenient for a direct comparison of the XRD and
HRTEM results. The coatings were first removed from the
substrates, mechanically pre-thinned and etched by ion beam.
The final step in the specimen preparation was a plasma cleaning
procedure.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Phase stability and lattice parameters

Diffraction patterns of the Cr1− xAlxN and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN
coatings shown in Figs. 1 and 2 confirmed that samples with the
higher chromium contents than Cr0.46Al0.54N and Cr0.40Al0.52
Si0.08N, respectively, contain only one fcc phase. In samples
with a lower chromium contents, wurtzitic AlN was identified as
a second crystalline phase in the coatings. The third phase found
in the XRD patterns was tungsten carbide from the substrate.
Positions of the diffraction lines are marked in Figs. 1 and 2 for
individual phases. The positions of the diffraction lines from the
cubic phases, i.e. Cr1− xAlxN and Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN, shift with the
chemical composition of the samples that is due to the
dependence of the lattice parameter on the stoichiometry in
both systems. Because of the strong anisotropy of the elastic
constants in the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N systems, the stress-
free lattice parameters given in Fig. 3 were calculated using the

Table 1
Chemical composition, thickness and hardness of the Cr–Al–N coatings

Chemical composition Thickness [μm] Hardness [GPa]

Cr0.92(3)Al0.08 (1)N 3.3±0.1 23.1±1.4
Cr0.83(3)Al0.17 (2)N 5.0±0.1 25.7±1.4
Cr0.75(3)Al0.25 (3)N 5.6±0.1 28.0±1.2
Cr0.54(3)Al0.46 (2)N 7.2±0.1 36.3±1.4
Cr0.46(3)Al0.54 (2)N 6.3±0.1 38.1±1.8
Cr0.30(2)Al0.70 (3)N 5.4±0.1 38.3±1.7
Cr0.08(1)Al0.91 (3)N 4.4±0.1 31.6±1.2

Table 2
Chemical composition, the [Si]/([Al]+[Si]) ratio, thickness and hardness of the
Cr–Al–Si–N coatings

Chemical composition [Si]/([Al]+[Si]) Thickness[μm] Hardness [GPa]

Cr0.91(2)Al0.08(1)Si0.007(1)N (8.1±1.5) % 4.5±0.2 27.7±0.7
Cr0.84(3)Al0.15(2)Si0.013(3)N (8.1±2.1) % 6.3±0.2 29.6±1.2
Cr0.69(3)Al0.28(3)Si0.027(4)N (8.6±1.6) % 7.9±0.3 34.4±1.6
Cr0.52(3)Al0.43(2)Si0.049(3)N (10.1±0.8) % 8.7±0.3 41.5±0.5
Cr0.40(3)Al0.52(3)Si0.077(6)N (12.9±1.3) % 8.6±0.3 44.5±1.7
Cr0.24(2)Al0.65(2)Si0.102(8)N (13.5±1.2) % 7.5±0.3 39.1±1.3
Cr0.07(1)Al0.81(3)Si0.118(7)N (12.7±0.9) % 3.6±0.2 34.9±0.7
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routine described in Ref. [7], which takes the well-known
dependence of the elastic constants, e.g. [45–48], on the
orientation factor

C ¼ h2k2 þ k2ℓ2 þ ℓ
2h2

h2 þ k2 þ ℓ2ð Þ2
ð2Þ

into account. Results of this calculation were verified using the
sin2ψ method [49] applied on the lattice parameter a200, for
which is Γ=0. Dependence of the stress-free lattice parameters
obtained from the XRD measurements on the chemical com-
position of the samples obtained using EPMA/WDX is shown
by filled symbols in Fig. 3. Stress-free lattice parameter of CrN,
i.e. for [Cr] / ([Cr]+ [Al]+ [Si])=1, was taken from the ICSD
database [50]. Solid lines connect lattice parameters that were
calculated from the function:

a ¼ 0:41486 2ð Þ � 0:00827 1ð Þ � xþ 0:034 1ð Þ � y½ �nm ð3Þ

for the chemical compositions of individual samples. The pa-
rameters x and y have the meaning of the stoichiometry ratios of
aluminium and silicon in the fcc phase of Cr1− x−yAlxSiyN. The
numerical values in Eq. (3) were obtained from the linear re-
gression that was done for the four chromium-richest samples in
each series, which were found to contain a single crystalline
phase. The first numerical coefficient in Eq. (3) has the meaning

of the intrinsic lattice parameter of CrN. The second numerical
coefficient quantifies the decrease of the lattice parameter in fcc
Cr–Al–Si–N with increasing aluminium contents, the third one
the increase of the lattice parameter with increasing silicon
contents. Estimated standard deviations of the coefficients are
given in parenthesis in Eq. (3).

The good match between the stress-free lattice parameters
measured in chromium-rich samples up to Cr0.54Al0.46N or

Fig. 2. Parts of the diffraction patterns of the Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN coatings with
different chemical compositions. The vertical lines indicate the positions of
individual XRD lines. Individual diffraction patterns were mutually shifted for
clarity.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the stress-free lattice parameters on the chemical
composition of the Cr–Al–N (●) and Cr–Al–Si–N (■) coatings. The solid
lines show lattice parameters calculated according to Eq. (3).

Fig. 1. Parts of the diffraction patterns of the Cr1− xAlxN coatings with different
chemical compositions. The vertical lines indicate the positions of individual
XRD lines. Individual diffraction patterns were mutually shifted for clarity.
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Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and the stress-free lattice parameters calcu-
lated using Eq. (3) confirmed the result of the XRD phase
analysis that the samples contain a single fcc phase in this
concentration range. At higher aluminium contents in the Cr–
Al–N coatings, the measured stress-free lattice parameter of the
fcc phase is larger than the calculated lattice parameters (Fig. 3).
The reason is the segregation of aluminium from the host fcc
crystal structure, which led to the development of AlN as
observed by XRD phase analysis. In the Cr–Al–Si–N system,
both Al and Si segregated from the host structure at lower
chromium contents than Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N. Segregation of
aluminium was confirmed by XRD phase analysis, which rec-
ognized wurtzitic AlN. As it follows from Eq. (3), the increase
of the stress-free lattice parameter with increasing silicon con-
tents is larger than its decrease with increasing aluminium
contents. Accordingly, the stress-free lattice parameter mea-
sured in the samples Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N and Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.10N
is smaller than the value calculated from Eq. (3). Segregation of
aluminium and silicon from the host structure of the fcc
chromium nitride leads to the development of the nanocompo-
site microstructure as discussed below that is well-known to
enhance the hardness of the coatings, see e.g. [13,14]. The
highest hardness was observed in the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–
N coatings, in which the onset of AlN was found (see Tables 1
and 2). Increasing amount of the wurtzitic AlN caused a
decrease of the hardness in both systems, Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–
Si–N. In the Cr–Al–N coatings, the maximum hardness
correlates with the minimum crystallite size. In the Cr–Al–
Si–N coatings, the maximum hardness was observed at the
crystallite size of 4.5 nm. These results, particularly the cor-
relation between the maximum of the hardness and the onset of
the segregation of the AlN, confirm the hypothesis that the
intrinsic stresses at the crystallites boundaries can additionally
enhance the hardness.

3.2. Clusters of partially coherent crystallites

Size of individual crystallites, their mutual disorientation and
the size of clusters consisting of partially coherent crystallites
were obtained from the XRD line broadening [7,31–33] and
verified by TEM and HRTEM. An example of the dependence
of the XRD line broadening on sinus of the diffraction angle, sin
θ, which is according to Eq. (1) proportional to the size of the
diffraction vector, is shown in Fig. 4 for Cr0.92Al0.08N. As
shown in [32], the saturated line broadening (for sin θN0.75 in
Fig. 4) reveals the reciprocal crystallite size like the classical
Scherrer equation or the Williamson–Hall approach [51] at zero
microstrain. In the region of the diffraction angles, where the
crystallites are partially coherent, the effect of the partial coher-
ence of nanocrystallites causes a successive reduction of the
XRD line broadening with decreasing diffraction angle [32].
Diffraction angle for which the effect of the partial coherence of
nanocrystallites onsets depends on the mutual disorientation of
partially coherent crystallites [7,32,33]. The smaller the mutual
disorientation of crystallites, the higher is the diffraction angle,
for which the crystallites are still partially coherent. For Cr0.92
Al0.08N (Fig. 4), the calculated mutual disorientation of partially

coherent crystallites ranged between 0.50° (right-hand line) and
0.56° (left-hand line).

The size of crystallites and their mutual disorientations are
plotted for individual samples in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, as
functions of the overall chemical composition. In the Cr–Al–N
system, the increasing aluminium contents in the single fcc
phase (up to Cr0.54Al0.46N) caused a moderate reduction of the
crystallite size (solid circles in Fig. 5). Larger reduction of the
crystallite size was observed in the samples, in which wurtzitic
AlN developed. The mutual disorientation of neighbouring
crystallites (solid circles in Fig. 6) increased slightly with
increasing aluminium contents. The addition of silicon caused a
further reduction of the crystallite size in comparison with the
Cr–Al–N system; see solid boxes in Fig. 5. The decrease of the
crystallite size with increasing aluminium and silicon contents
could be described by a smooth function in contrast to the Cr–
Al–N system. For low aluminium and silicon contents, the
mutual disorientation of neighbouring crystallites in the Cr–Al–
Si–N coatings followed the dependence found in the Cr–Al–N
coatings. However, starting with Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N the disori-
entation of crystallites began to grow significantly with in-
creasing silicon (and aluminium) contents. In Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08
N, the disorientation of crystallites exceeded 1.4°, which is the
maximum disorientation, for which the partial coherence of
crystallites with the size of approximately 10 nm still could be
observed. Such a lost of the partial crystallographic coherence
of crystallites with increasing silicon contents was also ob-
served in the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings [31], in which this phe-
nomenon was related to the development of the amorphous
Si3N4 phase.

A further microstructure parameter that was obtained from the
XRD line broadening is the size of clusters, which consist of the
partially coherent crystallites. As shown in the theory of XRD
line broadening [52], the extrapolation of the XRD line width to
the origin of the reciprocal space (q=0) yields the size of

Fig. 4. Dependence of the XRD line broadening on sin θ as measured for the
Cr0.92Al0.08N coating. The steep increase of the line broadening between sin
θ=0.65 and 0.75 indicates extinction of the partial coherence of crystallites. The
solid lines show the XRD line broadening that was calculated according to [32]
for two partially coherent crystallites having the size of 11 nm and the
disorientation of 0.50° (lower curve) and 0.56° (upper curve) in each cluster. The
dashed line shows extrapolation of the XRD line broadening in the partially
coherent region to q=0.
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coherently diffracting domains disregard their internal structure.
In [32], it was shown that the coherence of partially coherent
crystallites is enhanced at smaller diffraction vectors until the full
coherence is reached at q=0. Thus for partially coherent crystal-
lites, the extrapolation of the XRD line width to the origin of the
reciprocal space should yield the size of clusters consisting of
partially coherent crystallites instead of the size of individual
crystallites. This hypothesis was confirmed by comparison of the
results obtained from XRD and HRTEM. In the sample
Cr0.92Al0.08N, the extrapolation of the XRD line broadening to
q=0 (dashed line in Fig. 4) revealed that the size of clusters
consisting of partially coherent crystallites is (36±10) nm, which
agrees well with their size obtained using HRTEM (compare
with Fig. 7 for this particular sample). The low accuracy of the
size of the clusters calculated from the extrapolation of the XRD
line broadening is due to the fact that only the broadening of the
diffraction lines affected by the partial coherence can be used for
extrapolation. For this particular sample, just six diffraction lines
were affected by the partial coherence. Size of the clusters
consisting of partially coherent crystallites as obtained from the

XRD line broadening in all samples under study ranged between
36 and 56 nm. Within the experimental accuracy, no systematic
dependence of the cluster size on the chemical composition of
the coatings was found.

3.3. Dislocation structures in the single-phase Cr–Al–N

coatings

Small disorientations of neighbouring crystallites in nano-
composites, i.e. in materials containing more than one nano-
sized phase, can be explained by the misfit of inter-atomic
distances at the interfaces between individual phases [29–31].
Such an explanation of the crystallite's disorientation is appli-
cable also for the aluminium- and silicon-rich Cr–Al–N and Cr–
Al–Si–N coatings containing at least two phases as it can be seen
from the steep increase of the disorientation of neighbouring
crystallites in Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N and Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N
(Fig. 6), where aluminium and silicon are leaving the host
structure of chromium nitride (see Section 3.1 and Fig. 3).
However, small disorientations of partially coherent neighbour-
ing crystallites were also observed in the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–
Si–N coatings with high chromium contents, which contained a
single fcc phase. The fcc phase grew in clusters having the size
between 36 and 56 nm as discussed in the previous section. The
clusters in the single-phase coatings were composed from
partially coherent crystallites having the size between 11 and
5 nm.

In analogy with the microstructure models used for de-
scription of the real structure in metallic materials and semi-
conductors, a possible explanation of the small disorientations
of neighbouring crystallites in single-phase coatings is their
disorientation due to dislocation structures. In materials con-
taining complex dislocation structures, frequently defect-poor
crystallites are observed that are separated by dislocation walls.
In metallic materials, such a microstructure is usually described
by Mughrabi's composite model [53]. Examples of analogous
microstructural models can also be found in Refs. [54,55]. The
disorientation of neighbouring crystallites that are separated by

Fig. 7. HRTEM micrograph of the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N showing a cluster
consisting of partially coherent crystallites.

Fig. 6. Dependence of the mutual disorientation of partially coherent
nanocrystallites on the chemical composition of the Cr–Al–N (●) and Cr–
Al–Si–N (■) coatings. The solid line is guide for the eye.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the crystallite size on the chemical composition in the Cr–
Al–N (●) and Cr–Al–Si–N (■) coatings. The lines are guides for the eye.
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a dislocation wall can be determined from the general formula
given by Frank [56]:

Y
B ¼ 2 Yr � ℓ

Y
� �

sin
a

2
; ð4Þ

where Y
B is the sum of Burgers vectors of the dislocations that

are intersected by a vector Yr, which lies in the dislocation wall.
Y
ℓ is a unit vector, which also lies in the dislocation wall and is
parallel to the tilt axis of the neighbouring crystallites. α is the
disorientation of the crystallites. If the dislocation wall consists
of pure edge dislocations, the tilt axis is located within the so-
called tilt boundary; for dislocation walls containing only screw
dislocations, the tilt axis is perpendicular to the so-called twist
boundary [57].

An example of a dislocation wall in the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N
is shown in Fig. 8; the micrograph was taken in the two-beam
diffraction condition [58]. In this particular case, the primary
beam was parallel with the dislocation wall, which was
perpendicular to the diffraction vector (2 2̄ 0). As the diffraction
contrast does not change significantly in the neighbourhood of
the dislocation wall, the sum of the Burgers vectors in the
dislocation wall must be perpendicular to the diffraction vector,
i.e. Yq d

Y
B ¼ 0. This means that the Burgers vector lies in the

dislocation wall and that the tilt axis of neighbouring crystallites
is perpendicular to the Burgers vector. The latter indicates that
the excess dislocation of this dislocation wall is a screw dislo-
cation. As the diffraction vector was (2 2̄ 0), the remaining
dislocation resulting from the sum of the Burgers vectors of
dislocations from the dislocation wall could be a complete screw
dislocation with the Burgers vector a / 2 〈1 1 0〉, where a is the
lattice parameter. In Fig. 9, the dislocation wall was slanted from
the optical axis of the microscope, i.e. it was not parallel with the
primary beam. Therefore the diffraction vector, which was (2̄ 4 2)
in this particular case, was not perpendicular to the Burgers vector
of the dislocations; the dislocations become visible and their
mutual distances can be estimated. Assuming that the dislocation
wall is built from complete screw dislocations with the Burgers

vector a /2 〈1 1 0〉, Eq. (4) can be rewritten into the following
form:

jYb j ¼ a

ffiffiffi

2
p

2
¼ 2jYr �Y

ℓ j sin a

2
ð5Þ

where Yb is the Burgers vector of the complete screw dislocation
and a the lattice parameter. According to Eq. (4), Yr has the
meaning of the distance between the screw dislocations in the
dislocation wall; jYr �Y

ℓ j stands for the projection of the distance
between dislocations into the imaging plane of TEM. The
disorientation of crystallites due to the screw dislocations is
approximately 0.75° as calculated using Eq. (5) for jYr �Y

ℓj≅
22 nm, which was the visible distance between the dislocations in
the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N (see Fig. 9), and for a=0.4145 nm (see
Fig. 3). This disorientation of crystallites is of the same order of
magnitude like the disorientation of crystallites obtained from the
XRD line broadening, which was 0.54° (see Fig. 6).

4. Summary and discussion

Nanocrystalline clusters were observed in all Cr1− xAlxN and
Cr − x− yAlxSiyN coatings under study. The crystallite size
decreased with increasing aluminium and silicon contents
from ∼11 nm to ∼4 nm. The decrease of the size of crystallites
was accompanied by an increase of their mutual disorientation
from 0.5° to several degrees. In the coatings without silicon
(Cr− xAlxN), generally larger crystallites with a smaller mutual
disorientation were observed than in the coatings containing
silicon (Cr− x−yAlxSiyN). A rapid decrease of the crystallite size
was observed in the sample Cr0.46Al0.54N, in which wurtzitic
AlN was found together with fcc (Cr, Al) N. In the coatings with
silicon, the decrease of the crystallite size with increasing
aluminium and silicon contents was faster that in the Cr–Al–N
coatings. However, no rapid change of the crystallite size was
observed in the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, in which fcc-(Cr, Al)

Fig. 8. A dislocation wall in the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N (dotted line) that is
perpendicular to the diffraction vectorYq ¼ 2̄2 0

� �

. The micrograph was taken in
the two-beam diffraction condition.

Fig. 9. A micrograph of three dislocation walls (marked by white arrows) taken
at the diffraction vector Yq ¼ 2̄42

� �

in the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N.
Y
ℓ ¼

1=
ffiffiffi

2
p

101ð Þ is a unit vector lying parallel to the tilt axis of the crystallites
disorientation (marked by the white line).
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N and wurtzitic AlN were observed concurrently. On the
contrary, the mutual disorientation of crystallites increased rap-
idly with increasing aluminium and silicon contents in alu-
minium- and silicon-rich samples starting with the last “single-
phase” sample Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N. In the sample Cr0.40Al0.52
Si0.08N, the disorientation of crystallites exceeded the maximum
disorientation, for which the phenomenon of the partial
coherence of crystallites still can be observed. Thus, the
disorientation of crystallites could not be calculated from the
XRD line broadening; it could only be estimated to be larger than
1.4°. A similar effect was observed in the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings
[31], where the lost of the crystallographic coherence of crystal-
lites was explained by the development of amorphous Si3N4

between individual crystallites, which obstructed transfer of the
preferred orientation between neighbouring crystallites.

The results of microstructure analysis indicated a substantial
difference in the development of nanocrystallites in the Cr–Al–
N and Cr–Al–Si–N coatings containing a single phase or
several phases. Development of nanocrystallites in coatings
containing more phases resulted from segregation of aluminium
and silicon from the host structure of the fcc Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN.
Segregated aluminium builds nanocrystalline wurtzitic AlN,
which splits fcc nanocrystallites without disturbing their partial
coherence. A very strong local preferred orientation of fcc
nanocrystallites with the size between 4 and 11 nm in clusters
having the size between 36 and 56 nm, which is a requirement
for the partial coherence of the nanocrystallites, supports the
hypothesis that the nanocrystallites originate from the clusters in
a decomposition process probably during the deposition process.
Analogous microstructure models were discussed in numerous
works, e.g. in Refs. [6,14,15,20,29–31,34,36,59–62].

The development of nanocrystallites in single-phase coatings
can be illustrated on the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N. In this sample,
XRD detected partially coherent nanocrystallites with the size of
approximately 11 nm and with the average mutual disorientation
of 0.54°. These nanocrystallites built clusters having the size of
(36±10) nm as obtained from XRD line broadening and
confirmed by HRTEM. Using TEM, dislocations walls were
found in this sample that consisted of screw dislocations with the
Burgers vector a / 2 〈1 1 0〉, which had a distance larger than
22 nm. Assuming the above disorientation of crystallites (0.54°),
the above Burgers vector of the screw dislocations (a / 2 〈1 1 0〉)
and the vectors Yr and Y

ℓ being perpendicular to each other, Eq.
(5) yielded the distance between dislocations of 36 nm, which
matches well with the mean size of the clusters in this particular
sample. The last assumption that the vectors Yr and

Y
ℓ are

perpendicular to each other means that the distance between
dislocations is the real distance, no projection. It seems that each
cluster contains typically a single screw dislocation. An issue for
discussion is still the meaning of the individual partially coher-
ent nanocrystallites, which build the nano-sized clusters. Ac-
cording to the experimental results, the partially coherent
nanocrystallites are dislocation-free parts of the clusters that
are mutually disoriented by the screw dislocations. As shown for
instance in Refs. [53–55], XRD can only see the relatively
undistorted core of the clusters, not the neighbourhood of dis-
locations or dislocation walls having an extremely high density

of microstructural defects. Therefore, the width of the regions
that are strongly affected by the strain field of dislocations could
be estimated from the difference between the cluster size and the
sum of the crystallite sizes within individual clusters. For screw
dislocations that are ideally located in the middle of the clusters,
the total size of nanocrystallites per cluster would be equal to the
double crystallite size. For the sample Cr0.92Al0.08N, the double
crystallite size is equal to 22 nm, the size of the clusters 36 nm,
thus the width of the regions that are strongly affected by the
strain field of such dislocations is nearly 15 nm.

5. Conclusions

Microstructure analysis on Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N coat-
ings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation revealed informa-
tion on their phase composition, stress-free lattice parameters, size
of partially coherent nanocrystallites, their mutual disorientation
in nano-sized clusters and the size of these clusters in dependence
on the overall chemical composition of the coatings. In the Cr–
Al–N system, a single fcc phase was stable between CrN and
Cr0.54Al0.46N. Segregation of aluminium from the host structure
of the fcc Cr1− xAlxN,whichwas accompanied by development of
the hexagonal AlN, was observed at higher aluminium contents
than Cr0.54Al0.46N. In the Cr–Al–Si–N system, the single fcc
phase was stable between CrN and Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N. At higher
aluminium and silicon contents, aluminium and silicon escaped
from Cr1− x−yAlxSiyN. Consequently, hexagonal AlN and an
amorphous phase were found. In the single-phase region, the
stress-free lattice parameters were described by the function a=
[0.41486(2)−0.00827(1)·x+0.034(1) ·y] nm, where x and y are
the stoichiometric ratios of Al and Si in Cr1− x− yAlxSiyN.
Additional microstructural parameters were determined from
the combination of XRD line broadening and TEM/HRTEM: the
size of defect-free nanocrystallites, the mutual disorientation of
partially coherent nanocrystallites, the size of clusters that are
composed from partially coherent nanocrystallites, and the kind
and distances of microstructural defects that split the clusters into
the nanocrystallites.
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Abstract

Formation of partially coherent nanocrystalline domains, development of intrinsic residual stresses and the relationship between the partial

coherence of crystallites and the hardness of vacuum-arc-deposited Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N nanocomposites were investigated for different

chemical compositions of the nanocomposites using a combination of the electron probe microanalysis, X-ray diffraction, transmission electron

microscopy with high resolution and hardness measurement. Partial coherence of nanocrystalline domains was found to be a very important

microstructural feature, which is strongly related to the correlated orientation of neighbouring crystallites and to the atomic ordering at the

crystallite boundaries. Appropriate mutual orientation of neighbouring crystallites and suitable atomic ordering at the crystallite boundaries

facilitate the development of intrinsic residual stresses, which influence directly the hardness of the nanocomposites.

© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Transmission electron microscopy; Nanostructures; X-ray diffraction; Hardness; Nitrides

1. Introduction

Nanocomposite coatings were proposed by Veprek et al. [1]

about 10years ago as novel promising super-hard materials.

According to the Hall–Petch relationship [2,3], high density of

grain boundaries was considered as the main reason for the

extremely high hardness of this nanocomposites [4]. The

optimum crystallite size was found to be approximately 3nm

[5–7], which is analogous to the optimum individual layer

thickness observed in super-hard super-lattices [8,9]. The best

performance of the nanocomposites shall be reached if the

nanocrystallites are covered by one monolayer of an amorphous

substance, e.g., a-Si3N4 or a-BN [7,10,11]. For machining

applications, high toughness and good chemical stability at

temperatures exceeding 1000°C are required besides the high

hardness [12–14]. Thermal stability of the super-hard nano-

composites was investigated comprehensively in the past

[11,15–20]. These studies together with the considerations

about the thermodynamics of the related systems yielded that

the nanocomposites can be formed during a spinodal decom-

position of immiscible or thermodynamically unstable sub-

stances [19,21–24].
The properties of nanocomposites can be explained only

with the aid of detailed microstructure analysis. Therefore, the

analysis of the crystallite size is an obligatory procedure in the

studies of super-hard nanocomposites. It is usually performed

through the analysis of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) line

broadening. However, standard procedures based on the

classical kinematical diffraction theory can yield quite unreli-

able results. This problem was discussed in [6], for instance.

One source of this discrepancy is the decomposition process in

immiscible or thermodynamically unstable or metastable

systems [25], which, in nanocomposites, causes a partial

coherence of neighbouring crystallites for X-ray diffraction

[26]. This “crystallographic” coherence was described in [27]

by a partial overlap of reciprocal lattice points for crystallites

smaller than approximately 10nm that causes a “narrowing” of
XRD lines in nanocrystalline materials. Recently, our results on

the partial coherence of crystallites [27] were supported by
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Ribárik et al. [28] with results obtained on nanocrystalline

powders.

In [27], we have shown that the “narrowing” of diffraction
lines depends on the size of the diffraction vector, and thus on

the diffraction angle, and on the mutual disorientation of

crystallites having the same crystal structure. Most affected

are diffraction lines measured at small diffraction angles. With

increasing diffraction angle, the overlap of the reciprocal

lattice points and thus the degree of the partial coherence of

neighbouring crystallites decreases (Fig. 1). The diffraction

lines broaden rapidly until the overlap of the reciprocal lattice

points (the partial coherence of crystallites) disappears, which

causes a rapid saturation of the diffraction line broadening.

The saturated value of the line broadening corresponds to the

true crystallite size [27]. The second parameter, which

strongly influences the degree of the coherence of the

neighbouring crystallites, is their mutual crystallographic

orientation. The sharper the local texture, the smaller the

disorientation of neighbouring crystallites and thus the

stronger the effect of the partial coherence of crystallites on

the XRD line broadening. In this contribution, we illustrate

the relationship between the chemical composition of Ti–Al–
N and Ti–Al–Si–N nanocomposites, their phase composition,

crystallite size, global and local preferred orientation of

crystallites, atomic ordering at the crystallite boundaries,

partial coherence of neighbouring crystallites, amount of

intrinsic residual stresses and hardness. The central issue of

this contribution is discussion of the information contents of

the partial coherence of crystallites.

2. Experimental details

Two series of samples were investigated in this study: one

was based on the Ti–Al–N system and the second one on the

Ti–Al–Si–N system. Each series consisted of seven samples

with different [Ti] / ([Ti]+ [Al]) or [Ti] / ([Ti]+ [Al]+[Si]) ratio.

The samples were prepared by arc evaporation in nitrogen

atmosphere with the working pressure of 1.3Pa using two

laterally rotating arc-cathodes (π-80 from PLATIT) [29]. The

base pressure was 5×10−3Pa and the deposition temperature

450°C. One cathode consisted of titanium; the other was made

either from aluminium (for the Ti–Al–N system) or from

aluminium with addition of 11at.% Si (for the Ti–Al–Si–N
system). The ion current on the Ti cathode was 80A and on

the Al (or Al–Si) cathode 120A. The bias voltage was −75V.

Variable stoichiometry of the coatings was achieved by

different distances and angles between the substrates and the

respective cathode [30]. Another consequence of the variable

distance and variable angle between the substrates and the

respective cathode was a variation in the thickness of the thin

films, see Table 1. Polished plates of cemented carbide were

used as substrates as usual for coatings considered for high-

temperature applications. In contrast to commercial coatings,

where the substrates are typically rotated in the deposition

process, our substrates were not rotated during the deposition

in order to be able to correlate the local and the global

preferred orientation of crystallites to each other that is

necessary for explanation of the coherence phenomena in

these coatings.

Chemical composition of the samples (Table 1) was

determined using a combination of the electron probe

microanalysis with wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy

(EPMA/WDS) and the glow-discharge optical emission spec-

troscopy (GDOES). The chemical analysis using EPMA/WDS

was performed in 40 points across each sample to inspect the

lateral homogeneity of the chemical composition. The maxi-

mum deviation in the concentration of Ti, Al and Si calculated

over these 40 points was below 2at.% in all samples. GDOES

was primarily used to measure the nitrogen contents in the

coatings, which cannot be achieved using EPMA/WDS with a

sufficient reliability because of the overlap of the spectral line

Kα1 of nitrogen with the L1-line of titanium.

Microstructure of the samples was investigated using a

combination of X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission

electron microscopy with high resolution (HRTEM). HRTEM

was performed with a 200kV analytical high-resolution

transmission electron microscope JEM 2010 FEF (Jeol)

equipped by ultra-high-resolution objective lens (Cs=0.5mm)

and in-column energy filter to select only the elastic electrons
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Table 1

Overall chemical composition, obtained from EPMA/WDS and GDOES, and

thickness of the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N thin films under study

Chemical

composition

Thickness

(μm)

Chemical

composition

Thickness

(μm)

Ti0.96Al0.04N 2.7 Ti0.96Al0.04N 2.9

Ti0.85Al0.15N 4.7 Ti0.85Al0.14Si0.01N 5.1

Ti0.73Al0.27N 5.8 Ti0.72Al0.26Si0.03N 6.3

Ti0.52Al0.48N 6.1 Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N 7.0

Ti0.38Al0.62N 5.5 Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N 6.3

Ti0.17Al0.83N 5.2 Ti0.20Al0.71Si0.09N 5.4

Ti0.09Al0.91N 3.7 Ti0.07Al0.82Si0.11N 3.9
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for the image recording. The specimens were prepared in the

plane-view orientation. They were mechanically pre-thinned

and etched by an ion beam. The final step in the specimen

preparation was a plasma cleaning procedure. HRTEM was

applied to visualize the distribution of the crystalline and

amorphous phases in the coatings, the morphology of individual

domains, the atomic ordering at the phase boundaries and the

mutual orientations of neighbouring crystallites.

XRD was employed to obtain the phase composition of

individual samples, the stress-free lattice parameters, the

macroscopic deformation of the crystal lattice due to the

residual stress, the average crystallite size, the preferred

orientation of crystallites and the degree of the partial coherence

of neighbouring crystallites. Most diffraction experiments were

performed using glancing-angle X-ray diffraction (GAXRD) on

a D8 diffractometer (Bruker AXS) equipped with a sealed X-

ray tube with copper anode (λ=0.15418nm), with a Goebel

mirror in the primary beam, and with a Soller collimator

(divergence of 0.12°) and a flat LiF monochromator in the

diffracted beam. Additional diffraction experiments were

performed with synchrotron radiation at the wavelength of

0.11314nm (beamline B2 at HASYLAB/DESY). The synchro-

tron experiments were employed primarily to investigate the

influence of the coherence length of the X-rays on the observed

partial coherence of adjacent crystallites [27]. The angle of

incidence of the primary beam was 3° in all GAXRD

experiments (laboratory and synchrotron sources). Global

preferred orientation of crystallites was concluded from pole

figures taken on diffraction lines 111, 200 and 220 for the face-

centered cubic phase, fcc-(Ti,Al)N, and on diffraction lines

100, 101, 110 and 102 for the hexagonal phase, h-AlN. The

pole figure were measured at the Cu Kα radiation

(λ=0.15418nm) on a diffractometer with Eulerian cradle

(PTS from Seifert).

Hardness of the coatings was calculated from nanoindenta-

tion load–displacement data at a periodic loading and unloading

of the samples at a successively increasing load [31]. The

hardness was measured in 20 points per sample using the Nano

Indenter XP from MTS equipped with a Berkovich indenter.

3. Results

3.1. Phase composition and stress-free lattice parameters

Results of GAXRD obtained on Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N
coatings confirmed limited solubility of aluminium in the NaCl-

type host structure of TiN and negligible solubility of titanium

in the Wurtzite-type host structure of AlN. In most samples

under study, a mixture of fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN was found

(Figs. 2 and 3). Diffraction maxima from substrate, especially

those from h-WC that is the dominant phase in the substrate,

became apparent in the diffraction patterns taken in samples

with high aluminium contents. This is due to a much higher

absorption of the CuKα radiation in TiN (with the linear

absorption coefficient μ=876cm−1) than in Ti0.06Al0.82Si0.12N

(μ=176cm−1). The penetration depths calculated according to

[32] for these limiting chemical compositions and for the angle

of incidence of the primary beam of 3° are 0.6μm and 2.7μm,

respectively. The qualitative information on the phase compo-

sition must been obtained using the line profile analysis of the

diffraction patterns as some diffraction lines were weak and

overlapping each other.

The stress-free lattice parameters in the cubic phase a0
shown in (Fig. 4) were calculated from the sin2ψ-plot, i.e.,

from the linear dependence of the individual lattice parameters

aψ
hkl on the function sin2ψ (see [33], for instance), where ψ is

the inclination of the diffraction vector from the normal

direction.

a0 ¼ at � a8
� � 2m

mþ 1
þ a8 ð1Þ

a⊥ and a‖ are the cubic lattice parameters perpendicular and

parallel to the sample surface, which are directly obtained from

the sin2ψ-plot at sin2ψ=0 and sin2ψ=1, respectively. ν is the

Poisson ratio of the cubic phase (ν=0.3 [34]).

In the Ti–Al–N system, the stress-free lattice parameters in

fcc-Ti1−xAlxN decreased with increasing aluminium contents as

anticipated (see, e.g., [35]). The calculated stress-free lattice

parameters were compared with the anticipated Vegard-like

dependence of the intrinsic lattice parameter on the overall
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Fig. 2. Fragments of diffraction patterns of the nanocomposites with the overall

chemical compositions Ti0.85Al0.15N (a), Ti0.73Al0.27N (b), Ti0.38Al0.62N (c),

Ti0.17Al0.83N (d) and Ti0.09Al0.91N (e). Diffraction lines from fcc-(Ti,Al)N are

labelled by corresponding diffraction indices at the bottom, diffraction lines

from h-AlN at the top of the figure. Figure (f) shows the corresponding part of

the diffraction pattern taken on the virgin substrate.
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titanium contents in fcc-(Ti,Al)N, which is shown by the solid

line in Fig. 4. The slope of the Vegard-like dependence was

taken from Ref. [35], its intercept (the intrinsic lattice parameter

of TiN) from the PDF-2 [36], because the data given in [35] are

apparently afflicted by residual stress.

The lowest stress-free lattice parameter and thus the

maximum aluminium contents in fcc-(Ti,Al)N was found in

the sample with the overall chemical composition Ti0.38Al0.62N.

The qualitative phase analysis of this sample (Fig. 2c) revealed

that it consists of two crystalline phases, fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-

AlN. Therefore, some aluminium from the total aluminium

contents measured using EPMA/WDS must also be contained

in h-AlN and thus it must be missing in fcc-(Ti,Al)N.

Consequently, fcc-(Ti,Al)N has higher titanium and lower

aluminium contents, then it corresponds to the overall chemical

composition of the individual samples obtained from EPMA/

WDS and GDOES. The lower aluminium contents in fcc-(Ti,

Al)N in comparison with the overall chemical composition

results in a higher lattice parameter of this phase in comparison

with the lattice parameter anticipated for the measured overall

chemical composition as it can be seen in Fig. 4. In samples,

where both phases are present, i.e., fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN, the

departure of the stress-free lattice parameters from the

anticipated Vegard-like dependence can be understood as a

measure of the degree of the decomposition of Ti1−xAlxN into

fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN.

In the Ti–Al–Si–N system, the stress-free lattice parameters

were much higher than the anticipated values at the aluminium

contents higher than Ti0.72Al0.26Si0.03N. Still, the minimum

lattice parameters and therefore the maximum aluminium

contents in fcc-(Ti,Al)N was found in the sample with the

overall chemical composition Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N. In the sample

with the overall chemical composition Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N, the

stress-free lattice parameters reached the intrinsic value for TiN

(a=0.42418nm) [36], which indicates complete segregation of

Ti, Al and Si into TiN, AlN and Si3N4.

3.2. Macroscopic lattice deformation

The residual stress in super-hard nanocomposites is shown

usually as an important parameter, which affects significantly

the hardness of the coatings. In this study, macroscopic lattice

deformation is given instead of the residual stress, because the

Young moduli of individual phases, which are needed to

recalculate the lattice deformations to the residual stress, can

vary with the chemical composition and microstructure of the

coatings, and cannot be obtained experimentally. In nano-

composites, the experimental methods, e.g., nanoindentation,

yield just an averaged Young modulus. Thus, the macroscopic

lattice deformation is the only reliable quantity that can be

obtained from the XRD data for all crystalline phases

contained in the samples. The maximum macroscopic lattice

deformation (ε⊥) in the cubic phase was calculated from a||
and a⊥ obtained from the sin2ψ-plot and from a0 obtained

from Eq. (1)

e8 ¼
at � a8

2a0
ð2Þ

In GAXRD experiments, the individual lattice parameters,

aψ
hkl, are typically measured on different lattice planes. Thus, the

anisotropy of elastic constants causes a fan-like distribution of
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the individual lattice parameters [32]. To separate the influence

of the elastic anisotropy on the calculated lattice deformation,

the scattering of the individual lattice parameters was corrected

using the routine described in [32].

The dependence of the macroscopic lattice deformation on

the overall titanium contents in individual samples is shown

for both series of samples in Fig. 5. The lattice deformation is

substantially larger in the silicon-free samples than in the

samples with silicon. In the Ti–Al–N system, the macroscopic

lattice deformation is a monotonous function of the titanium

contents up to Ti0.38Al0.62N. In the Ti–Al–Si–N system, the

macroscopic lattice deformation has a similar functional

dependence on the overall titanium contents like the

corresponding stress-free lattice parameter (compare Figs. 4

and 5). The decomposition of Ti–Al–Si–N into fcc-(Ti,Al)N,

h-AlN and a-Si3N4, which was indicated by the large

departure of the stress-free lattice parameter from the

anticipated Vegard-like dependence (Fig. 4), is related to a

relaxation of the macroscopic lattice deformation in the cubic

phase (Fig. 5). In the sample Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N, in which Ti,

Al and Si were completely separated into TiN, AlN and a-

Si3N4, the macroscopic deformation of the cubic lattice

disappeared.

Macroscopic lattice deformation in the hexagonal phase was

measured in the aluminium-richest samples, in which h-AlNwas

the dominant phase. The experimental values were −37×10−3

and −32×10−3 for the samples with the overall chemical

composition of Ti0.20Al0.71Si0.09N and Ti0.07 Al0.82Si0.11N,

respectively. The higher macroscopic lattice deformation in the

hexagonal phase, as compared to the fcc phase, is due to its lower

Youngmodulus. Themacroscopic lattice deformation (ε⊥) in the

hexagonal phase was obtained from the linear dependence of the

lattice deformation εψ
hkl on sin2ψ.

ehklw u

dhklw � dhkl0

dhkl0

¼ et � e8
� �

sin2wþ e8 ð3Þ

dψ
hkl and d0

hkl are the measured and the stress-free interplanar

distances, respectively. The intrinsic interplanar distances for h-

AlN were taken from the PDF-2 [36]. Such a calculation of the

lattice deformation is only possible for phases, in which the

lattice parameters or the interplanar distances do not depend on

the composition. This is true for h-AlN, which is a phase with

extremely narrow homogeneity range.
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3.3. Atomic model of the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N

nanocomposites

Average crystallite size and the degree of the partial coherence

of neighbouring crystallites were determined from the depen-

dence of the XRD line broadening on the size of the diffraction

vector using the approach [27], which takes the partial coherence

of crystallites into account. In all samples under study, the

crystallite size was below 8 nm and decreased with increasing

aluminium contents up to [Ti] / ([Ti]+[Al]+[Si])≈0.4 (Fig. 6). In

the samples with [Ti] / ([Ti]+[Al]+[Si])<0.4, in which h-AlN

dominates, the crystallite size slightly increased with increasing

aluminium contents. In the Ti–Al–N system, cubic crystallites

were partially coherent in all samples. In the Ti–Al–Si–N
system, cubic crystallites were partially coherent only up to the

sample composition of Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N. For higher silicon

(and aluminium) contents, the crystallites are non-coherent as

follows from the constant XRD line broadening observed for the

sample Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N (Fig. 7). The comparison of both series

of samples (with and without silicon), and particularly the

comparison of the samples Ti0.38Al0.62N and Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N,

clearly shows that high silicon content in the coatings hinders the

mutual coherence of crystallites.

A requirement for the partial coherence of crystallites is their

strong local preferred orientation (see Ref. [27] and Fig. 1).

Pronounced global texture in these Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N
nanocomposites was confirmed recently [30]. Cubic crystallites

in the samples with the highest titanium contents were 〈111〉-

oriented perpendicularly to the sample surface (Fig. 8a,b). With

increasing aluminium contents, the crystallographic direction

〈111〉 inclined towards the sample surface (Fig. 8c,d). In

samples with [Ti] / ([Ti]+[Al]+ [Si])≈0.5, the crystallographic

direction 〈001〉 in cubic crystallites and the crystallographic

direction 〈110〉 in hexagonal crystallites were nearly perpen-

dicular to the sample surface (Fig. 9). In samples containing

silicon, the inclination of the preferred oriented crystallographic

direction 〈111〉 from the normal direction is similar like in the

samples without Si [30]. However, the silicon contained in the

samples influences strongly the development of in-plane

texture. In silicon-free samples, the crystallites were preferen-

tially oriented in the plane of the coatings, which can be seen

from the inconstant angular intensity distribution in the pole

figures (Figs. 8 and 9). From the pole figures taken in the fcc-

(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN phases at the same macroscopic orientation

of the sample (Fig. 9), we could conclude that the projections of

the 〈111〉 direction in fcc-(Ti,Al)N into the lateral direction is

parallel to the projection of the 〈1̄00〉 direction in h-AlN. As the

〈111〉 direction in fcc-(Ti,Al)N is nearly perpendicular to the

sample surface, the directions 〈100〉 and 〈010〉 are lying in the

plane of the sample. In h-AlN, the preferred crystallographic
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direction perpendicular to the sample surface is 〈110〉. The

directions 〈001〉 and 〈11̄0〉 in h-AlN are consequently lying in

the plane of the sample. The mutual in-plane orientation of the

cubic and hexagonal crystallites can finally be concluded from

the projections of the 〈111〉 and 〈1̄00〉 directions in fcc-(Ti,Al)

N and h-AlN, respectively. The projection of the 〈111〉

direction in the cubic structure into the plane of the sample

takes the angle of approximately 45° with both 〈010〉 and

〈100〉 directions (a slight deviation from 45° is due to the slight

inclination of the 〈001〉 direction from the sample surface

perpendicular direction), whereas the projection of 〈1̄00〉

direction in the hexagonal structure into the plane of the

samples is parallel to the 〈11̄0〉 direction. Thus, the 〈001〉

direction in h-AlN takes the angle of approximately 45° with

the 〈100〉 direction in fcc-(Ti,Al)N. Crystallites in the Ti–Al–
Si–N samples did not exhibit such in-plane preferential

orientation [30].

The development of the local preferential orientation of

crystallites in the plane of the coatings, that is needed for the

partial coherence of crystallites, was explained by a combi-

nation of GAXRD, pole figure measurements and HRTEM

(Fig. 10). The in-plane orientation of crystallites of one phase

(cubic or hexagonal) can be transferred over the crystallites of

the other phase, if the crystalline phases are in a direct contact

and if the projections of the interplanar spacings of both

adjacent crystalline phases to the phase boundary are similar.

The atomic model of the interface between fcc-(Ti,Al) N and

h-AlN shown in Fig. 11 was constructed from the HRTEM

micrograph (Fig. 10) and from the pole figures (see above)

using the phase composition (presence of fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-

AlN) and the stress-free lattice parameters obtained from

GAXRD. The pole figure measurements, in particular,

confirmed a strong preferred orientation of crystallites in the

out-of-plane direction (Fig. 9b and d) in both crystalline

phases, fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN, and showed the mutual

orientation of the cubic and hexagonal crystallites (Fig. 9a and

c) as explained above. The local texture, which is related to the

disorientation of adjacent crystallites, is much stronger than

the global texture as confirmed by the simulation of the

dependence of the line broadening on the size of the

diffraction vector [27] in Fig. 7. Amorphous regions (see the

example in Fig. 12) blocks the transfer of the correlated

crystallographic orientation between neighbouring crystallites

that hinders the development of the in-plane texture and

reduces substantially the degree of the partial coherence of

neighbouring cubic crystallites (Fig. 7) in the Ti–Al–Si–N
system. A very similar microstructure of the Ti–Al–Si–N
coatings was shown in [37].
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3.4. Hardness

Hardness of the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N nanocomposites

increases with decreasing crystallite size up to approximately

3.5nm and decreases in smaller crystallites (Fig. 13). In

coatings with partially coherent cubic crystallites, the hardness

follows the same functional dependence on the crystallite size

for both systems, Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N, although the

phase compositions, the Young moduli and the macroscopic

lattice deformations differ generally in the samples with and

without silicon. Particularly, the effect of the lattice deformation

on the hardness is illustrated by different hardness of two

samples (○#1 and □#1 in Fig. 13), which have practically the

same chemical composition, Ti0.96Al0.04N, but different mac-

roscopic lattice deformation in the cubic phase (Fig. 5).

The difference in the hardness of the samples Ti0.52Al0.48N

(○#5) and Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N (□#5) has a similar origin.

Whereas the fcc phase in the silicon-free sample (Ti0.52Al0.48N)

is under a large compressive residual stress (Fig. 5), the cubic

phase in the sample containing silicon (Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N) is

    110    

    001    

    01<       >0

    100    

0.2 nm

<       >

<       >

<       >

Fig. 11. Model of the atomic ordering at the interface between h-AlN (left) and

fcc-(Ti,Al)N (right) shown in Fig. 10. White circles represent Al (left) and Ti(Al)

atoms (right); grey circles nitrogen.

2 nm

Fig. 12. HRTEMmicrograph of the sample Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N shows crystalline

domains surrounded by amorphous phase.

_
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2 nm 

Fig. 10. HRTEM micrograph of the interface between h-AlN (left) and fcc-(Ti,

Al)N (right) in the sample Ti0.52Al0.48N. Arrows show the crystallographic

directions lying in the plane of the coating. The directions perpendicular to the

plane of the film are 〈110〉 and 〈001〉 in h-AlN and fcc-(Ti,Al)N, respectively.
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Fig. 13. Dependence of the hardness on the size of the fcc-(Ti,Al)N crystallites.

The overall chemical compositions of the samples are Ti0.96Al0.04N (○#1,□#1),

Ti0.85Al0.15N (○#2), Ti0.85Al0.14Si0.01N (□#2), Ti0.73Al0.27N (○#3), Ti0.72
Al0.26Si0.03N (□#3), Ti0.52Al0.48N (○#4), Ti0.53Al0.42Si0.05N (□#4),

Ti0.38Al0.62N (○#5) and Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N (□#5).
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completely relaxed and, according to the stress-free lattice

parameter (Fig. 4), aluminium- and silicon-free. The different

amount of the residual stress is related to the different degree of

the partial coherence of the cubic crystallites. In samples with

partially coherent cubic crystallites, the crystallites of the fcc-

(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN phases are intertwined (Fig. 11), which is

needed for the transfer of the in-plane crystallographic

orientation in the coatings that is necessary for the partial

coherence of cubic crystallites and that contributes concurrently

to the development of the intrinsic lattice strain. The observed

intrinsic lattice deformation that is related to the intrinsic lattice

strain results from a mismatch of the interplanar spacings in

both structures (fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN) if the crystallites have

an appropriate mutual orientation (Figs. 9 and 11). In samples

with non-coherent crystallites, the crystalline domains are

separated by amorphous regions (see Fig. 12 and Ref. [37]),

which can neither transfer the crystallographic orientation

between adjacent crystallites nor assist in development of the

intrinsic lattice deformation at crystallite boundaries.

4. Discussion

Combination of the phase analysis and the precise

measurement of the stress-free lattice parameters in samples

with different aluminium and silicon contents has shown

differences between the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N systems.

For the Ti–Al–N system, a substantially smaller lattice

parameter and thus a larger maximum aluminium contents in

the fcc-(Ti,Al)N phase were found than for the Ti–Al–Si–N
system. This particular result might indicate a different phase

stability of both systems under study. However, the comparison

of the dependence of the stress-free lattice parameter on the

overall chemical composition of the coatings with the

dependence of the macroscopic lattice deformation on the

overall chemical composition of the coatings has shown

similarities in both systems. This comparison advised that the

degree of the decomposition and the macroscopic lattice

deformation are related to each other in both systems. In

samples with higher macroscopic lattice deformation, the stress-

free lattice parameter in fcc-(Ti,Al)N is lower and thus the

aluminium content in this phase higher than in samples with

lower macroscopic lattice deformation.

Our results confirmed that the crystallite size is a very

important parameter that influence the hardness of nanocom-

posites. The maximum hardness was observed at the crystallite

size of approximately 3.5nm, which agrees with results of other

authors [5–9]. The nanosized crystallites develop during

decomposition of Ti1−xAlxN or Ti1−x−yAlxSiyN into fcc-(Ti,

Al)N, h-AlN and a-Si3N4 as reported in [19,21–24]. In samples

without silicon as well as in samples with a low silicon contents,

both crystalline phases, fcc-(Ti,Al)N and h-AlN, are in a direct

contact and intertwined through the crystallographic planes with

similar interplanar distances. The intertwining of nanocrystal-

lites follows from their pronounced local preferred orientation,

which was confirmed by the global texture (pole figures, XRD),

by the partial coherence of cubic crystallites (line profile

analysis, GAXRD) and by the ordering of individual atoms at

the crystallite boundaries (HRTEM). Consequently, intrinsic

residual stresses formed at the crystallites boundaries as

confirmed by large macroscopic lattice deformation (see Fig.

5). This can be illustrated on the sample with the overall

chemical composition Ti0.38Al0.62N, which contains highly

crystallographically coherent cubic crystallites that possess a

high macroscopic lattice deformation.

In fcc-(Ti,Al)N, the distance between Ti (Al) and N atoms

along the 〈100〉 and symmetrically equivalent directions ranges

between 0.212 and 0.20825nm (Fig. 11) for the lattice

parameters between 0.424 and 0.4165nm (Fig. 4). In h-AlN,

the distances between Al and N atoms along the 〈001〉 direction

are 0.189nm and 0.309nm. The shorter distances are more

attractive for the correlated orientations of both crystal

structures. The distances between Al and N atoms in h-AlN

projected into the 〈11̄0〉 direction are 0.179nm and 0.269nm

that are again the distances, to which the inter-atomic distances

between Ti (Al) and N along the 〈100〉 direction in the fcc

structure match roughly. Necessarily, the differences in the

inter-atomic (and interplanar) distances between the cubic and

the hexagonal phase lead to a development of intrinsic residual

stresses that improves the hardness of the nanocomposites [16].

Appropriate mutual orientation of adjacent crystallites, which

favours their partial coherence, plays a very important role in

the development of the intrinsic residual stresses. Amorphous

Si3N4, which separates cubic and hexagonal crystallites in the

silicon-rich Ti–Al–Si–N coatings, obstructs both the partial

coherence and the development of the intrinsic residual stresses.

This can be illustrated on the sample Ti0.40Al0.53Si0.08N, in

which no partial crystallographic coherence of cubic crystallites

was observed and which had a nearly zero macroscopic lattice

deformation.

5. Conclusions

Experimental results obtained on Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N
nanocomposites with the crystallite size below 8nm have shown

that formation of appropriately oriented and partially coherent

crystallites supports the development of intrinsic residual

stresses at the crystallites boundaries, which improve the

hardness of the nanocomposites. The model of the atomic

ordering at the crystallites boundaries was concluded from the

combination of XRD and HRTEM experiments. It was shown

that the partial coherence of nanocrystallites observed in the

XRD experiments is an efficient tool for local texture analysis in

nanocrystalline systems. Finally, a good correlation was found

between the partial crystallographic coherence of cubic crystal-

lites, their local preferred orientation, the mutual preferred

orientation of cubic and hexagonal crystallites, the macroscopic

lattice deformation in the cubic phase and the hardness of the

Ti–Al–Si–N coatings.
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Formation of structure defects and other microstructure phenomena in hard Cr–Al–(Si–)N, Ti–Al–(Si–)N and

Zr–Al–N nanocomposite coatings with different aluminium and silicon contents deposited by using cathodic

arc evaporation was investigated using a combination of X-ray diffraction and transmission electron

microscopy. The subject of the microstructure studies was the analysis of the phase composition and, for the

cubic phase, the determination of the stress-free lattice parameters, the crystallite size and the local

disorientation of crystallites. It was found that the formation of structure defects starts with a fragmentation of

the deposited clusters having the size of several tens of nanometers into nanocrystallites having the size below

12 nm. This fragmentationwas driven by formation of dislocation networks. The formation of structure defects

continuedwith the segregation of the excessive aluminiumand silicon from the host structure of the transition

metal nitrides that was followed by the growth of thewurtzitic AlN and an amorphous silicon nitride at higher

aluminium and silicon concentrations. The microstructure of the coatings was correlated with their hardness.

In all systems under study, an increase of the hardness with increasing density of the microstructure defects

was observed. Themaximumof the hardnesswas observed in the coatings containing both the cubic transition

metal nitride (accommodating also aluminium and silicon) and the wurtzitic AlN.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Small crystallite size and high residual stresses are two very im-

portant microstructure features that contribute to the increase of the

hardness in super-hard nanocomposites [1]. The idea to use the small

crystallite size for the improvement of the hardness is based on the

work of Hall [2] and Petch [3]. High internal residual stresses are

needed to reduce the sliding at the grain boundaries and thus to

prevent a reduction of the hardness at small crystallite size. The

relationship between the crystallite size, the residual stress and the

hardness of nanocrystalline coatings and nanocomposites was the

subject of numerous studies. For dual-phase CrN–Cr2N, TiN–TiB2 and

TiC–TiB2 coatings, the effect of the grain size and the effect of the

residual stress on the hardness were illustrated in [4,5]; the authors

have shown that the best performance of the ultra-hard coatings can

be achieved with nanocrystalline dual-phase systems. For Ti–Al–N

and Ti–Al–Si–N thin film nanocomposites, the Hall–Petch-like

dependence of the hardness and the contribution of the internal

residual stresses to the hardness were illustrated e.g. in [6] and [7],

where also the role of silicon in the development of the residual

stresses and hardness was discussed.

In the production of nanostructured coatings containing frequently

high internal residual stresses, the formation of defect structures play

a crucial role [8–19]. The most prominent processes are the segre-

gation of Si from the host structure of titanium nitrides [8,10], the

defect-assisted segregation of Ti and Al in the Ti–Al–N system

resulting in the decomposition of (Ti, Al) N into the coherent nano-

sized domains of face-centred cubic (fcc) TiN and fcc-AlN [11], the

spinodal decomposition in the Ti–Al–N [12–14] and Cr–Al–N [15] into

fcc-TiN and/or fcc-CrN and wurtzite w-AlN and/or fcc-AlN, the three-

dimensional preferred orientation of fcc crystallites in the Ti–Al–Si–N

[16] and Cr–Al–Si–N systems [17], and the formation of dislocations in

the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings [18]. Most of the above processes contribute

to the development of nanocrystallites with coherent or semi-

coherent interfaces that supports the development of the internal

residual stresses [6,20–22].

In this contribution, the role of the formation of the defect struc-

tures and their impact on the hardness of the thin films nanocompo-

sites is illustrated on the examples of the Cr–Al–(Si–)N, Ti–Al–(Si–)N

and Zr–Al–N coatings. In particular, the fragmentation of grains having

the size of several tens of nanometers into partially coherent

nanocrystallites with the size below 12 nm and with the mutual

disorientation below 2.5°, the formation of dislocation networks, the

relationship between the nanocrystallite boundaries and the disloca-

tion networks, the segregation of Al and Si from the host structure of

M–Al–(Si–)N and the growth of AlN and SixNy are discussed.

2. Experimental

Thin films of selected transition metal nitrides containing Al and Si

were deposited using cathodic arc evaporation (CAE) in the deposition
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apparatus π-80 produced by PLATIT AG (Grenchen, Switzerland) that

works with two vertical laterally rotating arc cathodes placed in the

front of the vacuum chamber [23]. One cathode was made from the

transition metal (Cr, Ti or Zr), the other from Al or from Al with 11% Si

for deposition of coatings without andwith Si, respectively. In order to

be able to compare coatings with different chemical composition, the

parameters of the deposition process were kept the same for all

deposited materials. The base pressure was 5×10−3 Pa, the working

pressure of the nitrogen atmosphere 1.3 Pa. The deposition tempera-

ture was approximately 450 °C. The current on the transition metal

cathode was 80 A, the current on the Al or Al–Si cathode 120 A. The

bias voltagewas −75 V. Polished plates of cemented carbidewere used

as substrates. They were distributed horizontally with equal distances

from each other on a cylindrical substrate holder that was placed in

the centre of the vacuum chamber [16]. In each deposition run, seven

samples of the respective series were produced without any rotation

of the substrates. The samples had different distances to the respective

cathode, which allowed the series of the samples to be deposited with

different ratios between the transition metal contents, aluminium and

silicon contents, [M]/ ([M]+[Al]+[Si]).

The overall chemical composition of the Cr–Al–(Si–)N, Ti–Al–(Si–)N

and Zr–Al–N coatings was measured using electron probe micro-

analysiswithwavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EPMA/WDX)

on the electron probe microanalyzer JXA 8900 RL from Jeol. The con-

centrations of the expected elements (the respective transition metal,

Al, Si, N)were obtained from the intensity of their spectral K lines using

the ZAF correction procedure (the correction of the effects due to the

atomic number Z, absorption A and fluorescence F) and external

standards. Due to the overlap of the spectral lines LI(Ti) and K(N), the

amountof nitrogen in the Ti–Al–(Si–)N coatings could not bemeasured

directly. Thus, it was calculated from the analytical total and verified by

glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES). Within the

accuracy of the experimental methods for chemical analysis, the ni-

trogen amount was 50 at.%. The chemical composition of all samples

under study is summarised in Table 1. Hardness of the Cr–Al–(Si–)N,

Ti–Al–(Si–)N and Zr–Al–N coatings was calculated from the indenta-

tion load–displacement curve according to the Oliver–Pharr method

[24]. The Berkovich indenter was used for all measurements.

The analysis of the phase compositionwas done using the glancing-

angle X-ray diffraction (GAXRD); the conventional phase analysis was

complemented by a precise measurement of the stress-free lattice

parameters as suggested in [6]. Because of a strong anisotropy of elastic

constants in most samples, the stress-free parameters were deter-

mined using three complementary approaches that are based on the

sin2ψ method [25]. Two of them [26,27] eliminate the elastic aniso-

tropy by using a known functional dependence of the elastic constant

on the crystallographic direction and yield consequently the elastic

lattice deformation in the direction of the maximum stiffness, i.e. in

〈100〉 for the fcc transitionmetal nitrides. The third procedure employs

the crystallites groupmethod [28] and reveals the lattice parameters as

measured on the lattice planes (200). In all three approaches, the

stress-free lattice parameters were calculated from the dependence of

the lattice parameters aψ
hkl on sin2ψ:

ahklw ¼ ahkljj � ahkl
8

� �

sin 2wþ ahkl
8

ð1Þ

for

sin 2w0 ¼
2mhkl

mhkl þ 1
ð2Þ

The parameters a||
hkl and a⊥

hkl in Eq. (1) have the meaning of the in-

plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters, respectively. ψ is the angle

between the diffracting lattice planes and the sample surface. vhkl in

Eq. (2) is the Poisson ratio in the crystallographic direction 〈hkl〉. For

the fcc-(Ti, Al) N and fcc-(Ti, Al, Si) N phases having a relatively low

anisotropy of the elastic constants, the Poisson ratio of 0.3 [29] was

used. For the fcc-(Cr, Al) N, fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N and fcc-(Zr, Al) N showing a

much larger anisotropy of the elastic constants, the Poisson ratios v100

(CrN)=0.214 and v100(ZrN)=0.186 from [30] were employed. In the

first approximation, it was assumed that the Poisson ratio does not

change with the Al and Si contents.

Crystallite size was calculated from the dependence of the integral

broadening of the XRD lines measured in the GAXRD geometry on the

sineof thediffraction angle by taking thepartial coherence of crystallites

for X-rays into account [31]. For partially coherent nanocrystallites, i.e.

for nano-sized crystallites with a very small mutual disorientation, XRD

recognises besides their size also their mutual disorientation and the

size of clusters that are composed of these partially coherent nano-

crystallites [32]. In selected samples, the crystallite and cluster size

obtained from the GAXRD experiments were confirmed using transmis-

sion electron microscopy with high resolution (HRTEM).

GAXRD measurements were performed on a D8 Advance diffract-

ometer (from Bruker AXS) equipped with a sealed X-ray tube with

copper anode (k=0.15418 nm) and with a Goebel mirror in the primary

beam. A Soller collimator with the divergence of 0.12° and a flat LiF

monochromator were inserted into the diffracted beam. XRD measure-

ments that employed the crystallites groupmethod were performed on

an X'Pert PRO MRD diffractometer (from PANalytical) with a sealed X-

ray tube with copper anode. The diffractometer was equipped with an

Eulerian cradle, a polycapillary optics in the primary beam, a Soller

Table 1

Chemical composition of the Ti–Al–Si–N, Cr–Al–Si–N and Zr–Al–N coatings deposited

using cathodic arc evaporation

Cr–Al–N Cr–Al–Si–N Ti–Al–N Ti–Al–Si–N Zr–Al–N

Cr0.92Al0.08N Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N Ti0.96Al0.04N Ti0.96Al0.04Si0.00N Zr0.96Al0.04N

Cr0.83Al0.17N Cr0.84Al0.15Si0.01N Ti0.85Al0.15N Ti0.84Al0.15Si0.01N Zr0.85Al0.15N

Cr0.75Al0.25N Cr0.69Al0.28Si0.03N Ti0.72Al0.28N Ti0.71Al0.26Si0.03N Zr0.77Al0.23N

Cr0.54Al0.46N Cr0.52Al0.43Si0.05N Ti0.52Al0.48N Ti0.52Al0.43Si0.05N Zr0.59Al0.41N

Cr0.46Al0.54N Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N Ti0.39Al0.61N Ti0.38Al0.54Si0.08N Zr0.50Al0.50N

Cr0.30Al0.70N Cr0.24Al0.65Si0.11N Ti0.18Al0.82N Ti0.19Al0.72Si0.09N Zr0.35Al0.65N

Cr0.09Al0.91N Cr0.07Al0.81Si0.12N Ti0.09Al0.91N Ti0.06Al0.82Si0.12N Zr0.13Al0.87N

In each sample, the concentrations of elements were obtained from EPMA/WDX

measurements performed in 41 points.

Fig. 1. Hardness of the Cr–Al–N, Ti–Al–N and Zr–Al–N coatings plotted as a function of

the transition metal contents.
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collimator having the acceptance angle of 0.27° and a flat graphite

monochromator in the diffracted beam. HRTEM was done on a 200 kV

analytical high-resolution transmission electron microscope JEM 2010

FEF (from Jeol). The high resolution was achieved by using ultra-high-

resolution objective lens (Cs=0.5 mm) and an in-column energy filter to

remove the inelastic electrons from the HRTEM micrograph. The

specimens for HRTEM were prepared in the plane-view orientation.

Theyweremechanically pre-thinned, etchedbyan ionbeamandplasma

cleaned.

3. Results

3.1. Hardness and phase composition

The hardness of the (Ti, Al) N, (Cr, Al) N and (Zr, Al) N coatings

increased with the addition of Al until a maximum was reached that

was followed by a decrease of the hardness with further increasing Al

contents (Fig. 1). The Al contents, for which the maximum hardness

was observed, i.e. 35 at.% Al in Cr0.30Al0.70N, 24 at.% Al in Ti0.52Al0.48N

and 12 at.% Al in Zr0.77Al0.23N, decreased with increasing intrinsic

lattice parameter of the respective binary nitride, which is a0 (CrN)=

0.41485 nm, a0 (TiN)=0.42418 nm and a0 (ZrN)=0.45823 nm accord-

ing to [33]. The samples with the maximumhardness consisted of two

crystalline phases, fcc-(M, Al) N and w-AlN, having approximately the

same volume ratio. Unfortunately, a precise quantitative phase ana-

lysis was difficult because of the strong three-dimensional preferred

orientation of crystallites [16,17].

At the lowest Al contents, all samples contained only fcc-(M, Al) N.

In the single-phase regions, the stress-free lattice parameters

decreased linearly with increasing Al contents (Fig. 2). These Vegard-

like dependences were approximated by the following functions: a

(Cr1− xAlxN)=[0.41486(2)−0.00827(1)·x] nm, a (Ti1 − xAlxN)=[0.42418

(2)−0.01432(2)·x] nm and a (Zr1− xAlxN)=[0.458(1)−0.026(1)·x] nm

(the lattice parameters for the stoichiometric binary nitrides shown in

Fig. 2 were taken from the ICSD database [33]). The decrease of the

stress-free lattice parameters with increasing Al contents becomes

faster with increasing intrinsic lattice parameter of the respective

binary transition metal nitride. In the dual-phase coatings, the stress-

free lattice parameters of fcc-(M, Al) N were larger than the lattice

parameters predicted from the respective Vegard-like dependence for

the “overall” chemical composition of the coatings as revealed by

EPMA/WDX. The reason is that a part of Al atoms segregates from the

host structure of the fcc-(M, Al) N. Thus, the fcc phase contains less Al

than the mixture of fcc-(M, Al) N and w-AlN, which chemical

composition was analysed using EPMA/WDX. The segregation of Al

from fcc-(M, Al) N is responsible for the apparent increase of the lattice

parameter in the cubic phases.

Accordingly, the composition ranges, in which the stress-free lattice

parameters of fcc-(M, Al) N deviate from the hypothetical Vegard-like

dependence, match well with the composition ranges, in which the

presence of two crystallinephases and the increase of the hardnesswere

observed. The phase decomposition starts at Cr0.54Al0.46N, Ti0.72Al0.28N

and Zr0.85Al0.15N. The maximum Al contents in the fcc phases of the

samples under studywere Cr0.44Al0.56N, Ti0.48Al0.52N and Zr0.85Al0.15N as

calculated back from the minimum lattice parameters and from the

Vegard-like dependences shown above. As Si present in the Cr–Al–Si–N

and Ti–Al–Si–N coatings segregates from thehost structure of fcc-(M, Al,

Si) N by forming amorphous silicon nitride [1,34], the segregation of Si

could not be confirmed directly using the XRD phase analysis. Never-

theless, it was concluded from the comparison of the stress-free lattice

parameters of fcc-(M, Al) N and fcc-(M, Al, Si) N in samples containing a

single crystallinephase (Fig. 2) that fcc-(Cr, Al)N canaccommodatemore

Si than fcc-(Ti, Al) N. In fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N, silicon inflates the stress-free

lattice parameter as described in [18]. In the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings,

superfluous Si causes a complete segregation of Ti, Al and Si into fcc-TiN,

w-AlN and amorphous silicon nitride [6], as it can also be seen on the

increase of the stress-free lattice parameter of fcc-(Ti, Al) N towards

stoichiometric TiN. Another effect of silicon on themicrostructure of the

M–Al–Si–N coatings will be discussed in the next section.

3.2. Microstructure of the coatings

Mayrhofer and co-workers [9,11,19] regarded the segregation of Al

and B from the host structure of the fcc titanium nitride as a self-

Fig. 2.Dependence of the stress-free lattice parameters on the transitionmetal contents

in fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N (boxes), fcc-(Ti, Al, Si) N (circles) and fcc-(Zr, Al) N coatings (triangles)

as measured in the samples, in which fcc-(M, Al, Si) N was the dominating phase. Solid

symbols are used for Si-free coatings, open symbols for coatings containing Si. The

stress-free lattice parameters of fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N and fcc-(Ti, Al, Si) N were taken from

Refs. [18] and [6], respectively. Error bars of the stress-free lattice parameters are

smaller than the symbols. Solid lines indicate hypothetical Vegard-like dependences for

Cr1− xAlxN, Ti1 − xAlxN and Zr1 − xAlxN (see text). Large grey boxes mark the composition

ranges of the maximum hardness from Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the integral line broadening on sine of the diffraction angle as

observed for the fcc phase of the samples Zr0.96Al0.04N (boxes), Zr0.85Al0.15N (circles),

Zr0.77Al0.23N (triangles) and Zr0.59Al0.41N (bottom up triangles). Horizontal solid lines

show the saturated XRD line broadening that was used for calculation of the crystallite

size. Dashed lines show the extrapolation of the XRD line broadening from partially

coherent crystallites to sin θ=0 that was used for the estimation of the cluster size.
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organization process that considerably modifies the microstructure

and mechanical properties of the Ti–Al–N and Ti–B–N coatings.

Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the microstructure of the M–Al–

Si–N thin film nanocomposites deposited using CAE can help in

understanding the microstructure formation and in explaining the

mechanical properties of these nanocomposites. The crucial technique

used in this study was the analysis of the XRD line broadening; its

results were confirmed and complemented by HRTEM and TEM. The

dependence of the integral line broadening on the sine of the dif-

fraction angle that was observed in all CAE M–Al–Si–N nanocompo-

sites under study is shown in Fig. 3 on the example of the Zr–Al–N

coatings with different Al contents. As described in [31] and [32], this

dependence can be divided into two parts. At low diffraction angles,

an increase of the XRD line broadening with increasing diffraction

angle is observed similarly to the classical Williamson–Hall plot [35].

Within the classical kinematical diffraction theory, the extrapolation

of the linear dependence of the XRD line broadening to sin θ=0 yields

the reciprocal size of crystallites, i.e. the reciprocal size of coherent

domains that can contain structure defects, e.g. dislocations. These

structure defects are responsible for the increase of the XRD line

broadening with increasing diffraction angle [36]. In nanocrystalline

materials and in nanocomposites with a strong preferred orientation

of neighbouring nanocrystallites, the extrapolation of the linear de-

pendence of the XRD line broadening to sin θ=0 (dashed lines in

Fig. 3) yields the reciprocal size of domains (clusters), which parts are

partially coherent for X-rays [32]. The effect of the partial coherence

disappears at a certain diffraction angle [31] that is observed as a steep

increase of the XRD line broadening (Fig. 3). The position of the steep

increase of the XRD line broadening was used for determination of the

mutual disorientation of the parts of the domains [32]. In the second

part of the modified Williamson–Hall plot, where the partial cohe-

rence of the nanocrystallites within the clusters is absent, a constant

XRD line broadening is typically observed. This maximum line broad-

ening corresponds to the reciprocal size of nearly defect-free nano-

crystallites as it is often calculated using the classical Scherrer formula

[37].

The size of clusters consisting of partially coherent nanocrystallites

was (47±8) nm in the Cr–Al–N and Cr–Al–Si–N coatings, (26±6) nm in

the Ti–Al–N and Ti–Al–Si–N coatings and (50±9) nm in the Zr–Al–N

coatings as calculated from the extrapolation of the XRD line broad-

ening to sin θ=0. A TEM micrograph of the clusters is shown in Fig. 4

for the sample Cr0.30Al0.70N. The cluster size obtained from the XRD

line broadening did not change significantly with the Al and Si con-

tents. However, the accuracy of the cluster size determination de-

creased rapidly with increasing Al and Si contents, because the range

of the constant XRD line broadening shifted to smaller diffraction

angles. Thus, only few experimental points could be used for the

extrapolation of the line broadening within the region of the partial

coherence (Fig. 3). The TEM micrograph from Fig. 4 indicates a possi-

ble internal structure of the clusters, which was proven by HRTEM and

quantified by XRD. In this particular sample with the overall chemical

composition Cr0.30Al0.70N, XRD revealed the cluster size of (47±8) nm,

which matches well with the size of the large domains in Fig. 4.

Furthermore, XRD resolved the internal structure of the clusters in this

sample and found out that they consist of partially coherent nano-

crystallites having the size of (6.5±0.3) nm and the mutual

disorientation of (0.75±0.05)°. The presence of individual nanocrys-

tallites gives obviously rise to the occurrence of the diffraction con-

trast within the clusters in Fig. 4. However, it is not completely clear

from the TEM micrograph if the diffraction contrast is caused by the

mutual disorientation of the nanocrystallites or by the local strain

fields within the clusters. Because of the low mutual disorientation of

nanocrystallites, HRTEM cannot recognise the crystallites boundaries

very well (Fig. 5). The existence of nanocrystallites within the clusters

can much better be seen in the HRTEM micrograph of the sample

Fig. 4.Diffraction contrast TEMmicrographof the sampleCr0.30Al0.70Nshowingtheobjects,

which were identified using XRD as nanostructured clusters with the size of (47±8) nm.

Fig. 5. HRTEM micrograph of the sample Cr0.30Al0.70N showing the internal structure of

the nanostructured clusters from Fig. 4. The size and the mutual disorientation of the

nanocrystallites as obtained fromXRDwas (6.5±0.3) nm and (0.75±0.05)°, respectively.

Fig. 6. HRTEM micrograph of the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N. The crystallite size

calculated from the XRD line broadening was (4.5±0.3) nm. The neighbouring

crystallites were non-coherent for XRD.
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Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (Fig. 6). According to the results of XRD, this sample

contains non-coherent nanocrystallites having the size of (4.5±0.3)

nm. This crystallite size agrees well with the size of the nanocrys-

tallites seen by HRTEM. The mutual disorientation of the non-co-

herent nanocrystallites in this sample was sufficiently high in order to

be able to recognise their boundaries using HRTEM—more than 1.45°

as obtained from XRD.

The size of crystallites and their mutual disorientation within the

clusters are plotted in Figs. 7 and 8 as functions of the chemical

composition of the coatings. The crystallite size was calculated from

the constant XRD line broadening, the mutual disorientation of

neighbouring crystallites from the position of the steep increase of the

XRD line broadening using the numerical routine that was described

in Ref. [31]. In all coatings under study, the crystallite size was much

smaller than the cluster size and decreased with increasing Al and Si

contents. In the transition-metal-rich Cr–Al–(Si–)N and Ti–Al–(Si–)N

coatings, the size of crystallites was approximately 4 times smaller

than the cluster size. In the Zr-rich Zr–Al–N coatings, this ratio was

larger than 10. In the Si-free M–Al–N coatings, the fastest decrease of

the crystallite size was observed at the beginning of the phase

decomposition, i.e. below Cr0.54Al0.46N, Ti0.72Al0.28N and Zr0.85Al0.15N.

The mutual disorientation of the neighbouring nanocrystallites in-

creased in all M–Al–N coatings with increasing Al contents. In the Cr–

Al–N coatings, the increase of the crystallite disorientation with

increasing Al contents was faster in the single-phase region than in

the two-phase region. The Ti–Al–N and Zr–Al–N coatings behaved

conversely to the Cr–Al–N coatings: the increase of the disorientation

of neighbouring nanocrystallites was faster in the two-phase region

than in the single-phase region. The addition of Si speeded up the

reduction of the crystallite size both in the Cr–Al–Si–N and Ti–Al–Si–N

coatings. The mutual disorientation of crystallites was affected by the

addition of Si mainly in the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings. In the Cr–Al–Si–N

coatings, a larger disorientation of neighbouring nanocrystallites as

compared to the Cr–Al–N coatings was only observed at the highest Si

contents. In both sample series, Cr–Al–Si–N and Ti–Al–Si–N, the

disorientation of crystallites exceeded the limit for their partial

coherence at the Si concentration of 4 at.%.

3.3. Microstructure defects

Formation of clusters of partially coherent nanocrystallites is an

important process that influences the microstructure development in

the M–Al–(Si–)N nanocomposites. The ratio between the cluster size

and the crystallite size complemented by the disorientation of the

neighbouring crystallites can be used todescribe thedevelopmentof the

fragmentation with increasing Al and Si contents. It follows from the

small disorientation of the neighbouring nanocrystallites, which was

below 2.5° in the most samples under study, that the neighbouring

nanocrystallites are separated by small-angle boundaries. Such a frag-

mentation of the clusters was already observed in the single-phase

samples with the smallest Al (and Si) contents, in which the dis-

orientation of the neighbouring crystallites ranged between 0.50° for

Fig. 7. Crystallite size in the fcc phases of the Cr–Al–N (solid boxes), Cr–Al–Si–N (open

boxes), Ti–Al–N (solid circles), Ti–Al–Si–N (open circles) and Zr–Al–N (solid triangles)

nanocomposites as a function of the transition metal contents. The crystallite sizes for

fcc-(Cr, Al, Si) N were taken from Ref. [18].

Fig. 8. Dependence of the mutual disorientation of partially coherent fcc nanocrys-

tallites on the transition metal contents in the Cr–Al–N (solid boxes), Cr–Al–Si–N (open

boxes), Ti–Al–N (solid circles), Ti–Al–Si–N (open circles) and Zr–Al–N (solid triangles)

nanocomposites. The fcc crystallites in the coatings with the overall chemical

compositions Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N and Ti0.38Al0.54Si0.08N were non-coherent for X-ray

diffraction; thus their mutual disorientations could only be estimated to exceed 1.45°

and 2.1°, respectively. The disorientations of fcc nanocrystallites in the Cr–Al–Si–N

coatings were taken from Ref. [18].

Fig. 9. An example of the dislocation structure as seen by the diffraction contrast in TEM.

Some dislocations are labelled by arrows.
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Cr0.92Al0.08N and 0.75° for Zr0.96Al0.04N. The addition of Si into the

transition-metal-richest samples had a negligible effect both on the

crystallite size (Fig. 7) and on the crystallite disorientation (Fig. 8).

Therefore, neither the phase decomposition nor the segregation of Si

from the host structure of the fcc-(M, Al, Si) N is responsible for the

primary fragmentation of the clusters into the nanocrystallites. TEM

micrographs of the transition-metal-richest samples revealed disloca-

tion networks that are illustrated on the example of the sample

Cr0.92Al0.08N in Fig. 9. Thedistances between thedislocationswere about

20 nm. A detailed analysis of the dislocations has shown that they

behave like screw dislocations with the Burgers vector
Y
b ¼ 1

2 ah110i

[18]. According to Frank [38], the dislocationswith the Burgers vector
Y
b

and with the distance L causes the local lattice rotation of:

a ¼ 2 arcsin jYbj=2L
� �

ð3Þ

For the sample Cr0.92Al0.08Nwith the (stress-free) lattice parameter

of 0.41429 nm and with the distances between screw dislocations of

approximately 20 nm, the local lattice rotation calculated according to

Eq. (3) is roughly 0.8°. This value is slightly higher than the dis-

orientation of nanocrystallites that was obtained from the XRD line

broadening (Fig. 8). This disagreement can have two reasons. First, no

“calibration” was used for the analysis of the nanocrystallite dis-

orientations from the XRD line broadening. Certainly, the analysis of

the XRD line broadening can reliably be used for a relative analysis of

the disorientation of nanocrystallites, but its absolute accuracy was

not sufficiently proven yet. The second reason could be related to the

different capabilities of XRD and TEM. Using TEM, the local lattice

rotation was calculated for two adjacent crystallites separated by

screw dislocations, whereas the mean value of the crystallite dis-

orientation obtained from XRD was averaged over all neighbouring

nanocrystallites within the coherence length of X-rays, which is

approximately 1 µm. For a “zig-zag” mutual rotation of the nano-

crystallites, XRD would see smaller mean crystallite disorientations of

more distant neighbours than it would correspond to the disorienta-

tion of the next neighbours.

Assuming that the clusters in the transition-metal-richest coatings

are split into nanocrystallites by dislocations, the distances between the

dislocation and the respective lattice rotations as calculated using Eq. (3)

should have a relationship to the crystallite size and to the disorientation

of crystallites as obtained from the XRD line broadening. This is true for

the coatings with the overall chemical composition Cr0.92Al0.08N and

Ti0.96Al0.04N.The size of crystallites inTi0.96Al0.04N(7.6nm)wasabout 1.4

times smaller than the size of crystallites in Cr0.92Al0.08N (11 nm). The

distances between dislocations calculated from the crystallite disor-

ientations of 0.50° for Cr0.92Al0.08N and 0.65° for Ti0.96Al0.04N, i.e. 34 nm

and 26nm,were nearly in the same ratio (1.3). The coatings containing a

very small amount of Si, Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N and Ti0.96Al0.04Si0.00N behave

similarly. The distance between dislocations in the sample Zr0.96Al0.04N

should be 15 nm as expected for the crystallite size of 4.8 nm and the

same relative decrease of the crystallite size and the distance between

dislocations. However, the distance between dislocations calculated

from the disorientation of nanocrystallites of 0.75° was 24 nm. This

means that the disorientation of the neighbouring nanocrystallitesmust

be much larger than the disorientation obtained from the XRD line

broadening, in order to arrive at the smaller expected distance between

dislocations. This phenomenon could be explained by pronounced “zig-

zag” disorientation of nanocrystallites or it could be related to the bad

“calibration” of the XRDanalysis of the nanocrystallite disorientations as

discussed above.

4. Discussion

As based on the above results, the following model of the

microstructure formation in Cr–Al–(Si–)N, Ti–Al–(Si–)N and Zr–Al–N

nanocomposite coatings deposited using cathodic arc evaporation can

be suggested. During the cathodic arc evaporation, the coatings were

built up from clusters of the respective fcc phase, which had the size of

several tens of nanometers. The size of the clusters was different in the

coatings containing Cr, Ti and Zr, but for the particular transitionmetal

it did not change with the addition of Al and Si within the expe-

rimental accuracy of the XRD line profile analysis. The clusters

consisted of fcc nanocrystallites that had very small mutual disor-

ientations and that were partially coherent for XRD in the most cases.

In the transition-metal-richest coatings, the fcc nanocrystallites were

separated by features that seemed like dislocations for TEM.

Increasing Al contents in the coatings caused a (further) reduction

of the size of the fcc nanocrystallites and an increase of their mutual

disorientation. A more pronounced increase of the crystallite dis-

orientations was observed after w-AlN appeared in the coatings that

can be explained by a larger latticemisfit between fcc-(M, Al) N andw-

AlN with increasing volume of the w-AlN crystallites. The appearance

and increase of the size of the w-AlN nanocrystallites accelerated the

reduction of the size of fcc crystallites. Although the mutual dis-

orientation of fcc crystallites increased with increasing Al contents, it

was below 2.5° in all M–Al–N coatings that contained fcc-(M, Al) N as

the dominant phase. This small disorientation of crystallites implies

that w-AlN forms during the segregation of Al from fcc-(M, Al) N and

that the strong local preferred orientation of fcc crystallites is still

transferred through the hexagonal phase. The latter was observed in

the Ti–Al–N coatings [6], where the following correlation of the

crystallographic directions in fcc-(Ti, Al) N and w-AlN was found:

〈110〉fcc || 〈110〉w and [001]fcc || [110]w. Furthermore, the transfer of the

preferred orientation of crystallites during the deposition process was

confirmed by the presence of a pronounced three-dimensional

macroscopic texture in the Cr–Al–(Si–)N [17] and Ti–Al–(Si–)N [16]

coatings. The maximum hardness was observed in the dual-phase (M,

Al) N coatings, in which the internal lattice strain developed at the

interfaces between fcc-(Ti, Al) N and w-AlN. The increase of the

hardness of the Ti–Al–N coatings due to the segregation of AlN was

also reported in [20]. Formerly, a clear correlation between the hard-

ness and the residual stresses was shown for the dual-phase CrN–

Cr2N, TiN–TiB2 and TiC–TiB2 nanocomposites in [5].

The addition of Si in the Cr–Al–Si–N and Ti–Al–Si–N coatings

speeded up the reduction of the size of the fcc crystallites. In the Ti–Al–

Si–N coatings, the addition of Si led additionally to a larger disorienta-

tion of fcc crystallites in comparison with the Ti–Al–N coatings. In the

Cr–Al–Si–N coatings, a rapid increase of the disorientation of fcc crys-

tallites was first observed at the Si contents exceeding 2.5 at.%. At the Si

contents higher than approximately 4 at.%, the mutual disorientation of

fcc crystallites exceeded the limit of their partial coherence for X-rays

both in the Cr–Al–Si–N and in the Ti–Al–Si–N coatings. Because of the

observed gradual decrease of the size of the fcc crystallites (Fig. 7) that

was accompanied by the gradual increase of their mutual disorientation

(Fig. 8), we can assume that the superfluous elements (Al and Si)

segregate at the existingmicrostructure defects, i.e. at the boundaries of

the partially coherent fcc nanocrystallites, which are defined by dis-

location networks. The segregation of the superfluous elements at the

crystallite or grain boundaries in the ternary nitride thin films was

described in [39] and [40]. The effect of Si on the increase of the defect

density in arc evaporated Ti1−xSixN coatings was reported in [41].

The segregation of Al and Si at the dislocation networks is followed

by the growth of “bulky”w-AlN and amorphous SixNy at higher Al and

Si concentrations. The segregation of Al from the host structure of fcc-

(M, Al) N and the growth of w-AlN were directly confirmed by the

analysis of the stress-free lattice parameters and by the XRD phase

analysis, respectively. Additional information about the growth of w-

AlN and a-SixNy at the present microstructure defects was obtained

from the XRD analysis of the mutual disorientation of fcc crystallites.

The very small mutual disorientation of neighbouring fcc nanocrys-

tallites in the transition-metal-rich samples confirmed that the

nanocrystallites are partially coherent and that they originate from
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the same cluster. The strong local preferred orientation of fcc nano-

crystallites in M–Al–N coatings containing w-AlN as a second phase

supports the theory that w-AlN forms during the deposition process

as a consequence of the segregation of elements or as a consequence

of the spinodal decomposition of M–Al–N as suggested in [11,15,42–

45]. On the other hand, the transfer of the local preferred orientation

between fcc crystallites throughw-AlN is supported by the orientation

relationship between the fcc phases and w-AlN and by similar in-

terplanar spacings of certain lattice plains in both compounds. Con-

sequently, the mutual disorientation of fcc crystallites is larger for a

larger lattice parameter of the respective fcc-(M, Al) N phase that

causes a larger lattice misfit between fcc-(M, Al) N and w-AlN. The

different mutual disorientations of fcc crystallites in the Cr–Al–N, Ti–

Al–N and Zr–Al–N coatings were illustrated in Fig. 8. Small amount of

Si influences the microstructure of the Cr–Al–Si–N and the Ti–Al–Si–N

coatings differently. The decrease of the crystallite size and the in-

crease of the mutual disorientation of the partially coherent nano-

crystallites are faster with increasing Si contents in the Ti–Al–Si–N

coatings than in the Cr–Al–Si–N coatings. At higher Si contents, both

systems behave similarly.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the following phenomena were investigated and

related to the formation of structure defects and other microstructure

features in cathodic arc evaporated Cr–Al–(Si–)N, Ti–Al–(Si–)N and

Zr–Al–N coatings: the fragmentation of clusters during the deposition

process into partially coherent nanocrystallites, the formation of dis-

location networks, the segregation of Al and Si at the crystallites

boundaries and at dislocation networks, and the growth of w-AlN and

a-SixNy. It was found that the cluster size depends on the transition

metal species, but it does not change substantially with increasing Al

and Si contents for the same transitionmetal. On the contrary, the size

of the nanocrystallites decreases and the defect density increases with

increasing Al and Si contents. Themicrostructure features under study

were correlated with the hardness of the coatings. The fragmentation

of clusters into nanocrystallites and the formation of dislocation

networks were considered as reasons for increasing hardness of the

coatings at the lowest concentrations of Al and Si. The hardness of the

coatings increased with increasing density of microstructure defects

andwith decreasing size of nanocrystallites, whichwere caused by the

segregation of Al and Si from the host structure of the transition

metals at higher Al and Si contents. The maximum hardness was

observed for the coatings, which contained two crystalline phases, fcc-

(M, Al, Si) N and w-AlN, in similar volume ratios.
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Abstract. This contribution compares and discusses three different approaches commonly 
used for determination of the residual stresses from X-ray diffraction data – the sin2ψ, f(ψ) 
and the Direct Solution method. For the calculation of the X-ray elastic constants (XECs), 
three grain interaction models were compared – Reuss, Voigt and Neerfeld-Hill. The best 
reliability of the results was achieved using the f(ψ) method because of its highest statistical 
relevance. The elastic grain interaction of the thin films was most accurately described by the 
Reuss model. 

Introduction 

Thin polycrystalline films play a very important role in many technical applications. In par-
ticular, TiN thin films are extensively used as coatings for drills and cutting tools because of 
their ultra-high hardness and high corrosion and wear resistance. Crucial parameters influ-
encing strongly the mechanical properties of the thin films are the residual stress and the 
degree of the mechanical anisotropy, which is caused by the anisotropy of the elastic con-
stants and related to the interaction between neighbouring crystallites. In this study, we in-
vestigated the microstructure of CVD thin TiN films on sintered tungsten carbides in terms 
of the stress-free lattice parameters, residual stresses and mechanical interaction between 
neighbouring crystallites (i.e. elastic grain interaction). A precise knowledge of the stress-
free lattice parameter, together with the information on the overall chemical composition, 
specifies whether foreign atoms are accommodated in the host crystal structure or not. Three 
approaches were used for data analysis: the sin²ψ method [1], the f(ψ) method [2] (a modifi-
cation of this method is known as the crystallite group method [3]) and the Direct Solution 
method [4]. 
 

Experimental details 
Thin films of titanium nitride were deposited using CVD on cemented carbide substrates at 
approximately 900°C. Two samples are discussed in this study, which were deposited on 
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substrates with slightly different Co and (Ta, Nb) C contents in the tungsten carbide. Thick-
ness of the thin films was roughly 4 µm. The substrate material was mechanically pre-
cleaned and chemically cleaned before deposition. 
The X-ray diffraction measurements were performed with CuKα radiation on a Seifert PTS 
3000 diffractometer equipped with an Eulerian cradle (ψ - diffractometer). Such diffractome-
ter allows the sample to be tilted about the angle ψ from the coplanar geometry. This setup 
requires an X-ray tube with a point focus. Because of a rapid decrease of the diffracted inten-
sity with increasing diffraction angle 2θ (due to the small thickness and high surface rough-
ness of the thin films), only first few reflections were recorded. The step size was 0.05° in 
2θ, the counting time 40 s per step. Specimens were tilt between -25° and 25° from the 
symmetrical position; the increments of the tilting angle were chosen to obtain equidistant 
steps in sin2ψ. For higher ψ, diffracted intensity was too low (due to the collimation of the 
primary beam, small thickness and high surface roughness of the thin films) to get useful 
diffraction data. For each sample, pole figures were measured to get information on the pre-
ferred orientation of crystallites. 
For an accurate calculation of the residual stress, the lattice strain has to be measured with 
the relative accuracy of 10-4 or better. Therefore, the effect of the instrumental aberrations on 
the peak positions must be corrected. For the ψ-diffractometer, the main sources of the in-
strumental aberrations are the shift of the zero position of the diffractometer and the sample 
displacement like for conventional diffractometers, and the shift of the incident beam from 
the ψ axis (irradiated area is displaced from the ψ axis). For all aberrations mentioned above, 
particular analytical expressions exist. However, the combination of these errors results in 
too many instrumental parameters, which cannot be refined together with the parameters of 
the microstructure model (see below). For this reason, the instrumental aberrations were 
determined using silicon standard. To keep the position of the sample possibly unchanged, 
the samples were measured once without standard and once with the silicon powder brought 
on the sample surface. Each calibration measurement was done in the same 2θ and ψ range 
as investigated samples were measured. The shift of the diffraction lines of silicon was de-
scribed by a general quadratic function: 
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The coefficients of the correction function, bi, were refined using the least-squares method.  

Residual stress analysis using X-ray diffraction  

The analysis of the residual stresses using the X-ray diffraction methods is based on the 
measurement of the interplanar spacing in different macroscopic directions. This yields in-
formation on the elastic lattice deformation that must be recalculated into the residual stress 
using suitable diffraction elastic constants. Assuming a rotationally symmetrical biaxial state 
of the residual stress (quasi-isotropic specimen, no shear stress), which is usually satisfied in 
the case of thin films, the dependence of the elastic lattice deformation εψ

hkl on the inclina-
tion from the perpendicular direction ψ can be expressed in the form of the so-called sin2ψ 
formula [1]: 
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In (2), the symbols hkl are the Miller indices of the crystallographic planes. si
hkl are the X-ray 

elastic constants (XECs) that are, in general, dependent on the crystallographic direction. 
In our study, the XECs were calculated from the single-crystalline elastic constants [5] using 
alternatively Voigt [6], Reuss [7] and Neerfeld-Hill [8, 9] models. The Voigt model supposes 
the same strain tensor in all crystallites independent of their orientation. The Reuss model 
assumes the same stress tensor in all crystallites. In a material composed from elastically 
anisotropic crystallites, the lattice strain within the Reuss model depends consequently on the 
crystallographic direction. The Neerfeld-Hill model [8, 9] yields the XECs as an average of 
the elastic constants obtained from the Voigt and Reuss models. 

Experimental results 

1) The sin
2

 method 

An example of the dependence of the lattice parameters aψ
hkl on sin2ψ is shown in figure 1. 

aψ
hkl were calculated from the corrected line positions using the Bragg equation and the rela-

tionship between the d-spacing and the lattice parameter. The mechanical anisotropy of the 
thin film is apparent from different offsets and different slopes of the aψ

hkl vs. sin²ψ plots for 
different crystallographic planes. The residual stress σ|| can be calculated from (2), if the 
XECs are known for the respective crystallographic direction {hkl}. The stress-free lattice 
parameter, a0, is obtained from the aψ

hkl vs. sin²ψ plot at sin²ψ0 = – 4 s1
hkl / s2

hkl. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2) The f( ) method 

The f(ψ) method involves the XECs directly into the construction of the dependence of the 
measured lattice parameters on the macroscopic direction. The lattice parameters are plotted 
as a function of f(ψ) = 2s1

hkl + ½ s2
hkl sin²ψ. All crystallographic directions are taken into 

account during the calculation of the residual stress and the stress-free lattice parameter, 
which improves the reliability of results. Still, an appropriate grain interaction model must be 
used for calculation of the XECs. The residual stress is calculated from the slope of the aψ

hkl 
vs. f(ψ) plot; the stress-free lattice parameter is to be found at f(ψ) = 0. An example illustrat-
ing the effect of the mechanical anisotropy is shown in figure 2. The Voigt model is appar-
ently not suitable for fitting the experimental data as it cannot explain the observed anisot-
ropy of the lattice deformation (the dependence of the lattice deformation on the crystallo-
graphic direction). 

Figure 1. The sin2ψ  plot for reflections hkl measured in the sample B. 
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3) Direct Solution method 

The last method in this comparison uses mechanical (averaged) elastic constants si
mech for the 

calculation of the dependence of the elastic lattice deformation on the macroscopic direction 
ψ (for detailed description of the method, see [4]): 
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The mechanical elastic constants can easily be calculated from the Young’s modulus E and 
from the Poisson ratio ν: s1

mech = – ν / E, ½ s2
mech = (1+ν)/E. To be able to compare the 

different grain interaction models, s1
mech and s2

mech were calculated from the XECs, see [4]. 
Γ(hkl) = (h²k²+h²l²+k²l²) / (h²+k²+l²)² is the well-known cubic orientation factor. K2 is a 
parameter that quantifies the effect of the anisotropy of the single-crystalline elastic con-
stants on the crystallographic anisotropy of the observed lattice strain in a polycrystalline 
sample. It can either be calculated from the respective grain interaction model or refined by 
using the least-squares method [4]. A combination of both approaches was applied in our 
work. K2 was taken from [4] and fixed in the first step of the refinement; only a0, and σ|| 
were refined. In the second step of the fitting procedure, the parameter K2 was refined addi-
tionally. The effect of the starting grain interaction model on the refined data is illustrated in 
figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 summarises the residual stresses and the stress-free lattice parameters for the samples 
A and B as obtained using the sin2ψ and f(ψ) methods. Table 2 summarises the residual 

Figure 2. The aψ
hkl vs. f(ψ) plot for Voigt and Reuss crystallite interaction models. Data were 

taken on the sample A. 

Figure 3. Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) data for measured reflections and Reuss and 
Neerfeld-Hill (N-H) interaction models using Direct Solution method. The data were taken for the 
sample B. 
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stresses, stress-free lattice parameters and the degree of anisotropy of the lattice deformation 
for both samples as calculated using the Direct Solution method. 

Table 1. Residual stress and stress-free lattice parameter for both samples obtained using the sin2ψ 
and f(ψ) methods. Standard deviations in estimation of individual stress free lattice parameter are of 
order of 10-4-10-3 Å, those for residual stresses of 0.1 GPa. 

Table 2. Residual stress, stress-free lattice parameter and the degree of the mechanical anisotropy 
for both samples obtained using the Direct Solution method. 

sample A B 

model K2 [TPa-1] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] K2 [TPa-1] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] 

Reuss -0.76(8) 4.2487(6) 0.97(6) -0.79(9) 4.2472(4) 0.96(7) 

Voigt 0 4.2483(11) 0.91(13) 0 4.2463(12) 0.85(15) 

N-H -0.48(11) 4.2497(9) 0.95(9) -0.51(10) 4.2470(8) 0.92(11) 

The microstructure parameters obtained from the sin2ψ-method (a0 and σ) vary for individ-
ual reflections. The amount of this variation (e.s.d. in table 1) indicates the suitability or 
unsuitability of the respective grain interaction model. Although the same XECs were used 
for the sin²ψ and the f(ψ) methods, the arithmetic means of the residual stresses and the 
stress-free lattice parameters obtained from the sin²ψ method (<hkl> in table 1) were not 
identical with the parameters obtained from the f(ψ) method. The reason is different averag-
ing of the refined parameters in both approaches. The microstructure parameters calculated 
using the direct solution method match with those obtained from the f(ψ) method within the 
experimental accuracy. This is consistent with the result that the starting K2-value was only 
insignificantly changed during the refinement. 
It is evident that the linear fits in figures 2 and 3 do not approximate the experimental data 
exactly. The departure of the experimental data from the solid lines correlates with the varia-
tion of the microstructure parameters calculated for different crystallographic directions from 
the sin²ψ method. The differences between the experimental data and the linear fit shows 
furthermore that none of the grain interaction models can doubtless be applied to the thin 
films under study. The reasons could be a different interaction between crystallites in sam-
ples with tensile (our samples) and compressive residual stresses [4] and/or different origin 
of the residual stress. In our samples, the residual stress results from a combination of the 

sample A B 

model Reuss Voigt N-H Reuss Voigt N-H 

 σ [GPa] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] a0 [Å] σ [GPa] a0 [Å] 

sin2ψ 

200 0.96 4.2487 0.71 4.2491 0.98 4.2489 1.06 4.2478 0.87 4.2477 0.96 4.2480 

220 0.79 4.2480 0.86 4.2478 0.84 4.2479 1.09 4.2470 1.12 4.2468 1.13 4.2479 

311 0.77 4.2475 0.75 4.2475 0.76 4.2475 1.16 4.2473 1.21 4.2470 1.35 4.2477 

222 0.95 4.2463 1.00 4.2458 1.02 4.2461 0.99 4.2460 0.96 4.2453 0.88 4.2460 

<hkl> 0.87 4.2476 0.83 4.2475 0.90 4.2476 1.08 4.2470 1.04 4.2467 1.08 4.2474 

e.s.d. 0.10 0.0009 0.13 0.0014 0.12 0.0012 0.07 0.0008 0.15 0.0010 0.21 0.0009 

f(ψ) 

 1.01 4.2486 0.94 4.2484 0.95 4.2498 1.00 4.2470 0.92 4.2458 0.97 4.2470 
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different thermal expansion of the substrate and the thin film with the diffusion of carbon 
into the thin films during the CVD deposition process. The penetration of carbon into the 
thin films was indicated by the observed increase of the stress-free lattice parameters com-
paring with the intrinsic value of 4.2418 Å [10], and confirmed by wavelength-dispersive X-
ray analysis (WDX). The presence of tensile residual stress of (1.0 ± 0.1) GPa in our samples 
can cause a development of local cracks or voids in the thin films, which can modify the 
interaction between adjacent crystallites and change the observed anisotropy of the lattice 
parameters with respect to the applied grain interaction model. 

Summary 

In the CVD TiN thin films deposited on cemented carbides, a strong anisotropy of the meas-
ured lattice parameters – dependence of the lattice parameter on the crystallographic direc-
tion – was observed. The difference between the lattice parameters measured on the lattice 
planes {h00} and the stress-free lattice parameter is significantly smaller than the departure 
of the lattice parameters obtained from the interplanar spacing of the lattice planes {hhh} 
from the stress-free lattice parameter. Such anisotropy is related to the {111} easy deforma-
tion direction as known for TiN and similar compounds [11,12]. Tensile residual stress of 
(1.0 ± 0.1) GPa was found in both samples. To compare the three approaches discussed 
above, we can summarise that we achieved the best reliability of the microstructure parame-
ters using the grain interaction model, which yields anisotropic lattice strain in a polycrystal-
line sample, in conjunction with a method of the residual stress calculation, which uses 
whole set of measured data. For our samples, the most reliable results were obtained using 
the Reuss model and f(ψ) or the Direct Solution methods. 
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ABSTRACT 

Partial coherence of crystallites is often observed in 
supra-hard nanocomposites having a strong texture as 
an effect causing the diffraction line “narrowing”. The 
degree of the partial coherence depends on the crystal-
lite size, on the local preferred orientation of crystal-
lites and on the size of the diffraction vector. Conse-
quently, the microstructure parameters influencing the 
partial coherence of crystallites can be determined from 
the dependence of the diffraction line broadening on 
the size of the diffraction vector. In some thermody-
namically unstable systems, like in Ti-Al-Si-N and Cr-
Al-Si-N thin films, the strongly correlated orientation 
of adjacent crystallites that is a necessary condition for 
their partial coherence can be understood as an indica-
tor of the spinodal decomposition. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nanocrystalline materials are employed in many indus-
trial applications, e.g. in materials for catalytic con-
verters, in production of self cleaning surfaces, in mag-
netic nanostructures or in supra-hard nanocomposites. 
Nano-sized structures combine advantages of excellent 
chemical and physical properties that are tailored by 
modification of the material’s microstructure. For these 
reasons, the microstructure analysis on nanocrystalline 
materials and nanocomposites is a very important issue 
for materials science. Obligatory methods for the mi-
crostructure analysis on nano-sized structures are the 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and the high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTEM). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) offers still 
some benefits, the non-destructivity, a fast and easy 
sample preparation, and excellent statistics being few 
of them. Thus, XRD is still regarded as a very impor-
tant experimental method for the microstructure analy-
sis on nanocrystalline materials and nanocomposites [1 
– 9]. 

X-RAY SCATTERING ON NANOCRYSTALS 

Within the kinematical diffraction theory, the diffract-
ing volume of a material under study is assumed to 
consist of individual coherently diffracting domains 
called crystallites. The X-ray scattering on atomic 
structures is usually described by the amplitude of the 
scattered wave, E, which is equal to the Fourier trans-
formation (FT) of the electron density  !r
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where q
 

 is the diffraction vector and r
 

 the positions 

of the scattering centres. Electron density of an infinite 
crystal can be described as a convolution of the elec-

tron density of the unit cell  !r
 

cell"  with the lattice 

function  !rL
 

, see, e.g. [10]: 
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In Eq. (3), ,  means the Dirac delta function, n1, n2 and 
n3 are integers. Analogously, the electron density of an 
individual crystallite  !r

 
Xtal"  can be described by con-

volution the electron density of the unit cell  !r
 

cell"  

with the lattice function  rL !  multiplied by a shape 

function  !r
 

- : 
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 !r
 

-  is equal to unity within the crystallite and zero 

outside. The amplitude of the wave scattered by the 
crystallite is then given by the Fourier transformation 
of the electron density  r ! Xtal" : 
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The last term in Eq. (5), , describes the shape 

of three-dimensionally periodic reciprocal lattice points 
that are broadened due to the finite crystallite size. The 
Fourier transformation of the electron density of a unit 
cell is equal to the structure factor, which in the first 
approximation can be treated as a constant within the 
size of individual reciprocal lattice points: 

-FT

 !# $  !! !  
hkr &cellFT FqF 0"               (6) 

Within one reciprocal lattice point, the amplitude of the 
wave scattered by a finite crystallite is consequently 
given by a product of the structure factor of the unit 
cell and the Fourier transformation of the shape factor: 
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The intensity scattered by the diffracting volume of 
material is proportional to the modulus of the sum of 
the amplitudes of waves scattered by individual crystal-
lites (domains): 
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Asterisk in Eq. (8) denotes the complex conjugate. The 
summation is performed over all crystallites within the 
irradiated volume of the sample. The product of the 
sums in Eq. (8) can easily be rewritten into the follow-
ing form, which is more suitable for explaining the co-
herence phenomena in nanocrystalline materials: 
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   (9) 

The first term in Eq. (9) describes the scattering of X-
rays on identical domains, i.e. the interference of waves 
scattered by the same crystallites. The second term de-
scribes the interference of waves scattered by different 
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crystallites; the distance of the crystallites is hidden in 
the index m. Within the kinematical diffraction theory, 
different crystallites are assumed to be mutually non-
coherent, thus the second term is neglected. This is va-
lid only if 

 !# $  !# $ 0FTFT * &-''-' mhknhk FF !!        (10) 

for n, m = 1, …, N and n 3 m, i.e. if the broadened re-
ciprocal lattice points (from different crystallites) do 
not overlap each other. 

 
Fig. 1. Effect of the mutual disorientation of crystallites 
on the rotation of their reciprocal lattices. The overlap 
of the reciprocal lattice points from different crystal-
lites decreases with their increasing distance from the 
origin of the reciprocal lattice. 
 
A possible overlap of the reciprocal lattice points can 
be elucidated on the scheme shown in Fig. 1. Mutual 
rotation of crystallites causes opposing rotation of their 
reciprocal lattices around the origin of the reciprocal 
space. For small disorientations of nanocrystallites, i.e. 
crystallites having extremely broad reciprocal lattice 
points, some reciprocal lattice points do overlap par-
tially (Fig. 1). This overlap can be understood as partial 
coherence of the crystallites. For two partially coherent 
crystallites, the intensity is given by the modulus of the 
sum of amplitudes of the waves scattered by individual 
crystallites, see Eq. (9): 

 ! 2
21221

2
1

2
21 Re2 EEEEEEI 242&21 (    (11) 

Mutual shift of crystallites modifies the phase 5 of the 
amplitudes scattered by the respective crystallites, 

 !  222111 expandexp 55 iEEiEE && ! ,      (12) 

which takes effect on the “mixed” middle term in Eq. 
(11). Using Eq. (12), equation (11) can be rewritten 
into the following form: 

 ! 121121
2

2
2

1 cos2 4+221 55EEEEI       (13) 

The phase difference  !21 55 +  is given by the scalar 

product of q
 

 and R
 

, where R
 

 is the distance between 

the two crystallites involved in the scattering process. 
The parameter 412 occurring in equations (11) and (13) 
characterises the degree of coherence of the radiation 
[11], which is related to the coherence length of the ra-
diation in the longitudinal direction [12] that can be 
calculated from the Heisenberg uncertainty relation: 

6
6
7

&8
2

2
                              (14) 

The coherence length of the CuK91 radiation emitted 
by a sealed X-ray tube (6 = 1.54056 Å, 76 = 3.615 : 
10-4 Å) is approximately 0.33 µm, which is sufficient to 
accommodate up to a hundred of neighbouring 
nanocrystallites within the coherence length. 
 Another parameter influencing the degree of 
the coherence of adjacent crystallites is the product of 
|E1| and |E2| in Eq. (13). As discussed above, this prod-
uct is non-zero only if the reciprocal lattice points from 
these crystallites are overlapping each other. Figures 2, 
3 and 4 illustrate the effect of the overlap of the recip-
rocal lattice points on the shape of the two-dimensional 
intensity maxima in form of the 7qx/7qz-scans. xq7  is 

proportional to the crystallite’s disorientation; zq7  de-

notes the distance from the diffraction maximum. In 
the microstructure model used for simulation of the 
partial coherence phenomena that are shown in Figures 
2 – 4, spherical crystallites were displaced along the z 
direction. Their displacement was equal to their size, 
which means that the crystallites were assumed to be in 
direct contact. For spherical crystallites, the Fourier 
transform of the shape factor is given by the equation: 
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where R is the radius of the sphere and 

B
6
A

sin
4

&q
 

                          (16) 

the size of the diffraction vector. In a polycrystalline 
material consisting of pairs of partially coherent crys-
tallites, the reciprocal lattice points shown in Figures 2 
– 4 are distributed along a sphere, for which 

const&q
 

. This distribution corresponds to different 

orientations of the pairs of partially coherent crystal-
lites. Regarding the resolution of a diffractometer in the 
qx direction, the registered intensity is, in fact, inte-
grated over a broad qx range: 

 !% CD
E

FG
H '220 xdqRqEEEEI

  
cos2 21

2
2

2
1     (17) 

and depends consequently only on qz. 
According to Eq. (7), the amplitudes E1 and E2 are 
given by the Fourier transformations of the shape fac-
tors of the disoriented crystallites that follow, for 
spherical crystallites with the radius R, from Eq. (15). 
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional intensity distribution as calcu-
lated using Eqs. (7), (13) and (15) for fully coherent 
crystallites having the size of 30 Å. The reciprocal lat-
tice points were completely overlapping each other. 
 
Consequently, the radial intensity distribution, i.e. the 
dependence of the intensity on qz, depends strongly on 
the degree of the partial coherence of crystallites, 
which is hidden in the coherence term of Eq. (17). The 
change of the line broadening and the change of the 
line shape are illustrated in Fig. 5. For non-coherent 
crystallites (Fig. 4), the scattered intensity corresponds 
to the sum of the intensities scattered by individual 
crystallites. Thus, the line width and the line shape re-
main the same as for individual crystallites, like in the 
classical kinematical diffraction theory. For fully co-
herent crystallites replaced in the z direction, the scat-
tered intensity (Fig. 2) is modulated additionally by the 
cosine term from Eq. (17) in the qz direction, which 
causes an obvious decrease of the line broadening in 
this direction (Fig. 5). For partially coherent crystallites 
(Fig. 3), the line broadening along  lies between the 

line broadening from fully coherent and non-coherent 
crystallites. Moreover, the diffraction lines from par-
tially coherent crystallites become Cauchy-like in 
shape due to their long tails in the qz direction, see Fig. 
3. 

zq

DIFFRACTION LINE BROADENING 

In [6], we have shown that the diffraction line broaden-
ing from partially coherent crystallites can be divided 

into three regions that are shown in Fig. 6. For 
0sin IB , the diffraction line broadening is given by 

the maximum size of domains, which consist of several 
partially coherent crystallites. At medium diffraction 
angles, the diffraction line broadening steeply increases 
with increasing diffraction angle as the degree of the 
partial coherence (as well as the overlap of the recipro-
cal lattice points, see Fig. 1) decreases in this range. 

 
Fig. 3. Two-dimensional intensity distribution as calcu-
lated using Eqs. (7), (13), (15) for partially coherent 
crystallites having the size of 30 Å. The distance of the 
reciprocal lattice points was 0.09 Å-1 along qx. 

 
Fig. 4. Two-dimensional intensity distribution as calcu-
lated using Eqs. (7), (13), (15) for non-coherent crys-
tallites having the size of 30 Å. The distance of the re-
ciprocal lattice points was 0.15 Å-1 along qx. 
 
At the largest diffraction angles, the reciprocal lattice 
points do not overlap, which means that the coherence 
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of neighbouring crystallites disappears completely. In 
this angular range, the diffraction line broadening re-
mains constant, being approximately equal to the recip-
rocal size of individual (non-coherent) crystallites. 
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Fig. 5. Diffraction profiles calculated using equations 
(17), (18) and (19) for incoherent, partially coherent 
and fully coherent crystallites (from the top to the bot-
tom). The displacement of the reciprocal lattice points 
is the same like in Figures 4, 3 and 2, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Diffraction line broadening as calculated ac-
cording to Ref. [6] for partially coherent crystallites 
with the size of 80 Å and with the disorientation of 0.8°, 
1.2° and 2.3°. Small oscillations in the range of the in-

creasing line broadening are due to the numerical er-
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Fig. 7. Diffraction line broadening as calculated ac-
cording to equations (17), (18) and (19) for partially 
coherent crystallites with the size of 50 Å and with the 
disorientation of 1.0° (triangles), 1.5° (circles) and 
2.5° (boxes). 
 
An analogous dependence of the diffraction line broad-
ening on the diffraction angle can also be derived using 
the approach described in the previous Section. The 
line broadening shown in Fig. 7 was obtained from fit-
ting the diffraction profiles calculated using equations 
(17), (18) and (19) by the Pearson VII function. Some 
examples of the line profile fitting are shown in Fig. 5. 
In both approaches discussed above, the minimum and 
the maximum diffraction line broadening correspond to 
the size of clusters of partially coherent crystallites and 
to the size of non-coherent crystallites, respectively. 
The main difference between these approaches is the 
steepness of the increase of the diffraction line broad-
ening with increasing diffraction angle. The micro-
structural model described in [6] assumes a continuous 
distribution of the disorientations of neighbouring crys-
tallites between zero and a maximum disorientation, 
which increases the degree of the coherence in the 
middle range of the diffraction angles and shifts the 
steep increase of the diffraction line broadening to lar-
ger diffraction angles. Consequently, the higher degree 
of the partial coherence of crystallites in the middle 
range of the diffraction angles causes a steeper increase 
of the diffraction line broadening at larger diffraction 
angles. The other microstructural model, which was 
used for the approach described in the previous Sec-
tion, assumes a constant disorientation of neighbouring 
crystallites in the clusters of partially coherent crystal-
lites, which leads to a gradual decay of the partial co-
herence of crystallites that is demonstrated by a slower 
increase of the diffraction line broadening with increas-
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ing diffraction angle. These two approaches character-
ise approximately the limit cases of the scattering on 
partially coherent crystallites. 

EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES 

For the first time, the coherence of nanocrystalline do-
mains was observed in the Ti-Al-N [6, 9] and Ti-Al-Si-
N [9] nanocomposites, for which the spinodal decom-
position was reported [13 – 16]. Recently, we observed 
the partial coherence of nanocrystallites in the Cr-Al-
Si-N nanocomposites [17]. The relationship between 
the spinodal decomposition and the partial coherence 
of crystallites was discussed in [9] on the example of 
the Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N systems. A requirement for 
the partial coherence of nanocrystallites is their small 
disorientation (see Figures 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7). The maxi-
mum amount of the disorientation of coherent nano-
crystallites depends both on their size and on the mini-
mum distance of the reciprocal lattice points from the 
origin of the reciprocal space, i.e. on the lattice pa-
rameter and the lattice type, but it typically does not 
exceed 3°. Ti-Al-N and Ti-Al-Si-N nanocomposites 
contain fcc-(Ti, Al) N phase with the NaCl structure 
and hexagonal AlN phase with the wurtzitic structure. 
As we have shown in [9], a very strong local preferred 
orientation of crystallites can be transferred between 
cubic crystallites through the hexagonal phase as some 
interplanar distances are similar in these particular 
crystal structures. 
 Two examples illustrating the partial coher-
ence of nanocrystallites in the Cr-Al-Si-N nanocompo-
sites having the chemical compositions 
Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N and Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N are shown in 
Fig. 8. The simulation of the line broadening for par-
tially coherent crystallites was performed using the 
routine described in [6] and is shown by solid lines in 
Fig. 8. For the sample Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N, the simulation 
yielded the crystallite size of (47 K 3) Å. The disorien-
tations of crystallites are larger than 3° as estimated 
from the position of the steep increase of the line 
broadening with increasing diffraction angle; the crys-
tallites are non-coherent in the accessible range of the 
diffraction angles. The crystallite size was verified by 
transmission electron microscopy with high resolution 
(HRTEM), see Fig. 9. The dependence of the diffrac-
tion line broadening on the size of the diffraction vec-
tor measured for the Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N nanocomposite 
indicated clearly the partial coherence of neighbouring 
crystallites. From the size of the diffraction vector, for 
which the steep increase of the line broadening was ob-
served, and from the maximum (saturated) line broad-
ening, the mean disorientation of crystallites of (0.6 K 
0.1)° and the crystallite size of (117 K 7) Å was deter-
mined, respectively. From extrapolation of the diffrac-
tion line broadening to 0sin &B  (dashed line in Fig. 
8), the size of the partially coherent domains was esti-
mated to be between 500 and 600 Å. 
 Thus, it can be concluded that the sample with 
the chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N consists of 
small slightly disoriented crystallites that create large 
blocks containing 4 – 5 small partially coherent crystal-

lites. Large blocks are mutually strongly disoriented 
and therefore non-coherent. The microstructure of this 
sample is illustrated by the HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 
10. One large block can be seen in the middle of the 
picture. It consists from several small partially coherent 
crystallites (dark regions in Fig. 10). Small disorienta-
tion of the partially coherent crystallites was confirmed 
by the presence of the moiré pattern [18]. 
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Fig. 8. Diffraction line broadening observed in samples 
Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N (circles) and Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N 
(boxes) [17]. The instrumental line broadening meas-
ured using the LaB6 standard from NIST was sub-
tracted from the experimental data. 
 

 

Fig. 9. HRTEM micrograph of the sample with the ove-
rall chemical composition Cr0.40Al0.52Si0.08N. 

2200  ÅÅ  
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Fig. 10. HRTEM micrograph of the sample with the 
overall chemical composition Cr0.91Al0.08Si0.01N. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It was shown that broad reciprocal lattice points from 
nanosized crystallites can overlap each other. This 
overlap of the reciprocal lattice points reduces the 
broadening of the diffraction lines as seen by X-ray dif-
fraction. In the direct space, the overlap of the recipro-
cal lattice points is equivalent to the partial coherence 
of adjacent crystallites that “enlarges” their size as seen 
by X-rays. As the overlap of the reciprocal lattice 
points decreases with increasing size of the diffraction 
vector, the effect of the partial coherence of crystallites 
on the line broadening varies with the diffraction angle, 
which can be used to obtain the following microstruc-
tural information from the XRD line broadening. 
M Size of individual partially coherent crystallites 

can be calculated from the maximum (saturated) 
diffraction line broadening observed for large dif-
fraction angles. 

M Mean local disorientation of the individual par-
tially coherent neighbouring crystallites is related 
to the size of the diffraction vector, for which the 
partial coherence of crystallites disappears. 

M Size of the blocks composed of individual partially 
coherent crystallites can be estimated from the ex-
trapolation of the diffraction line broadening to q = 
0. 

The partial coherence of neighbouring crystallites was 
observed in materials consisting of nanocrystalline 
domains with a strong local preferred orientation of 
crystallites. Nanocrystalline domains are necessary for 
getting broadened reciprocal lattice points; strong local 
texture is needed for a sufficient overlap of the recipro-
cal lattice points from neighbouring crystallites. The 
last requirement for the partial coherence of nanocrys-
tallites is that the distance of such nanocrystallites must 
be smaller than the coherence length of the X-rays used 
for the experiment, which is a general optical require-
ment for interference of scattered waves. 
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